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AbstractQuantum �eld theory has been enormously successful as a theory describing thebehavior of �elds up to energy scales of the order of 100 GeV. Quantum elec-trodynamics, the earliest of the gauge theories, describes the interaction of theelectromagnetic �eld with matter. Though, during the early stages of its for-mulation, the divergences that arise in the theory had seemed too big a hurdleto overcome, regularization and renormalization procedures have been developedto handle these divergences and the theory has come up with a large number ofpredictions. Several of these predictions, like, Lamb shift, anomalous magneticmoment of the electron, have been experimentally veri�ed thereby �rmly estab-lishing the validity of quantum electrodynamics. The theory due to Salam andWeinberg has been able to successfully unify the electromagnetic and weak in-teractions into a single gauge theory. Also, the W and the Z bosons predictedby the theory have been observed experimentally thereby establishing the Salam-Weinberg theory as the correct theory of weak interactions. Though, we are yet tohave a theory that describes the strong interactions adequately, we have in handa workable model in quantum chromodynamics. E�orts to describe all these threeinteractions by a uni�ed gauge theory have also been successful.The gravitational interaction has been the odd one out. All attempts tox



provide a quantum framework for the gravitational �eld have so far proved tobe unsuccessful. In the absence of a viable quantum theory of gravity, can onesay anything at all about the inuence of the gravitational �eld on quantumphenomena? In the early days of quantum theory, before the development ofquantum electrodynamics, a picture of a classical electromagnetic �eld interact-ing with atomic and molecular systems was used to understand spectroscopicresults. Such a semiclassical description yields some results that are in accor-dance with the full theory of quantum electrodynamics. One may therefore hopethat a similar regime exists for gravity, a regime in which the gravitational �eldcan be retained as a classical background, while the matter �elds are quantizedaccording to the conventional quantum �eld theory. Though, we are yet to have aquantum theory of gravity, there exist compelling reasons to believe that quantumgravitational e�ects will be important only at energy scales of the order of Planckenergy (� 1019 GeV). There exists a domain of 17 orders of magnitude betweenthe Planck energy and an energy scale of the order of 100 GeV, a domain in whichthe gravitational �eld can be assumed to behave classically and the matter �eldscan be assumed to have a quantum nature. Though, there exist other contest-ing theories to describe the classical gravitational �eld, experiments have pointedtowards Einstein's general theory of relativity as the correct classical theory ofgravity. Thus, adopting general relativity as a theory describing classical gravity,one is led to the subject of quantum �eld theory in curved spacetimes which hasbeen an area of active research during the past couple of decades.The conventional formulation of quantum �eld theory in Minkowski space-time is invariant under the Poincare group, i.e. the theory is invariant only underlinear coordinate transformations. Under non-linear coordinate transformations,xi



even in at spacetime, quantum �eld theoretic concepts such as vacua, particlesetc. do not, in general, seem to possess a covariant meaning. Similar problemsare encountered when the evolution of quantum �elds are studied in curved space-times. Further, in a curved spacetime the presence of the gravitational backgroundcan lead to production of particles corresponding to the quantum �eld. These par-ticles that have been produced can also react back on the classical background.The metric, which is assumed here to be described by Einstein's equations, isa covariant concept. Therefore, if the backreaction of the quantum �eld on thegravitational background has to be studied meaningfully, a covariant descriptionof the phenomenon of particle production is called for. This in turn requires anunderstanding of the concept of a particle in an arbitrary curved spacetime.The phenomenon of particle production takes place in classical electromag-netic backgrounds too. We can possibly learn lessons for the gravitational caseby studying the evolution of quantum �elds in electromagnetic backgrounds. Infact, some of the conceptual problems that arise while studying quantum �elds incurved spacetimes are encountered in electromagnetic backgrounds too. Just asa covariant formulation of the phenomenon of particle production is required forgravitational backgrounds, a gauge invariant description of the same phenomenonis called for in the case of electromagnetic backgrounds.This thesis work is focussed towards improving our understanding of thephenomenon of particle production and also the backreaction of these particlesthat have been produced on the classical backgrounds.A chapter wise summary of the thesis is given below.In chapter 1, we introduce the basic terminology and the mathematicalxii



framework that is used to study the evolution of quantum �elds in classical grav-itational and electromagnetic backgrounds. This chapter reviews some of theessential results that serve as a background for the chapters that follow. We be-gin this chapter by illustrating the coordinate dependence of the particle conceptwith the aid of a simple example in at spacetime. We then present an exampleof a time dependent gravitational background in which the phenomenon of parti-cle production takes place. Motivating the usefulness of the detector concept, weintroduce the Unruh-DeWitt detector. We discuss the response of inertial and uni-formly accelerated Unruh-DeWitt detectors in at spacetime and also analyze theresponse of these detectors in Schwarzschild and de-Sitter spacetimes. Carryingout the canonical quantization of a complex scalar �eld in a constant electric �eldbackground, we illustrate how the tunneling interpretation is invoked to explainthe phenomenon of particle production in time independent gauges. Introducingthe e�ective Lagrangian approach, we show that invariant results can be obtainedby this approach with the help of an electromagnetic example. Finally, we discussas to how the backreaction of the quantum �eld on the classical background canbe taken into account and introduce the semiclassical Einstein's equations.Chapter 2 is devoted to the study of �nite time response of Unruh-DeWittdetectors. We begin this chapter by motivating the need for a �nite time detector.We then study the response inertial and uniformly accelerated Unruh-DeWittdetectors in at spacetime when they are switched on smoothly as well as abruptlyfor a �nite proper time interval. We identify the divergences that appear in theresponse functions of the detectors when they are switched on abruptly and pointout the origin of these divergences. We conclude this chapter by pointing out thelimitations of the detector concept. xiii



In chapter 3, we study the evolution of a quantized complex scalar �eldin classical electromagnetic backgrounds. We begin this chapter by introducingSchwinger's proper time formalism to evaluate e�ective Lagrangians. We thenexamine the validity of the tunneling interpretation that is usually invoked inliterature to explain the phenomenon of particle production in time independentgauges. With the aid of an example, we show that the tunneling interpretation canbe inconsistent with the e�ective Lagrangian approach. The e�ective Lagrangianbeing a more reliable approach, we conclude that this lack of consistency betweenthese two approaches calls into question the validity of the tunneling interpreta-tion. We then discuss the limitations of the the Klein approach that is used tostudy particle production in time independent gauges.Though the e�ective Lagrangian approach is more reliable, the evaluationof the e�ective Lagrangian even for a given classical background proves to be arather di�cult task. In chapter 3, we also propose a conjecture that can possiblyhelp us guess the form of the the e�ective Lagrangian for an arbitrary background.We put forward the conjecture that the e�ective Lagrangian for a classical back-ground will be zero if all the invariant scalars (involving the �eld and its deriva-tives) describing the background vanish identically. We verify this conjecture byexplicitly evaluating the e�ective Lagrangian for some non-trivial electromagneticand gravitational backgrounds. We conclude this chapter with a few remarks onthe boundary condition that is implicitly assumed in the evaluation of e�ectiveLagrangians using Schwinger's formalism.In chapters 2 and 3, we had neglected the backreaction of the quantum�eld on the classical background and had concentrated our e�orts on obtainingan invariant description of the phenomenon of particle production. Once suchxiv



description is at hand the backreaction of the quantum �eld on the classical back-ground can be taken into account. It is generally assumed that the backreactionof the quantum �eld on a gravitational background is given by the expectationvalue of the energy-momentum tensor of the quantum �eld. Since such a semiclas-sical theory is incapable of providing a preferred state for the quantum �eld byitself, the expectation value of the energy-momentum tensor has to be evaluatedin a state speci�ed by hand. This semiclassical theory can then be relied upononly if the uctuations in the energy-momentum densities of the quantum �eldare small when compared to their expectation values. Using this as the criterion,in chapter 4, we analyze the validity of the semiclassical theory for a minisuper-space model of a massless scalar �eld in a Friedmann universe. We evaluate themagnitude of the uctuations in the backreaction term for the states of the scalar�eld mode that correspond to the vacuum, n-particle and coherent states of thequantized scalar �eld. We �nd that the uctuations in the backreaction term aresmall, even when a large amount of particles are being produced, only for coher-ent states with a large value for the parameter describing them. We thereforeconclude that the semiclassical theory we have considered will be valid during allstages of evolution, only if the quantum �elds are assumed to be in `coherent' likestates.In quantum �eld theory, it is the coe�cients of the positive frequency com-ponents of the normal modes of the quantum �eld that are identi�ed to be an-nihilation operators. Therefore, the evolution of a quantum �eld is governed bythe behavior of the normal modes of the equation of motion satis�ed by it. But,even a classical �eld satis�es the same equations of motion as does a quantum�eld. If so, can some of the non-trivial e�ects that arise in quantum �eld theoryxv



arise in classical �eld theory too? In chapter 5, we show that this indeed can bethe case. Fourier analyzing real plane waves modes of scalar and electromagnetic�elds in at spacetime with respect to the proper time of a uniformly acceleratedobserver, we �nd that the resulting power spectrum has a Planckian nature. Wethen outline as to how such a Planckian spectrum can also prove to be a feature ofobservers stationed at a constant radius in Schwarzschild and de-sitter spacetimes.We conclude this chapter by presenting a model of a detector which responds tothe Fourier spectrum of the �eld with respect to its proper time thereby illus-trating that it should, in principle, be possible to physically measure the powerspectrum we have obtained.Finally, in chapter 6, we present our conclusions and outlook.This thesis is mainly based on the following publications.� L. Sriramkumar and T. Padmanabhan, Finite-time response of inertialand uniformly accelerated Unruh-DeWitt detectors, Class. Quantum Grav.13, 2061 (1996).� L. Sriramkumar, Limits on the validity of the semiclassical theory|aminisuperspace example, IUCAA preprint 15/95, Accepted for publicationin Int. J. Mod. Phys. D.� L. Sriramkumar and T. Padmanabhan, Does a nonzero tunneling prob-ability imply particle production in time independent classical electromag-netic backgrounds?, Phys. Rev. D 54, 7599 (1996).� L. Sriramkumar, R. Mukund and T. Padmanabhan, Non-trivial classicalbackgrounds with vanishing quantum corrections, IUCAA preprint 42/96,xvi
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Chapter 1Introduction and backgroundDuring the past couple of decades or so the subject of quantum �eld theory incurved spacetime has been an area of active research. The original motivation tostudy the behavior of quantum �elds in classical gravitational backgrounds wasthe belief that such a study will provide useful clues for a quantum theory ofgravity. Though a quantum theory of gravity still remains a distant dream, itwill be fair to say that there has been very interesting discoveries in this area.Many important lessons have been learned from this e�ort, but it is di�cult tolist down direct clues to quantum gravity obtained from this study|if anything,the conceptual problems faced in this subject make quantum gravity look all themore puzzling.The basic formalism of quantum �eld theory in at spacetime can be gen-eralized to a curved spacetime in a straightforward way (see, for e.g., any of thefollowing textbooks [1, 2, 3], or one of the following review articles [4, 5, 6]). Aquantum �eld is described in a curved spacetime by the generally covariant versionof at spacetime Lagrangian, varying which one obtains the generally covariant�eld equations. Quantization of the �eld then proceeds by de�ning a set of canon-1



ical commutation relations for the �eld operators. The evolution of the quantum�eld is governed by the behavior of the normal modes of the �eld equation in thespacetime of interest. Departure from at spacetime �eld theory comes at the nextlevel when one tries to construct the Fock basis and de�ne particles correspondingto the quantum �eld. (Throughout this thesis, we shall restrict our analysis tofree quantum �elds, because our interest is the interaction of the quantum �eldwith gravity or electromagnetism rather than its interaction with itself. Also, weshall assume here that the gravitational background is described by Einstein'sequations.)Actually this departure arises even when one attempts to formulate quan-tum �eld theory in a noninertial coordinate system in at spacetime [7, 8]. Af-ter all, there is no reason why �eld quantization should be carried out in theMinkowski coordinates alone. An accelerating observer, for example, will �ndit more natural to carry out the �eld quantization in a coordinate system ob-tained by a suitable transformation of the Minkowski coordinates. It then turnsout, that the vacuum state de�ned in an inertial coordinate system and the vac-uum state de�ned in a noninertial coordinate system can, in general, be di�erentstates [9, 10]. Hence, the de�nition of a particle in the two coordinate systems canalso be di�erent. These features are encountered when the evolution of quantum�elds is studied in a curved spacetime [4].The hope of providing an operational de�nition of the concept of a particlein a curved spacetime led to the idea of a detector. The development of the idea ofdetectors have emphasized the observer dependence of the particle concept. It wasshown that the response of detectors depends on the state of their motion, if thequantum �eld is assumed to be in a particular state, say, the Minkowski vacuum2



state in at spacetime. The monopole detector due to Unruh and DeWitt [11, 12],for instance, does not respond in the Minkowski vacuum state when in inertialmotion in at spacetime but responds when it is accelerating uniformly or whenit is in rotational motion [10, 13]. Similar features arise when the response ofdetectors are studied in curved spacetimes [14]. It has become clear that theconventional formulation of quantum �eld theory in at spacetime is not invariantunder non-linear coordinate transformations and in an arbitrary curved spacetimethe very de�nition of a particle becomes dependent on the coordinate systemchosen by an observer.In a curved spacetime, even if we choose a particular coordinate system,a quantum �eld which was initially in the vacuum state may not remain in thevacuum state at a later time. One �nds that the time variation of the classicalgravitational background can lead to production of particles corresponding to thequantum �eld [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. The other aspect of thestudy of quantum �elds in a curved spacetime is the backreaction of the particlesthat have been produced on the classical gravitational background. It is generallybelieved that this backreaction should be described by Einstein's equations withthe right hand side replaced by the expectation value of the energy-momentumtensor of the quantum �eld, evaluated in a given state [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32].Phenomena such as particle production and vacuum polarization also arisein classical electromagnetic backgrounds [33, 34, 35, 36]. Some of the conceptualissues that arise in the study of quantum �elds in classical gravitational back-grounds are encountered in electromagnetic backgrounds too [37, 38]. So, theevolution of quantum �elds in electromagnetic backgrounds has been repeatedlystudied in literature with the hope that such a study will teach us some useful3



lessons to handle the gravitational case.In this chapter, we introduce the basic mathematical formalism of the di�er-ent approaches that are used to study the evolution of quantum �elds in classicalgravitational and electromagnetic backgrounds. We also review here some of theessential results that will serve as a background for the chapters that follow. Mostof the our analysis in this chapter and the chapters that follow will be carried outfor the case of a quantum scalar �eld, but our results will, in general, hold goodfor �elds of higher spins too. This restriction will enable the results presented inthis thesis to emerge with the minimum of mathematical complexity. Also, weshall set �h = c = G = 1 in all our calculations.This chapter is organized as follows. In section 1.1, we illustrate the co-ordinate dependence of the particle concept with the aid of a simple example inat spacetime. In section 1.2, we present an example of a time dependent gravi-tational background in which the phenomenon of particle production takes place.After motivating the usefulness of the detector concept, we introduce the Unruh-DeWitt detector in section 1.3. In the same section, we discuss the response ofinertial and uniformly accelerated Unruh-DeWitt detectors in at spacetime andalso analyze the response of these detectors when they are stationed at a constantradius in Schwarzschild and de-Sitter spacetimes. Carrying out the normal modeanalysis of a complex scalar �eld in a constant electric �eld background, in sec-tion 1.4, we illustrate how the tunneling interpretation is invoked to explain thephenomenon of particle production in time independent gauges. In section 1.5,we introduce the e�ective Lagrangian approach and show that invariant resultscan be obtained by this approach with the aid of the example of a constant elec-tromagnetic background. In section 1.6, we discuss as to how the backreaction of4



the quantum �eld on the classical background can possibly be taken into accountand introduce the semiclassical Einstein's equations.1.1 Coordinate dependence of the particle con-cept: an example in at spacetimeIn this section, we shall illustrate the coordinate dependence of the particle conceptwith the help of a simple example in at spacetime. For the sake of mathematicalsimplicity, we shall mostly work here in (1 + 1) dimensions.The system we shall consider is a real, massless scalar �eld � described bythe action S[�] = Z d2xp�g L(�) = 12 Z d2xp�g g��@�� @��; (1.1)where @� � @@x� : (1.2)The equation of motion for the scalar �eld � described by the action above isgiven by 2� � 1p�g@� �p�gg��@��� = 0: (1.3)With the help of the following conserved four current j�j� = (��@�� ��@���) ; (1.4)we can de�ne a scalar product for any two solutions �1 and �2 of the scalar �eld �as follows: (�1;�2) = �i Z d��p�g� (�1@���2 � ��2@��1) ; (1.5)5



where d�� = n�d�, with n� being a future directed unit vector orthogonal tothe spacelike hypersurface � (d� is the volume element on �) and the asteriskdenotes complex conjugation.1.1.1 Canonical quantization in Minkowski coordinatesIn (1 + 1) dimensions and in Minkowski coordinates (t; x), at spacetime is de-scribed by the line element ds2 = dt2 � dx2: (1.6)The equation of motion for the scalar �eld �, viz. equation (1.3), correspondingto this metric is given by �@2t � @2x��(t; x) = 0: (1.7)The solutions to this equation are plane waves i.e.uk(t; x) / exp�i(!t� kx); (1.8)where ! = jkj and k can take values continuously in the range �1 and 1.Since the at spacetime metric is independent of the Minkowski time coordinate t,positive frequency modes can be de�ned with respect to the timelike Killing vector(@=@t). That is, normal modes uk are de�ned to be positive frequency modes ifthey are eigenfunctions of the operator (@=@t):@tuk(t; x) = �i! uk(t; x) with ! > 0: (1.9)In the Minkowski coordinates we are considering here we can choose the hyper-surface d�� in the scalar product (1.5) to be a constant t surface. Then, if wechoose uk(t; x) = 1p4�! exp�i(!t� kx); (1.10)6



we �nd that the modes uk and their complex conjugates u�k satisfy the followingorthonormality relations(uk; uk0) = �D(k � k0) ; (u�k; u�k0) = ��D(k � k0) and (uk; u�k0) = 0; (1.11)where �D(z) is the Dirac delta function of the corresponding argument.The canonical quantization of the scalar �eld can be carried out by treating� as an operator and imposing the following equal time commutation relations[�(t; x);�(t; x0)] = 0[�(t; x);�(t; x0)] = 0[�(t; x);�(t; x0)] = i�D(x� x0); 9>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>; (1.12)where � is the canonically conjugate momentum corresponding to the scalar �eldde�ned as � = @L@(@0�) = @0�: (1.13)(In an arbitrary curved spacetime, the canonically conjugate variable � corre-sponding to the scalar �eld � is given by the relation� = @L@(@0�) = p�g g0�@��: (1.14)In at spacetime and in Minkowski coordinates g00 = 1 and g01 = 0. Therefore,in such a case, the above relation for � simpli�es to equation (1.13).)The normal modes (1.10) and their complex conjugates satisfying the rela-tions (1.11) form a complete orthonormal basis so that the quantized scalar �eldcan be expanded as follows:�(t; x) = Z 1�1 dk �âk uk(t; x) + âyk u�k(t; x)� ; (1.15)7



where âk and âyk are the annihilation and the creation operators for the mode k.(Note that in the decomposition above we have identi�ed the coe�cients of thepositive frequency normal modes to be the annihilation operators.) The equaltime commutation relations (1.12) then correspond to[âk; âk0] = 0hâyk; âyk0i = 0hâk; âyk0i = �D(k � k0): 9>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>; (1.16)The Minkowski vacuum state j0Mi is then de�ned to be the state that is annihi-lated by the annihilation operator âk, i.e.âkj0M i = 0; 8k: (1.17)The many particle states can then be obtained by repeatedly operating the cre-ation operator âyk on the Minkowski vacuum state. For instance, the one par-ticle state j1ki can be obtained by operating the creation operator once on theMinkowski vacuum state as follows:j1ki = âykj0M i: (1.18)The Fock space thus constructed from the Minkowski vacuum state is invariantunder the action of the Poincar�e group. The operator N̂k � �âykâk� is calledthe number operator for the mode k and its expectation value in a state jnki isequal to nk, the number of quanta in the mode k. For instance, in the Minkowskivacuum state h0M jN̂kj0M i = h0M jâykâkj0M i = 0; 8k: (1.19)8



1.1.2 Canonical quantization in Rindler coordinatesNow, consider the following non-linear transformations of the Minkowski coordi-nates t and x [39, 40, 41]t = g�1 eg� sinh(g� ) and x = g�1 eg� cosh(g� ); (1.20)where g is a constant. The new coordinates � and � which we shall refer to as theRindler coordinates, cover only the wedge x > jtj of the Minkowski t-x plane. Interms of new coordinates � and �, the at spacetime line element (1.6) takes thefollowing form: ds2 = e2g� �d� 2 � d�2� : (1.21)From equation (1.20) it can be easily noted thatx2 � t2 = g�2 e2g� and tanh(g� ) = (t=x): (1.22)These relations then imply that curves of constant � are straight lines passingthrough the origin, while curves of constant � are hyperbolae in the Minkowskit-x plane. Each of these hyperbolae is the spacetime trajectory of a uniformlyaccelerating observer having a proper acceleration �g e�g��.This can be shown as follows (see, for instance, ref. [42], pp. 22{23). Con-sider an observer who is traveling with a uniform acceleration � along the x-axis.The equation of motion of such an observer is given byddt  vp1� v2! = �; (1.23)where v = (dx=dt). This equation can be integrated with the resultv = dxdt = �t (1 + �2t2)�1=2; (1.24)9



where we have chosen the initial condition to be v = 0 at t = 0. Integrating thisequation again and setting x = ��1 at t = 0, we obtain thatx = ��1 (1 + �2t2)1=2: (1.25)The proper time s as measured by a clock carried by the accelerated observer isrelated to the Minkowski time t as follows:s(t) = Z t0 dtp1� v2= Z t0 dtp1 + �2t2= ��1 arcsinh(�t): (1.26)Using this relation and equation (1.25), we can express the trajectory of theobserver accelerating with a proper acceleration � as follows:t = ��1 sinh(�s) and x = ��1 cosh(�s): (1.27)(If we now choose � = �g e�g�� and s = �eg� ��, we �nd that these relationsreduce to the transformations (1.20).) This trajectory is a hyperbolae in the t-x plane con�rming our claim that the Rindler coordinates (�; �) correspond to thecoordinates of an observer accelerating uniformly along the spatial coordinate x.Note that di�erent hyperbolae correspond to di�erent uniform accelerations, withthe acceleration decreasing as one moves out towards positive x. A uniformlyaccelerated observer traveling along one of these hyperbolae is called a Rindlerobserver. The null lines x = �t are asymptotes of the hyperbolae and hencea Rindler observer never intersects these lines. These null lines therefore act ashorizons for the uniformly accelerated observers.Clearly, the metric (1.21) is conformally related to the metric (1.6) (for adiscussion on conformal transformations, see, for e.g., ref. [1], section 3.1). In10



the (1 + 1) dimensional case we are considering here the action (1.1) is invariantunder conformal transformations. Therefore, the equation of motion (1.3) for themassless scalar �eld � in terms of the new coordinates � and � reduces to�@2� � @2���(�; �) = 0: (1.28)The solutions to this equation, as it was in the case of Minkowski coordinates, arejust plane waves, i.e. vl(�; �) / exp�i(�� � l�); (1.29)where � = jlj and l can take values continuously between �1 and 1. Since themetric (1.21) is independent of the Rindler time coordinate � , the positive fre-quency modes for the new coordinates can be de�ned with respect to the timelikeKilling vector �eld (@=@� ) as follows:@�vl(�; �) = �i� vl(�; �) with � > 0: (1.30)In the Rindler case, the hypersurface d�� in the scalar product (1.5) can be chosento be a constant � hypersurface. Then, the normalized modes are given byvl(�; �) = 1p4�� exp�i (�� � l�) : (1.31)These modes and their complex conjugates v�l satisfy the following set of orthonor-mality relations(vl; vl0) = �D(l � l0) ; (v�l ; v�l0) = ��D(l� l0) and (vl; v�l0) = 0: (1.32)Just as in the Minkowski case, the quantized scalar �eld can now be expanded interms of modes (1.31) and their complex conjugates as follows:�(�; �) = Z 1�1 dl �bl vl(�; �) + b̂yl v�l (�; �)� ; (1.33)11



where b̂l and b̂yl are the creation and the annihilation operators corresponding tothe conformal Rindler mode l. The operators b̂l and b̂yl follow the same com-mutation relations as the Minkowski operators âk and âyk. The vacuum statecorresponding to the new Rindler coordinates can then be de�ned asb̂lj0Ri = 0; 8l: (1.34)1.1.3 Bogolubov transformationsIn the last two subsections, we have carried out the canonical quantization ofthe scalar �eld � in at spacetime in two di�erent coordinate systems which arerelated by a non-linear coordinate transformation. We �nd that the scalar �eld �can be decomposed in these two coordinate systems in terms of two complete,orthonormal set of modes uk and vl. These two decompositions lead to two vacuumstates j0M i and j0Ri and their associated Fock space. Are these two quantizationequivalent?As both sets of the normal modes uk and vl are complete, one set of modescan be expanded in terms of the other as follows:vl [� (t; x); �(t; x)] = Z 1�1 dk ��(l; k)uk(t; x) + �(l; k)u�k(t; x)�: (1.35)Converselyuk[t(�; �); x(�; �)] = Z 1�1 dl���(l; k) vl(�; �) � �(l; k) v�l (�; �)�: (1.36)These relations are known as the Bogolubov transformations [43, 44, 45, 46].The quantities �(l; k) and �(l; k) are called the Bogolubov coe�cients. Usingequation (1.35) and the orthonormality relations (1.11), the Bogolubov coe�cients12



can be expressed as�(l; k) = (vl; uk) and �(l; k) = � (vl; u�k) : (1.37)Making use of the orthonormality conditions (1.11) and (1.32) of the normal modesuk and vl, it can be shown thatâk = Z 1�1 dl ��(l; k) b̂l + ��(l; k) b̂yl� (1.38)and b̂l = Z 1�1 dk ���(l; k) âk � ��(l; k) âyk� : (1.39)The Bogolubov transformations also possess the following propertiesZ 1�1 dk ��(l; k))��(l0; k)� �(l; k)��(l0; k)� = �D(l � l0); (1.40)Z 1�1 dk ��(l; k))�(l0; k)� �(l; k)�(l0; k)� = 0: (1.41)It follows immediately from equations (1.38) and (1.39) that the two Fockspaces constructed out of the modes of the Minkowski and the Rindler coordinateswill prove to be di�erent if the Bogolubov coe�cient � is nonzero. For example,if � proves to be nonzero then it can be easily seen from equation (1.39) thatthe Minkowski vacuum j0M i will not be annihilated by the Rindler annihilationoperator b̂l. This indeed happens to be the case. The Bogolubov coe�cientsbetween the Minkowski and the Rindler modes can be evaluated with the aid ofequation (1.37). If we choose to evaluate the scalar products in equation (1.37)on the � = 0 hypersurface, we �nd that the Bogolubov coe�cients relating theMinkowski and the Rindler modes are described by the following integrals:�(l; k) = 14�p!� Z 1�1 d� �!eg� + �� eil� exp�i �kg�1 eg�� ;�(l; k) = 14�p!� Z 1�1 d� �!eg� � �� eil� exp i �kg�1 eg�� : (1.42)13



Changing the integration variable to z = eg�, we �nd that these integrals reduceto �(l; k) = g�14�p!� Z 10 dzz (!z + �) zilg�1 e�ikzg�1 ; (1.43)�(l; k) = g�14�p!� Z 10 dzz (!z � �) zilg�1 eikzg�1 : (1.44)Carrying out these integrals by rotating the contour to the imaginary axis, weobtain that �(l; k) =  g�14�kp!�! (!l + k�) (kg�1)�ilg�1� �(ilg�1) e�l=2g; (1.45)�(l; k) = ��(l; k) e��l=g; (1.46)where �(z) is the Gamma function. In fact, the expectation value of the Rindlernumber operator in the Minkowski vacuum state proves to be a thermal spec-trum [7, 8, 11]. That ish0M jN̂lj0M i = h0M jb̂yl b̂lj0Mi= Z 1�1 dk j�(l; k)j2= Z 10 dk2�k  g�1exp(2��g�1)� 1! : (1.47)(The logarithmic divergence in the above integral is a feature of massless scalar�elds in (1 + 1) dimensions.) Therefore, quantization in the Minkowski and theRindler coordinates are inequivalent.As we have mentioned at the beginning of this section, our discussion abovehas been presented in (1+1) dimensions so as to keep the mathematics simple. Weshall now briey outline as to how the Bogolubov coe�cient � between Minkowskiand Rindler coordinates proves to be nonzero in (3 + 1) dimensions too.14



In at spacetime and in Minkowski coordinates, the normalized modes of areal, massless scalar �eld in (3 + 1) dimensions are given byuk(t;x) = 1q(2�)3 2! exp�i(!t� k:x); (1.48)where ! = jkj. The quantized scalar �eld can be decomposed in terms of thesemodes and their complex conjugates u�k as follows:�(t;x) = Z d3k �âk uk(t;x) + âyk u�k(t;x)� : (1.49)In (3+ 1) dimensions, the coordinate transformations (1.20) lead to the followingRindler metric: ds2 = e2g�(d� 2 � d�2)� dy2 � dz2; (1.50)where we have assumed that the y and the z-coordinates remain unchanged. Thenormalized modes of a massless scalar �eld in these Rindler coordinates are givenby (see, for e.g., ref. [10])v�l?(�; �;x?) =  sinh(��g�1)4�4g !1=2 e�i�� eil?:x? Ki�g�1 �l?g�1eg�� ; (1.51)where l? � (ly; lz), x? � (y; z), l? = jl?j and Ki�g�1 is the Macdonald function, aBessel function of imaginary order and argument. These modes and their complexconjugates v��l? form a complete orthonormal basis. Therefore, the quantizedscalar �eld can be decomposed in terms of these normal modes as follows:�(�; �;x?) = Z 10 d� Z d2l? �b�l? v�l?(�; �;x?) + by�l? v��l?(�; �;x?)� : (1.52)The Bogolubov coe�cients between the modes (1.48) and (1.52) can evalu-ated using the scalar product (1.37). Evaluating the scalar product on the � = 0hypersurface, we obtain that (see, for instance, ref. [9])�(�; l?;k) = �2�!g�1 �1 � exp�(2��g�1)���1=215



�  w � kxl? !i�g�1 �D(k? � l?);�(�; l?;k) = ��(�; l?;k) e���g�1 : (1.53)This result then shows that inequivalent quantization in Minkowski and Rindlercoordinates is a feature that arises in (3 + 1) dimensions too. Using the aboveexpression for the Bogolubov coe�cient �, it can be easily shown that the ex-pectation value of the Rindler number operator in the Minkowski vacuum stateis a thermal spectrum with a temperature T = (g=2�), just as it was in the(1 + 1) dimensional case.The conventional formulation of quantum �eld theory in at spacetime isinvariant only the Poincar�e group. The Poincar�e group is basically a set of linearcoordinate transformations. Our discussion above illustrates the fact that undernon-linear coordinate transformations, even in at spacetime, concepts such asvacuum, particles etc. can, in general, prove to be coordinate dependent. Ina curved spacetime, the Poincar�e group is no longer a symmetry group of thespacetime. Therefore, inequivalent quantization in di�erent coordinates describingthe same gravitational background can be expected to arise in curved spacetimestoo. The results regarding the Bogolubov transformations we have presentedabove are not restricted to at spacetime alone but apply to complete, orthonor-mal sets of solutions in curved spacetimes too. Consider a curved spacetime inwhich more than one timelike Killing vector is available. We can de�ne positivefrequency normal modes with respect to these di�erent timelike Killing vectors.If the Bogolubov coe�cient � proves to be nonzero between any two of thesenormal modes, then inequivalent quantization, as illustrated in the at spacetime16



example above, will arise and there is bound to be an ambiguity in the de�nitionof particles. Further, in a generic spacetime, in which the metric is explicitlytime dependent, a timelike Killing vector may not be available at all. In such asituation, positive frequency modes cannot be de�ned unambiguously. Thus, wemay be faced with either a lack of uniqueness in the particle de�nition, or it maynot be possible to de�ne particles at all [4].In certain limited cases, however, the particle concept is useful and one canobtain interesting results. Consider a spacetime which is static in the asymp-totic past and in the asymptotic future. Then, timelike Killing vector �elds areavailable in the asymptotic domains, but they need not be the same vector. Wecan de�ne a vacuum state, in the past and a (possibly di�erent) vacuum statein the future, even though a vacuum state cannot be de�ned in the intermediatetimes (due to the absence of a Killing vector �eld). If the quantum �eld wasinitially in the vacuum state de�ned in the asymptotic past, then at late times itwill appear as if particles are present in that state. This result is interpreted asproduction of particles corresponding to the quantum �eld by the changing ge-ometry of spacetime. The emission of Hawking radiation from a star undergoinggravitational collapse is a famous example of particle creation in a time dependentgravitational background [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54].The phenomenon of particle production is clearly di�erent from the oneconcerning the presence of the Rindler quanta in the Minkowski vacuum. Thelatter arises because there is more than one way of de�ning positive frequencymodes in a given spacetime, even though the spacetime itself is static. On theother hand, particles are created in a time dependent metric because the naturalde�nition of positive frequency modes are di�erent at two di�erent times [55, 56].17



1.2 Particle production in a curved spacetime: asimple exampleWe shall now discuss a simple model of particle creation in a spacetime that isMinkowskian in the asymptotic past and asymptotic future but is non-static in be-tween. (The example we present here was investigated originally in ref. [57]). Thespacetime is a two dimensional Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe describedby the line element ds2 = dt2 � a2(t) dx2; (1.54)where the spatial sections expand or contract uniformly as described by the scalefactor a(t). Introducing a new time parameter (the so called conformal time)de�ned as � = Z dta(t); (1.55)the metric (1.54) can be rewritten in terms of the conformal time � as follows:ds2 = a2(�) �d�2 � dx2�= C(�) �d�2 � dx2� ; (1.56)where we have de�ned the conformal scale factor as: C(�) = a2(�). This formof the line element is manifestly conformal to the at spacetime line element inMinkowski coordinates. Suppose thatC(�) = A+B tanh(��); (1.57)where A, B and � are constants, then in the asymptotic past and the asymptoticfuture the spacetime becomes Minkowskian sinceC(�)! A�B; as � ! �1: (1.58)18



Consider a massive, real scalar �eld described by the actionS[�] = Z d2xp�g L(�) = 12 Z d2xp�g �g�� @�� @�� �m2�2� : (1.59)Varying this action with respect to the scalar �eld �, we obtain the equation ofmotion satis�ed by the scalar �eld to be�2+m2�� � � 1p�g@� �p�gg��@��+m2�� = 0: (1.60)Substituting the metric (1.56) in this equation, we obtain that�@2� � @2x +m2C(�)��(�; x) = 0: (1.61)If we decompose the modes of the scalar �eld � asuk(�; x) / �k(�) eikx; (1.62)we �nd that the function �k(�) satis�es the following di�erential equationd2�kd�2 + �k2 +m2C(�)��k = 0: (1.63)For the case of C(�) given by (1.57), this di�erential equation can be solved interms of hypergeometric functions [58]. The normalized modes which behave aspositive frequency Minkowski modes in the asymptotic past (i.e. as �; t! �1)areuink (�; x) = 1p4�!in exp i�kx� !+� � (!�=�) ln [2cosh(��)]�� F�1 + (i!�=�); i!�=�; 1� (i!in=�); [1 + tanh(��)]=2��!�1�! 1p4�!in exp�i (!in� � kx) ; (1.64)19



where !in = �k2 +m2(A�B)�1=2!out = �k2 +m2(A+B)�1=2!� = 12 (!out � !in) : 9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>; (1.65)On the other hand, the modes which behave like positive frequency Minkowskimodes in the asymptotic future (i.e. as �; t!1) are found to beuoutk (�; x) = 1p4�!out exp i�kx� !+� � (!�=�) ln [2cosh(��)]�� F�1 + (i!�=�); i!�=�; 1 + (i!out=�); [1� tanh(��)]=2��!1�! 1p4�!out exp�i (!out� � kx) : (1.66)Clearly, uink and uoutk are not equal which means that the Bogolubov coe�cient �relating these two modes must be non-vanishing. To see this explicitly we can usethe linear transformation properties of hypergeometric functions (see, for instance,ref. [59], p. 559) to write uink in terms of uoutk asuink (�; x) = �(k)uoutk (�; x) + �(k)uout��k (�; x); (1.67)where �(k) = �!out!in �1=2  � [1 � (i!in=�)] �(�i!out=�)�(�i!+=�) � [1� (i!+=�)] ! ; (1.68)�(k) = �!out!in �1=2  � [1 � (i!in=�)] �(i!out=�)�(i!�=�) � [1 + (i!�=�)] ! (1.69)and �(z) represents the Gamma function. Comparision of equation (1.67) withequation (1.35) reveals that the Bogolubov coe�cients are given by�(k; k0) = �(k) �D(k � k0) and �(k; k0) = �(k) �D(k + k0): (1.70)20



From these two equations one obtainsj�(k)j2 =  sinh2(�!+=�)sinh(�!in=�) sinh(�!out=�)! ; (1.71)j�(k)j2 =  sinh2(�!�=�)sinh(�!in=�) sinh(�!out=�)! ; (1.72)from which the normalization conditionj�(k)j2 � j�(k)j2 = 1; (1.73)follows immediately.Consider the case when the �eld is assumed to be in the in-vacuum j0ini asde�ned by a Minkowski observer as �; t ! �1. As the spacetime expands andreaches the asymptotic future, i.e. as �; t!1, the �eld is still in the state j0ini(we are working in the Heisenberg picture). However, the Minkowski observer inthe out-region de�nes a di�erent state j0outi as the vacuum state and �nds thatthe state j0ini is populated with j�(k)j2 (given by equation (1.72)) number ofparticles, as de�ned by her. It is in this sense, we say that particle production hastaken place. However it is not meaningful to ask whether or not these particleswere created during expansion, because the particle concept is not well de�ned inthe intermediate times.1.3 Concept of a detectorIn a general curved spacetime, the particle concept is ambiguous. When formalmethods, such as the canonical quantization procedure, lead to coordinate de-pendence of the particle concept, we can ask whether there exists an operationalprescription of de�ning a particle which can help us resolve this ambiguity. One21



such prescription would be to study the behavior of a measuring apparatus whichinteracts with the quantum �eld and can possibly respond to the particle contentof the quantum �eld. After all, particles are what particle detectors are designedto detect [60]. The response of a particle detector in motion on a certain trajec-tory in the spacetime of our interest should then reect the particle content of thequantum �eld in that spacetime. These motivations for an operational de�nitionof the particle concept led to the idea of a detector.In classical physics, if one wants to measure the strength of a �eld, say anelectric �eld, it could be done by placing a charge in the �eld and by measuring theresponse of the charge, viz. its acceleration. Alternatively, one can measure theenergy gained by a harmonically bound charge kept in an external electric �eld,and the energy gained by the charge will be proportional to the power spectrumof the �eld, evaluated at the frequency of the oscillator. The simplest analogue ofthis detection process in quantummechanics would be an atom kept in an externalquantized electric �eld and the rate of transition of the atom to the excited levelswill then reect the expectation value of the �eld.Therefore, by a detector we have in mind a mathematical model involvinga point like object which can be described by a classical worldline, but whichnevertheless possesses internal degrees of freedom having a quantum descriptionprovided by energy levels. Such model detectors can essentially be described by theinteraction Lagrangian for the coupling between the internal degrees of freedomof the detector and the quantum �eld. The worldline of the detector is assumedto be prescribed a priori; it is not considered to be a part of the dynamics. Thedetector is usually set in its ground state and the probability that as a result of itsinteraction with the quantum �eld, it will eventually be found in an excited state22



is examined. Also, to qualify as a realistic detector, the detector, when it is on aninertial trajectory in at spacetime, is not expected to respond in the Minkowskivacuum.The response of such a detector in an arbitrary spacetime would, in general,depend on the following three elements: (i) the nature of the coupling betweenthe detector and the �eld, (ii) the motion of the detector and (iii) the state of thequantum �eld. The simplest of the di�erent possible detectors is the detector dueto Unruh and DeWitt [11, 12]. In the following three subsections, we introducethe Unruh-DeWitt detector and analyze its response in at as well as curvedspacetimes.1.3.1 The Unruh-DeWitt detectorThe Unruh-DeWitt detector consists of an idealized point particle with inter-nal energy levels labeled by the energy E and coupled to the quantum �eld bya monopole interaction. Suppose the Unruh-DeWitt detector moves along theworldline described by the functions x�(� ), where � is the proper time as mea-sured by the clock in the detector's frame. The interaction of the Unruh-DeWittdetector with a scalar �eld � is described by the interaction LagrangianLint (x(� )) = cm(� )�[x(� )]; (1.74)where c is a small coupling constant and m(� ) is the detector's monopole operator.Consider a Unruh-DeWitt detector that is assumed to be in its ground statejE0i and is set in motion on an arbitrary trajectory in a particular spacetime.This detector, in general, will not remain in its ground state but will undergo atransition to an excited state jEi due to its interaction with the scalar �eld. The23



amplitude for its transition to the excited state jEi will be given byA(E;E0) = hEj 
 h	f j T �exp ic�Z 1�1 d� m(� )�[x(� )]��j	ii 
 jE0i; (1.75)where T is the time ordering operator, j	ii is the initial state of the quantum �eldand j	f i is the state of the quantum �eld after its interaction with the detector. Ifwe assume that the coupling constant c is very small, then the transition amplitudecan be approximated by the �rst order perturbation theory as follows:A(E;E0) = ic hEj 
 h	f j�Z 1�1 d� m(� )�[x(� )]�j	ii 
 jE0i: (1.76)If the time evolution of m(� ) is assumed to bem(� ) = eiH0� m(0) e�iH0� ; (1.77)where H0 is the Hamiltonian of the detector so that H0jEi = EjEi and H0jE0i =E0jE0i, then the transition amplitude is given byA(
) =M Z 1�1 d� ei
� h	f j�[x(� )]j	ii; (1.78)where 
 = (E � E0) and M = ic hEjm(0)jE0i: (1.79)We shall now examine whether the Unruh-DeWitt satis�es the demand wehad made earlier for a detector to be realistic, viz. that the detector should notrespond in the Minkowski vacuum state when it is on an inertial trajectory in atspacetime. Earlier, in subsection 1.1.3, we had seen that, in at spacetime and in(3 + 1) dimensions, the quantized scalar �eld � can be decomposed in terms ofthe Minkowski normal modes as follows (cf. equations (1.48) and (1.49)):�(t;x) = Z d3kq(2�)3 2! �âke�i(!t�k:x) + âykei(!t�k:x)� ; (1.80)24



where ! = jkj. If we now assume that the initial state j	ii of the quantum �eldis the Minkowski vacuum state j0Mi, then it is clear from the expression for thetransition amplitude (1.78) that transitions can take place only to the one-particlestate of the quantized scalar �eld, i.e. for j	f i = j1ki. Thenh	f j�[x(� )]j0Mi = Z d3kq(2�)3 2! exp�i(!t� k:x): (1.81)We must now take into account the fact that x is not an independent variablebut is determined by the detector's trajectory. Let us assume that the detectorfollows an inertial world line, i.e.x(� ) = x0 + v t(� ) = x0 + v� (1 � v2)�1=2; (1.82)where x0 and v are constants and jvj < 1. For such a situation the transitionamplitude (1.78) is proportional to a Dirac delta function, i.e. we obtain thatAine(
) = Mp4�! e�ik:x0 �D �
 + (! � k:v)(1� v2)�1=2� = 0: (1.83)The last equality in the above equation follows from noting that since k:v �jkjjvj < ! and 
 > 0; the argument of the delta function is always greater thanzero. The transition in the detector is essentially forbidden on the grounds ofenergy conservation which is a direct consequence of Poincar�e invariance. TheUnruh-DeWitt detector does not respond in the Minkowski vacuum state when ininertial motion in at spacetime and therefore satis�es the demand we had madeof realistic detectors.If, on the other hand, instead of an inertial trajectory and the Minkowskivacuum state, we had chosen a more complicated trajectory and an arbitraryinitial state j	ii, the integral (1.78) would not have yielded a delta function andthe result would, in general, be nonzero. In such a case, it is of interest to calculate25



the transition probability to all possible �nal states j	f i of the quantum �eld. Thiscan be obtained by squaring the modulus of the transition amplitude and thensumming over the complete set of �nal states j	fi. The transition probability canthen be expressed in a more formal and concise manner as follows:P(
) = Xj	f i jA(
)j2 = jMj2 F(
); (1.84)where F(
) = Z 1�1 d� Z 1�1 d� 0 e�i
(��� 0)G+ [x(� ); x(� 0)] : (1.85)(Since the quantity jMj2 depends only on the internal structure of the detector andnot on its motion, we will hereafter drop this term and concentrate on the detectorresponse function F(
).) The detector response function F(
) is independent ofthe details of the detector and is determined completely by the Wightman functionG+ [x(� ); x(� 0)] which is de�ned to beG+ [x(� ); x(� 0)] = h	ij�(x)�(x0)j	ii: (1.86)For trajectories in at spacetime which are integral curves of timelikeKillingvector �elds, for e.g. the inertial and the accelerated trajectories, the Wightmanfunction corresponding to the Minkowski vacuum state is invariant under timetranslations in the reference frame of the detector [10]. HenceG+ [x(� ); x(� 0)] = h0M j�(x)�(x0)j0M i= G+(� � � 0)= G+(�� ) (1.87)and the double integration in (1.85) for such a Wightman function reduces to aFourier transform of the Wightman function multiplied by an in�nite time inter-val. The transition probability is divergent, simply because the detector is kept26



switched on for an in�nite time interval. Such a divergent integral is frequently en-countered in quantum theory, like, for instance, when transition probabilities areevaluated in time dependent perturbation theory using Fermi's golden rule [61].This divergence is usually handled by concentrating on the transition probabilityrate rather than on the transition probability itself. We can, therefore, interpretthe Fourier transform of the Wightman function as the probability of transitionper unit time of the detector. That is, the transition probability rate of thedetector is described by the following integral:R(
) = Z 1�1 d�� e�i
�� G+(�� ): (1.88)1.3.2 Inertial and uniformly accelerated Unruh-DeWittdetectors in at spacetimeLet us now evaluate the transition probability rate of inertial and uniformly ac-celerated Unruh-DeWitt detectors in at spacetime. In this subsection, we shallassume the initial state of the quantum �eld to be the Minkowski vacuum state,i.e. j	ii = j0Mi and we shall work in (3 + 1) dimensions.The Wightman function for a massless scalar �eld in (3 + 1) dimensions inthe Minkowski vacuum state is given by (see, for instance, ref. [1], pp. 52{53)G+(x; x0) = h0M j�(x)�(x0)j0Mi= �14�2 �(t� t0 � i�)2 � jx� x0j2� ; (1.89)where �! 0+. 27



Transition probability rate of an inertial detectorFor the case of an inertial trajectory in at spacetime (cf. equation (1.82)) theWightman function in the Minkowski vacuum state (1.89) reduces toG+ine(�� ) = �14�2 (�� � i�)2 ; (1.90)where, we have absorbed a positive factor (1 � v2)�1=2 into �. Substituting thisWightman function in equation (1.88), we �nd that the rate of transition proba-bility is described by the integralRine(
) = � 14�2 Z 1�1 d��  e�i
��(�� � i�)2! : (1.91)Since 
 > 0, this integral can be performed with the aid of an in�nite semicircularcontour in the lower half of the complex �� -plane. Since the pole of the two pointfunction (1.90) is at �� = i�, it does not contribute to the integral and thedetector response is zero. In other words an inertial detector does not respond inthe Minkowski vacuum, the conclusion we had reached earlier by analyzing thetransition amplitude of the inertial detector.Transition probability rate of a uniformly accelerated detectorNow, consider the following transformations of the Minkowski coordinates [39, 40]t = � sinh(g� ) ; x = � cosh(g� ) ; y = y and z = z; (1.92)where g is a constant. (Note that these transformations correspond to choosing� = ��1 and s = (g�� ) in equation (1.27).) In terms of the Rindler coordinates(�; �; y; z), the line element in at spacetime reduces tods2 = g2�2d� 2 � d�2 � dy2 � dz2: (1.93)28



The Rindler coordinates cover only the right quarter of at spacetime which cor-responds to the region x > jtj in the t-x plane. From equation (1.92) it can easilyseen that x2 � t2 = �2 and tanh(g� ) = (t=x): (1.94)These relations then imply that curves of constant � are straight lines passingthrough the origin, while curves of constant � are hyperbolae in the t-x plane.As we had noted in subsection 1.1.2, each of these hyperbolae then represent thespacetime trajectory of an observer who is accelerating uniformly along the x-axiswith a proper acceleration ��1.The Wightman function corresponding to such a uniformly accelerated ob-server is obtained by substituting the Rindler transformations (1.92) in equa-tion (1.89). The result isG+acc(�� ) = �n16�2g�2 sinh2(g��=2 � i�)o�1 ; (1.95)where, without any loss of generality, we have set � = g�1. Using the expansioncosec2�x = ��2 1Xn=�1(x� n)�2; (1.96)we can express (1.95) asG+acc(�� ) = � 14�2 1Xn=�1 (�� � i�+ 2�ing�1)�2: (1.97)Substituting (1.97) into (1.88) we obtain thatRacc(
) = � 14�2 1Xn=�1 Z 1�1 d�  e�i
��(�� � i�+ 2�ing�1)2! : (1.98)This integral can be performed on an in�nite semicircular contour in the lower halfof the complex �� -plane. The poles in the lower half of the complex �� -plane29



contribute to the integral and we obtain the transition probability rate of theuniformly accelerated detector to beRacc(
) = 12� 
(e2�g�1
 � 1) ; (1.99)which is a thermal spectrum with a temperature T = (g=2�) (we have set theBoltzmann's constant to unity).Earlier, in subsection 1.1.3, we had found that the expectation value ofthe Rindler number operator in the Minkowski vacuum state was a thermal dis-tribution. We had also noted that the Rindler transformations correspond totrajectories of uniformly accelerated observers. We now �nd that the response ofa uniformly accelerated Unruh-DeWitt detector in the Minkowski vacuum stateis a thermal spectrum. From the concurrence of these two results, we may betempted to conclude that the uniformly accelerating Unruh-DeWitt detector isdetecting the Rindler particles in the Minkowski vacuum state and hence is aparticle detector. But this reasoning would be incorrect, simply because thereexists a clear counter example to such a reasoning. If the canonical quantizationis carried out in a uniformly rotating coordinate system in at spacetime, theexpectation value of the rotational number operator in the Minkowski vacuumstate turns out to be zero; whereas the response of a uniformly rotating Unruh-DeWitt detector proves to be nonzero [9, 10]. Therefore, we must not think of theUnruh-DeWitt detector as detecting particles. In fact, the transition probabilityrate of the Unruh-DeWitt detector is proportional the power spectrum of the twopoint correlation function of the quantum �eld. Hence, we should think of theUnruh-DeWitt detector as a `uctuometer' rather than as a particle detector.Here, we have evaluated the response of inertial and uniformly accelerated30



Unruh-DeWitt detectors assuming that the quantum �eld is in the Minkowskivacuum state. The response of these detectors in n-particle and coherent statesof the quantum �eld have also been analyzed in literature [62].1.3.3 Unruh-DeWitt detectors in Schwarzschild and de-Sitter spacetimesWe shall now evaluate the transition probability rates of Unruh-Dewitt detectorsthat are stationed at a constant radius in Schwarzschild and de-Sitter spacetimes.Since the normal modes for the Schwarzschild and de-Sitter spacetimes are notknown in a closed form in (3 + 1) dimensions, we shall carry out our analysis ofthe detector response in (1 + 1) dimensions. The quantum �eld we shall considerhere is a massless, real scalar �eld.The Schwarzschild spacetime in (1 + 1) dimensions is described by the lineelement (see, for instance, ref. [42], section 100)ds2 = �1� 2Mr � dt2 � �1� 2Mr ��1 dr2: (1.100)Under the transformation (cf. ref. [63], equation (25.31))r� = r + 2M ln� r2M � 1� ; (1.101)the Schwarzschild line element reduces to the Regge-Wheeler metric given byds2 = �1 � 2Mr � (dt2 � dr�2): (1.102)The Kruskal-Szekeres (KS, hereafter) coordinate system is related to the Regge-Wheeler (RW, hereafter) coordinate system by the following transformations (see,for e.g., ref. [63], section 31.4)v = er�=4M sinh (t=4M) ; u = er�=4M cosh (t=4M) (1.103)31



and the line element in the KS coordinate system is given byds2 =  32M3r ! e�r=2M (dv2 � du2): (1.104)The metrics in the RW and the KS coordinate systems, given by equations (1.102)and (1.104), respectively, are conformally related to the at space metric. Sincethe action for a massless scalar �eld in (1+1) dimensions is conformally invariant,the normal modes of the scalar �eld in these coordinates are just plane waves.We can de�ne a vacuum state with respect to KS time coordinate v andstudy the response of a detector stationed at a constant r� in the RW coordinatesystem [41]. It is easy to see from equation (1.103) that the curves of constant r�are hyperbolae in the v-u plane of the KS coordinates. Hence they are similarin form to the trajectories of a uniformly accelerated observer in the Minkowskit-x plane. It turns out that the response of an Unruh-Dewitt detector stationed atconstant r� in the vacuum state de�ned with respect to the KS time coordinate vis exactly similar to the response of an accelerated detector in the Minkowskivacuum (see, for instance, ref. [1], section 8.3; also see ref. [14]). This well knownresult can be obtained as follows.The Wightman function for a massless scalar �eld in (1 + 1) dimensions inthe KS coordinate system is given by (cf. ref. [1], section 8.3)G+(x; x0) = � 14� lnnj(v � v0 � i�)2 � (u� u0)2jo : (1.105)For an observer stationed at a constant r�, when the transformations (1.103) aresubstituted in the Wightman function (1.105), it reduces toG+(x; x0) = � 12� ln�����2 er�=M sinh �(1 � 2M=r)�1=2 ��=8M � i�� ����� ; (1.106)where � is the proper time in the detector's frame and r is related to r� by (1.101).The proper time � in the frame of the detector is related to the Schwarzschild32



coordinate t as follows: � = (1� 2M=r)1=2 t. Since the above Wightman functionis invariant with respect to translations in the detector's proper time � we cande�ne the Fourier transform of Wightman function to be the transition probabilityrate of a detector stationed at a constant r�. Let us now assume that the detectoris stationed at r� = 1 (i.e. r = 1). Then, the detector's proper time is thesame as the Schwarzschild time t. Substituting the KS Wightman function for anobserver at r� = 1 in the integral for the transition probability rate (1.88) weobtain thatR(
) = � 12� Z 1�1 d�t e�i
�t ln�����2 er�=M sinh� �t8M � i�� ����� : (1.107)Integrating this expression twice by parts, we �nd that it reduces to the followingintegral (see, for instance, ref. [64], section 4.4):R(
) = � 12� Z 1�1 d�t e�i
�t�8M
 sinh� �t8M � i����2 (1.108)which is the integral we had dealt with in the last subsection. The result is athermal spectrum with a temperature T = (1=8�M), i.e. [48]R(
) / 1
 (e8�M
 � 1) : (1.109)For a detector stationed at a �nite r (> 2M), its transition probability rate againproves to be a thermal spectrum with a temperature that is related to the temper-ature measured at r =1 by the corresponding red-shift factor (see, for instance,ref. [63], section 25.4) T (r) = �8�Mq1� 2M=r��1: (1.110)(We have set the Boltzmann's constant to be unity.)33



A similar analysis can be carried out for the case of the de-Sitter spacetime.In (1 + 1) dimensions, de-Sitter spacetime is described by line element [65, 66]ds2 = (1 �H2r2) dt2 � (1 �H2r2)�1 dr2; (1.111)where H is a constant. De�ning a new coordinate r� which is related to r asfollows: r� = 12H ln�����1 +Hr1 �Hr ����� ; (1.112)we �nd that the de-Sitter spacetime in terms of the new coordinate r� is describedby the line element ds2 = (1 �H2r2) (dt2 � dr�2): (1.113)This metric is conformal to the at space metric. Performing the following trans-formations v = eHr� sinh(Ht) and u = eHr� cosh(Ht); (1.114)we �nd that the line element (1.111) reduces tods2 = H�2(1�Hr)2 (dv2 � du2): (1.115)Just as constant r� trajectories in KS coordinate system and the uniformlyaccelerated trajectories in the Minkowski t-x plane are hyperbolae, constant r�trajectories in de-Sitter spacetime are also hyperbolae in the v-u plane. The studyof the response of a detector stationed at constant r� in a vacuum de�ned withrespect to the time coordinate v in the de-Sitter spacetime is hence similar to thestudy of the detector response in the Schwarzschild spacetime discussed above. Fora detector that is stationed at r = 0 and is kept on for an in�nite time intervalwe obtain a thermal response with a temperature T = (H=2�) (see refs. [67, 68];for a di�erent derivation, see ref. [69], section 9.4). The temperature as measured34



by detectors stationed at a nonzero r (r < H�1) is related to the temperature asmeasured at r = 0 by the corresponding red-shift factor (see, for e.g., ref. [63],section 25.4), i.e. T (r) = �2�H�1p1�H2r2��1 ; (1.116)where, as before, we have set the Boltzmann's constant to unity.We have restricted our discussion in this section to the response of theUnruh-DeWitt detectors. As we have mentioned earlier, the Unruh-DeWitt de-tector is coupled to the quantum �eld through a monopole coupling. Detectorscan be coupled to the quantum �eld in di�erent ways. The response of detectorsthat are coupled to the quantum �eld through a derivative coupling as well theresponse of detectors that are coupled to the energy-momentum tensor of quan-tum �eld have been studied in literature [70, 71, 72]. In general, the response ofthese detectors turns out to be di�erent from the response of the Unruh-DeWittdetector.1.4 Pair production in a constant electric �eldbackgroundIn the last three sections, we have been discussing the behavior of quantum �eldsin classical gravitational backgrounds. In particular, we have been interested inthe following aspects of quantum �elds in curved spacetimes: (i) the concept of aparticle and (ii) the phenomenon of particle production. We �nd that in a curvedspacetime, the particle concept, in general, proves to be coordinate dependent.This feature is a hurdle that will have to be overcome if we are to provide acovariant description of the phenomenon of particle production.35



As we have mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, phenomena suchvacuum polarization and particle production take place in classical electromag-netic backgrounds too. Just as the evolution of a quantum �eld in a particularspacetime can be studied in di�erent coordinate systems, its evolution in a givenelectromagnetic background can be analyzed in di�erent gauges related by gaugetransformations. The evolution of quantum �elds in classical electromagneticbackgrounds has been studied in literature with the hope that such a study willo�er some insight to understand the gravitational case better [33, 38]. In thissection and the next we shall study the evolution of a quantum �eld in a con-stant electromagnetic background by the method of normal mode analysis andthe e�ective Lagrangian approach, respectively.The system we shall consider consists of a complex scalar �eld � interact-ing with the electromagnetic �eld represented by the vector potential A�. It isdescribed by the action (see, for e.g., ref. [73], p. 98)S[�; A�] = Z d4xL(�; A�)= Z d4x�(@�� + iqA��) (@��� � iqA���)�m2��� � 14F ��F���; (1.117)where q and m are the charge and the mass associated with a single quantum ofthe complex scalar �eld, the asterisk, as usual, denotes complex conjugation andF�� = @�A� � @�A�: (1.118)We shall assume that the electromagnetic �eld behaves classically, hence A� isjust a c-number, while we shall assume the complex scalar �eld to be a quantum�eld so that � is an operator valued distribution. Varying the action (1.117)36



with respect to the complex scalar �eld �, we obtain the following Klein-Gordonequation: �(@� + iqA�) (@� + iqA�) +m2�� = 0: (1.119)The electromagnetic background we shall consider in this section is a con-stant electric �eld described by �eld vector E = E x̂, where E is a constant andx̂ is the unit vector along the positive x-axis. This electromagnetic backgroundcan be described by either the time dependent vector potentialA�1 = (0;�Et; 0; 0) (1.120)or the space dependent one A�2 = (�Ex; 0; 0; 0): (1.121)In the following two subsections we shall illustrate how the creation of particlescorresponding to the quantum �eld � is described in the two gauges A�1 and A�2 .1.4.1 Quantization in the time dependent gauge: Bogol-ubov coe�cientsLet us begin by quantizing the complex scalar �eld � in the time dependent gaugeA�1 [38, 74, 75, 76]. In the case of the time dependent gravitational example wehad discussed earlier in section 1.2, the metric we had considered, viz. (1.56),was Minkowskian in the asymptotic past as well as in the asymptotic future.Because of this feature we were able to de�ne a particle in the asymptotic domainsunambiguously. But the vector potential A�1 representing the constant electric�eld has a time dependence without these asymptotic features and hence it isnot easy to provide a particle interpretation. The usual strategy adopted in such37



cases is the following: We obtain a complete set of orthonormal solutions whichcan be identi�ed as positive and negative frequency solutions in the asymptoticpast, i.e. as t ! �1. We can then identify as positive frequency modes thosesolutions which have a decreasing phase, say, in the WKB limit. We can obtain,in a similar manner, the positive and negative frequency modes in the asymptoticfuture, i.e. as t ! 1. Because of the time dependence of the vector potentialA�1 , a mode which is purely positive frequency in the in�nite past will evolve intoa combination of positive and negative frequency modes in the in�nite future; aphenomenon we had interpreted earlier as particle production.Substituting the vector potential (1.120) in the Klein-Gordon equation(1.119), we obtain that�@2t �r2 � 2iqEt@x + q2E2t2 +m2��(t;x) = 0: (1.122)The mode functions for scalar �eld � can be decomposed asuk(t;x) / fk(t) exp ik:x; (1.123)where k � (kx; ky; kz) = (kx;k?), the function fk(t) satis�es the following di�er-ential equation: d2fkdt2 + �m2 + k2? + (kx + qEt)2� fk = 0 (1.124)and k? = jk?j. Introducing the new variables� = pqE t+ �kx=pqE�� = (k2? +m2) =qE� = �(1� i�)=2; 9>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>; (1.125)38



we �nd that, in terms of these variables, the di�erential equation satis�ed by thefunction fk reduces to d2fkd� 2 + �� 2 + �� fk = 0: (1.126)If fk(�; � ) is a solution, then so are the functions f�k(�; � ), fk(�;�� ) and f�k(�;�� ).This solution set can be taken to be�D��((1 + i)� ); D�((1� i)� ); D�� (�(1 + i)� ); D�(�(1� i)� )�; (1.127)where D�(z) is the parabolic cylinder function (see, for e.g, ref. [77], p. 1067).Only two of these four functions are linearly independent.From the asymptotic properties of the parabolic cylinder functions (see, forinstance, ref. [77], pp. 1065{1066), we �nd that as � ! �1D�(�(1 � i)� ) �! �p2 j� j�� e�i��=4 exp i(� 2=2) (1.128)and D��(�(1 + i)� ) �! �p2 j� j��� ei���=4 exp�i(� 2=2): (1.129)Whereas, as � !1D�((1� i)� ) �! �p2 ��� e�i��=4 exp i(� 2=2) (1.130)and D��((1 + i)� ) �! �p2 ���� ei���=4 exp�i(� 2=2): (1.131)It is clear from the asymptotic forms of the parabolic cylinder functions thatD�(�(1 � i)� ) is the positive frequency mode as � ! �1 (since the positivefrequencymode should have a decreasing phase in this limit), whereasD��((1+i)� )is the positive frequency mode as � !1. Evolving D�(�(1� i)� ) to � !1, we39



�nd that (cf. ref. [77], p. 1066)D�(�(1 � i)� ) = � p2��(��)! ei�(��1)=2 D��((1 + i)� )+ ei�� D�((1 � i)� ); (1.132)where �(��) is the Gamma function. The Bogolubov coe�cients can be read o�from the above expression; we �nd that�(k) =  p2� e�(��i)�=4�[(1 � i�)=2] ! and �(k) = e�(�+i)�=2: (1.133)Therefore,j�(k)j2 = 1 + exp�(��) and j�(k)j2 = exp�(��); (1.134)clearly j�(k)j2 � j�(k)j2 = 1: (1.135)These results imply that the constant electric �eld background produces j�(k)j2 =exp���(m2+ k2?)=qE� number of particles corresponding to the quantum scalar�eld. (Note that j�(k)j2 is independent of kx.)1.4.2 Quantization in the space dependent gauge: tunnel-ing probabilityLet us now carry out the normal mode analysis in the space dependent gauge A�2given by equation (1.121) [38, 78, 79]. Substituting the vector potential A�2 in theKlein-Gordon equation (1.119), we obtain that�@2t �r2 � 2iqEx@t � q2E2x2 +m2��(t;x) = 0: (1.136)Since the vector potential A�2 is independent of time coordinate t as well as they and z coordinates, the normal modes of the scalar �eld can be decomposed in40



this gauge as u!k?(t;x) / e�i!t eik?:x? g!k?(x); (1.137)where, as before, k? = (ky; kz) and g!k?(x) satis�es the following di�erentialequation: d2g!k?dx2 + �(! + qEx)2 � k2? �m2� g!k? = 0: (1.138)(Note that k? = jk?j.) A di�culty arises if we attempt here the same analysiswe had carried out in the time dependent gauge A�1 . Since the time dependenceof the normal modes above are of the form exp�i!t for all times, the Bogolubovcoe�cient � is trivially zero. The vacuum state de�ned with respect to the positivefrequency modes exp�i!t remains a vacuum for all times and we will not obtainany particle production in the manner we had obtained in the time dependentgauge. Therefore, if only a nonzero � is to be interpreted as particle productionwe will then be led to results that are gauge dependent. It is in such a situationthat the tunneling interpretation comes to our rescue.Let us look at the situation more closely. Substituting the following vari-ables � = pqE x+ �!=pqE�� = (k2? +m2) =qE� = �(1� i�)=2 9>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>; (1.139)in the di�erential equation for g!k? , we �nd that it reduces tod2g!k?d�2 + (�2 � �)g!k? = 0: (1.140)This di�erential equation is similar to the one we had encountered in the timedependent gauge (for the function fk(t)) with the sign of � changed; this change41



is equivalent to � $ ��. So the solution set for g!k? is still the same with somechange of signs:�D�((1 + i)�); D��((1 � i)�); D� (�(1 + i)�); D��(�(1� i)�)�: (1.141)The �rst pair are the left and right moving modes in the far right (i.e. as �!1),while the second pair corresponds to right and left moving modes in the far left(i.e. as � ! �1). (We de�ne a right moving mode as the one which has anincreasing phase in space.) A meaningful theory can be constructed out of anyindependent pair of these solutions.Notice that the di�erential equation (1.140) can be rewritten as�d2g!k?d�2 � �2 g!k? = �� g!k? (1.142)which then resembles a Schr�odinger equation for an inverted oscillator correspond-ing to an energy eigenvalue �� < 0 (cf. equation (1.139)). What is usually donein literature at this stage is the following: Since the natural de�nition of par-ticles in the far left does not match with the natural de�nition of particles inthe far right, one can attempt an interpretation for particle creation in terms of`tunneling' across the inverted oscillator potential in the `e�ective Schr�odingerequation' (1.142) above (see, for e.g., ref. [80], pp. 284{285). This approach leadsto the same result we had obtained in the time dependent gauge. To see this,consider a mode which is right moving in the � > 0 region (i.e. as �!1). Thisis given by D��((1 � i)�). We look at its behavior in the far left region, i.e. as� ! �1; we can express D��((1 � i)�) as a superposition of D� (�(1 + i)�) andD��(�(1� i)�) as follows (see, for instance, ref. [77], p. 1066)D�� ((1� i)�) = ei��� D��(�(1� i)�)+  p2��(���)! ei�(��+1)=2 D�(�(1 + i)�): (1.143)42



Asymptotically, as �!1 (see, for e.g., ref. [77], pp. 1065{1066)D��((1� i)�) �! �p2 ���� e�i���=4 exp i(�2=2)� B exp i(�2=2) (1.144)while, as �!�1D��((1� i)�) �!  p2� ei�(��+1)=2�(���) ! �p2 j�j�� ei��=4 exp�i(�2=2)+ �p2 j�j��� e3i���=4 exp i(�2=2)� A j�j� exp�i(�2=2) + C j�j�� exp i(�2=2): (1.145)In this expression the �rst term represents the incident wave and the second thereected wave (since the direction of propagation of the wave is that in which itsphase increases in the relevant limit). Let us now assume that a wave of amplitudeR is incident on the potential, T of which is transmitted through the potential anda wave of unit amplitude is scattered back. We can then identify the coe�cientsR and T by comparing equations (1.143), (1.144) and (1.145). We �nd thatR(k) = �AC� =  p2� e�(�+i)�=4�(���) ! ; T (k) = �BC� = exp�i���; (1.146)therefore jR(k)j2 = 1 + exp�(��) ; jT (k)j2 = exp�(��) (1.147)and jR(k)j2 � jT (k)j2 = 1: (1.148)It is this `tunneling probability' jT (k)j2 = exp���(m2 + k2?)=qE� that is in-terpreted in literature as rate at which particles are being produced by the back-ground electric �eld. Also, this result exactly matches the quantity j�(k)j2 we had43



obtained in the time dependent gauge. The tunneling interpretation thus rescuesus out of a gauge dependent result we would have obtained had we consideredonly a nonzero Bogolubov coe�cient � to imply particle production in both thegauges A�1 and A�2 .Thus, we �nd that, the phenomenon of particle production has to be de-scribed by two di�erent approaches, viz. Bogolubov transformations in time de-pendent gauges and the tunneling interpretation in the case of time independentones, if we are to obtain gauge independent results. In such a situation, it isdesirable to look for a single approach that can lead us directly to results that aregauge invariant. We shall �nd that the e�ective Lagrangian approach is able toprovide us with such a feature. In the following section, we introduce the e�ec-tive Lagrangian approach for a simple toy model with two interacting degrees offreedom and then go on to illustrate as to how this approach can help us obtaingauge invariant results for the case of a constant electromagnetic background.1.5 The e�ective Lagrangian approachConsider a theory which describes the interaction of two mechanical systems hav-ing the dynamical variables C and q. (This discussion closely follows the discus-sion in section 3 of ref. [38].) The quantum theory of the complete system can beconstructed from the exact path integral [81, 82]K(C2; q2; t2jC1; q1; t1) = Z DC Z Dq exp iS(C; q); (1.149)where S[C; q] = Z dtL[C; q] (1.150)44



is the action describing the total system. The above path integral is often im-possible to evaluate. It would therefore be useful to have some approximate waysof studying the system. The e�ective Lagrangian method is a reliable approxi-mation scheme that has been developed for handling (1.149). This method is ofvalue when one of the variables, say, C, behaves nearly classically while the othervariable is fully quantum mechanical. In such a case, the problem can be attackedin the following manner.Let us suppose that the path integral over the variable q can be performedexactly for an arbitrary C(t). That is, we can evaluate the quantityF (q2; t2jq1; t1)C(t) = Z Dq exp iS[C; q]� exp iSeff [C(t)]; (1.151)treating C(t) as an arbitrary function of time. If we can then perform the pathintegral K(C2; q2; t2jC1; q1; t1) = Z DC exp iSeff [C] (1.152)exactly, we would have completely solved the problem. Since this is not possible,we can evaluate (1.152) by invoking the fact that C is almost classical. Thismeans that most of the contribution to (1.152) comes from nearly classical pathssatisfying the condition �Seff [C]�C = 0: (1.153)It is easy to evaluate (1.152) in this approximation and thereby obtain an ap-proximate solution to our problem. In fact, quite often, we will be content withobtaining the solutions to (1.153), and will not bother to calculate (1.152). Equa-tion (1.153) will contain some of the e�ects of the quantum uctuations in q onC and is often called the semiclassical equation. The quantity Seff is called the45



e�ective action for the C system. It will not always be possible to express thefunctional Seff [C(t)] as an integral over time of a local density. Whenever it ispossible, we can de�ne an e�ective Lagrangian through the following relation:Seff = Z dtLeff : (1.154)The way we have de�ned our expressions, the quantitiesK and Seff dependon the boundary conditions (q2; t2; q1; t1). It is preferable to have an e�ective ac-tion which is completely independent of the q-degree of freedom. The most naturalway of achieving this is to integrate out the e�ect of q for all times by consideringthe limit of t2 !1 and t1 ! �1 in our de�nition of the e�ective action. We willalso assume, as is usual, that C(t) becomes a constant asymptotically. In sucha limit the kernel essentially represents the amplitude for the q system to makea transition from the ground state in the in�nite past to the ground state in thein�nite future. HenceF (q2; t2 !1jq1; t1 !�1)C(t) = exp iSeff [C(t)]= N(q2; q1) h0outj0iniC(t); (1.155)where h0outj0iniC(t) stands for the vacuum-to-vacuum transition amplitude for theq-system in the presence of the external source C(t) and N(q2; q1) is a normal-ization factor independent of C(t). Taking logarithms on both sides of the aboveequation, we obtainSeff [C(t)] � �i ln �jh0outj0iniC(t)j�+ constant: (1.156)Since the constant term is independent of C it will not contribute in (1.153).Therefore, for the purpose of our calculation we may take the e�ective action tobe de�ned by the relationSeff [C(t)] � �i ln�jh0outj0iniC(t)j� (1.157)46



in which all references to the quantum mode q have been eliminated. Notice thatthe way we have de�ned F , the e�ective action Seff contains the kinetic energy ofC and any potential energy of C which depends only on C. That is, if the originalLagrangian was of the formL(C; q) = LC(C) + Lq(q) + Lint(q; C); (1.158)then the e�ective Lagrangian will have the formLeff (C) = LC(C) + Lcorr(C); (1.159)the �rst term LC goes for a ride and second term Lcorr is the result of integratingout the degree of freedom q.An external perturbation can cause transitions from the initial ground stateto an excited state. In other words the probability for the system to be in theground state in the in�nite future (even though it started in the ground state inthe in�nite past) could be less than unity. This implies that the e�ective actionSeff need not be real. The imaginary part of Seff contains information about therate of transitions induced in the q-system by the presence of C(t). Also, if weuse Seff directly in (1.153) we have no assurance that the solution to C will bereal. Let us suppose that the action S[C; q] is of the formS[C; q] = SC [C] + Sq[q] + Sint[c; q]= Z dt �LC(C) + Lq(q) + Lint(C; q)�; (1.160)where LC and Lq are the free parts of the Lagrangian corresponding to the C andthe q degrees of freedom and Lint represents the interaction between C and q. Let47



us also assume that the variation of C(t) is adiabatic. In such a situation, it canbe shown that the vacuum-to-vacuum transition amplitude is the given by (seeeither, ref. [73], p. 180 or, ref. [83], section 4.2)limt2!1 limt1!�1 F (q2; t2jq1; t1)C(t) � exp iSeff [C]� Z Dq exp iS[C; q]= exp iSC [C]� Z Dq exp i�Sq[q] + Sint[C; q]�= exp i�SC[C] + Scorr[C]�= exp i�Z dt�LC(C) + Lcorr(C)��= exp iSC [C]� constant exp�i �Z dtE0(C)� ; (1.161)where E0(C) is the ground state energy of the q system in the presence of C.From the above equation it is easy to identify that the quantity Lcorr is related tothe ground state energy of the q mode as follows:Lcorr = �E0(C): (1.162)This result, which is valid when C(t) varies adiabatically with time, provides ameans of computation of the e�ective Lagrangian if the C dependence of theground state can be ascertained.The transitions to higher states, indicated by the existence of an imaginarypart to Scorr, can also be discussed in terms of the above relation. Scorr can becomecomplex only if E0 (and therefore Lcorr) turns out to be complex. The appearanceof an imaginary part to the ground state energy indicates an exponential decayprobability for this state which is precisely what we expect if transitions to higherstates are possible. 48



Though, we have presented our discussion here assuming that C and q aresystems with a single of freedom, our discussion is applicable to �eld theoreticsituations as well. For instance, the C could describe a set of variables like thecomponents of a vector �eld and q those of a complex scalar �eld. In the contextof �eld theory, the vacuum-to-vacuum transition amplitude would correspond tovacuum polarization and the transitions to excited states would correspond toparticle production. Notice that the e�ective Lagrangian approach is applicableonly when C behaves almost classically (see our discussion following (1.152)).Therefore, the e�ective Lagrangian approach can be used to study phenomenasuch as production of particles corresponding to a quantum �eld by a classicalbackground.1.5.1 E�ective Lagrangian for a constant electromagneticbackgroundWe shall now apply the formalism we have developed above to the evaluate thee�ective Lagrangian for a constant electromagnetic background.The system we shall consider here consists of a complex scalar �eld � inter-acting with an electromagnetic �eld represented by the vector potential A� andis described by the action (1.117). (Notice that the vector potential A� wouldcorrespond to the degree of freedom C and the complex scalar �eld to q in ourdiscussion above.) The e�ective Lagrangian for the electromagnetic �eld can beobtained by integrating the degrees of freedom corresponding to the quantum�eld �. It can be expressed asLeff = Lem + Lcorr; (1.163)49



where Lem is the Lagrangian density for the free electromagnetic �eld, viz. thethird term under the integral in the action (1.117) and Lcorr is implicitly given byexp i Z d4xLcorr(A�)= Z D� Z D�� exp i Z d4x�(@�� + iqA��) (@��� � iqA���)�m2����: (1.164)Thus, we need to evaluate the functional integral over � for a given backgroundelectromagnetic �eld.As we have mentioned earlier, the evaluation of the above functional integralis an impossible task if A�(x) is an arbitrary background �eld. Therefore, let usassume that A�(x) varies slowly with the spacetime coordinates x� so that we canwrite A�(x) ' �12F�� x� +O �(@F )x2� ; (1.165)where F��'s are treated as constants. This corresponds to assuming that theclassical background is a constant electromagnetic �eld F�� . We have seen ear-lier that, in the adiabatic limit Lcorr is proportional to the ground state energyof the system. The ground state energy E0(F��) of the complex scalar �eld �in a constant F�� will then determine the e�ective Lagrangian for the constantelectromagnetic background.The task of evaluating the ground state energy is particularly easy if thebackground �eld satis�es the conditions (E:B) = 0 and (B2 �E2) > 0, where Eand B are the constant electric and magnetic �elds respectively. (The followingderivation is adapted from ref. [84], section 129.) In such a case, the electromag-netic background can be expressed as a purely magnetic �eld in some Lorentzframe. Let B = B ŷ, where B is a constant and ŷ is the unit vector along the50



positive y-direction. We can choose the gauge A� = (0; 0; 0;�Bx) to describesuch a background. The Klein-Gordon equation (1.119) in such a gauge is thengiven by �@2t �r2 � 2iqBx@z + q2B2x2 +m2��(t;x) = 0: (1.166)Because the vector potential is independent of time t and also the x and y coor-dinates, the normal modes of the scalar �eld � can be decomposed as follows:u!k? / e�i!t eik?:x? f!k?(x); (1.167)where, as usual, k? = (ky; kz), x? = (y; z) and f!k?(x) satis�es the di�erentialequation d2f!k?dx2 + �!2 � (qBx� kz)2� f!k? = (m2 + k2y)f!k? : (1.168)This di�erential equation can be rewritten as�d2f!k?d�2 + q2B2�2f!k? = "f!k? ; (1.169)where � = x� kzqB and " = !2 �m2 � k2y: (1.170)Equation (1.169) resembles the Schr�odinger equation for a harmonic oscillatorwith mass (1=2) and frequency 2qB. So, if f!k? has to be bounded for large x,the energy " of the oscillator must be quantized, i.e."n = 2qB �n+ 12� = �!2 �m2 � k2y� : (1.171)Therefore, the allowed set of frequencies for the normal modes are!n = �m2 + k2y + qB(2n+ 1)�1=2 : (1.172)The ground state energy per mode is 2(!n=2) = !n because the complex scalar�eld has twice as many degrees of freedom as a real scalar �eld. The total ground51



state energy is given by the sum over all modes ky and n. The weightage factorfor the discrete sum over n, in a magnetic �eld is obtained by the correspondencedkx2� dky2� �!Xn �qB2� � dky2� : (1.173)Hence the ground state energy isE0 = �Lcorr = �qB2� � 1Xn=0 Z 1�1 dky2� �k2y +m2 + qB(2n+ 1)�1=2 : (1.174)Now, consider the quantityI � � 2�qB! @2E0@(m2)2 =  2�qB! @2Lcorr@(m2)2 ; (1.175)which can be evaluated in the following manner:I = 14 1Xn=0 Z dky2� �k2y +m2 + qB(2n+ 1)��3=2= 14� 1Xn=0 �m2 + qB(2n+ 1)��1= 14� 1Xn=0 Z 10 ds e�m2s exp�qB(2n+ 1)s= 14� Z 10 ds e�m2s  exp�(qBs)1 � exp�(2qBs)!= 18� Z 10 ds  e�m2ssinh(qBs)! : (1.176)Then, Lcorr can be obtained by integrating the above expression twice with respectto m2. We obtain thatLcorr = 116�2 Z 10 dss3 e�m2s  qBssinh(qBs)! : (1.177)This expression has a divergence in the lower limit of the integration. This di-vergence can be regularized by subtracting the contribution due to Lcorr with theconstant B set to zero. Also, the integration with respect to m2 produces a termlike (c1m2 + c2) with two (divergent) integration constants c1 and c2. These two52



divergences can be handled by rede�ning the �eld strengths (renormalization) andhence we shall ignore these divergences and carry on with our discussion here.The quantity Lcorr is the quantum correction to the Lagrangian densitydescribing the classical electromagnetic background. Being a Lagrangian density,we would expect Lcorr to be a Lorentz as well as a gauge invariant quantity. In fact,Schwinger, using his proper time formalism (we will discuss this formalism later insection 3.1), has been able to explicitly show that this is indeed true, at least forthe case of a constant electromagnetic background [33]. The only nonzero gaugeinvariant quantities that can be constructed out of a constant electromagnetic�eld are (E2 �B2) and (E:B). Hence, the e�ective Lagrangian for a constantelectromagnetic background can depened only on these two quantities. Let usnow de�ne two constants a and b by the relationsE2 �B2 = a2 � b2 and E:B = ab: (1.178)Then, for a constant electromagnetic background Lcorr = Lcorr(a; b). For the caseof the constant magnetic �eld we are considering here a = 0 and b = B. Therefore,Lcorr can be written in a manifestly invariant way as follows:Lcorr = 116�2 Z 10 dss3 e�m2s  qbssinh(qbs)! : (1.179)Since Lcorr has to be Lorentz invariant, it must be valid in any frame in which(B2 �E2) > 0 and (E:B) = 0. In all such cases,Lcorr = 116�2 Z 10 dss3 e�m2s  qspB2 �E2sinh(qspB2 �E2)! : (1.180)Notice that this expression for Lcorr is invariant under the following transforma-tion: jEj ! i jBj ; jBj ! �i jEj. We shall make use of this property later in ourcalculation. 53



We shall now consider the case with arbitrary E and B for which a and bare not simaltaneously zero. It is well-known that by choosing our Lorentz framesuitably, we can make E and B parallel, say along the y-axis. We will describethis �eld (E = E ŷ; B = B ŷ) by the vector potential A� = (�Ey; 0; 0; Bx).(ŷ is the unit vector along the direction of positive y-axis.) The Klein-Gordonequation (1.119) corresponding to this vector potential is given by�@2t �r2 � 2iqEy@t+ 2iqBx@z � q2E2y2 + q2B2x2 +m2��(t;x) = 0: (1.181)Since the vector potential is independent of t and z, the normal modes for thescalar �eld � can now be decomposed as follows:u!kz(t;x) / exp�i(!t� kzz) f!kz (x; y); (1.182)where f!kz(x; y) satis�es the di�erential equation�@2x + @2y + (! + qEy)2� (kz � qBx)2� f!kz = m2f!kz (1.183)which clearly separates into x and y modes. Writingf!kz (x; y) = gkz (x) Q!(y) (1.184)we �nd that gkz (x) satis�es the Schr�odinger equation for a harmonic oscillator�d2gkzdx2 + (kz � qBx)2gkz = 2qB �n+ 12� gkz (1.185)and Q!(y) satis�es the following di�erential equation:dQ!dy2 + (! + qEy)2Q! = �m2 + 2qB �n+ 12��Q!: (1.186)Changing to the dimensionless variable� = yqqE + !pqE ; (1.187)54



we obtain d2Q!d�2 + �2Q! = 1qE �m2 + qB(2n+ 1)�Q!: (1.188)This expression shows that the only dimensionless combination which appears inthe presence of an electric �eld is� = 1qE �m2 + qB(2n+ 1)� : (1.189)Thus, purely from dimensional considerations, we expect the ground state energyto have the form E0 = 1Xn=0 2qB G(� ); (1.190)where G(� ) is a function to be determined. Introducing the Laplace transform Fof G, by the relation G(� ) = Z 10 dk F (k) e�k� ; (1.191)we can writeLcorr = 2qB 1Xn=0 Z 10 dk F (k) exp�n(m2 + qB(2n+ 1))k=qEo : (1.192)Summing the geometric series and rede�ning the variable k = qEs, we obtain thatLcorr = 2(qB) (qE) Z 10 ds e�m2s F (qEs)  exp�(qBs)1� exp�(2qBs)!= (qB) (qE) Z 10 ds e�m2s  F (qEs)sinh(qBs)! : (1.193)We can now determine the form of F by using the fact that Lcorr must be invariantunder the following transformation: jEj ! i jBj ; jBj ! �i jEj; a property of Lcorrwe had pointed out earlier. Under such a transfomation, we �ndLcorr = �(qB) (qE) Z 10 ds e�m2s  F (iqEs)sinh(iqEs)! : (1.194)55



Comparing the two expressions (1.193) and (1.194) and using the uniqueness ofLaplace transforms with respect to m2, we obtain that F (qEs)sinh(qBs)! = � F (iqBs)sinh(iqEs)! ; (1.195)or equivalently F (qEs) sin(qEs) = F (iqBs) sin(iqBs): (1.196)Since each side depends only on eitherE or B alone, each side must be independentof E and B. Therefore,F (qEs) sin(qEs) = F (iqBs) sin(iqBs) = A(s) (1.197)with the resultLcorr = (qB) (qE) Z 10 ds e�m2s  A(s)sin(qEs) sinh(qBs)! : (1.198)In the limit of E ! 0 this Lcorr then reduces toLcorr = (qB) Z 10 dss e�m2s  A(s)sinh(qBs)! : (1.199)Comparing this expression with equation (1.177) we obtain thatA(s) = � 116�2s� : (1.200)Thus, we arrive at the �nal answer for Lcorr for a constant electromagnetic back-ground Lcorr = 116�2 Z 10 dss3 e�m2s  qEssin(qEs)!  qBssinh(qBs)! : (1.201)In the situation we are considering here E and B are parallel making (E2�B2) =(a2�b2) and E:B = ab. Therefore, the results above can be written in a manifestlyinvariant form asLcorr = 116�2 Z 10 dss3 e�m2s  qassin(qas)!  qbssinh(qbs)! : (1.202)56



This result is now valid for any (E2 �B2) and (E:B).The e�ective Lagrangian for a constant electric �eld background (the con-�guration we had considered in the last section) can be obtained by setting b = 0in the above expression for Lcorr. Setting b = 0, we obtain thatLcorr = 116�2 Z 10 dss3 e�m2s  qassin(qas)! : (1.203)The sine function in this integral has poles along the path of integration at s =(n�=qa) where n = 1; 2; :::. This integral can be evaluated by going around eachone of these poles on small semicircles in the upper half of the complex s plane.(This choice of the upper half plane is suggested by the general principle in �eldtheory that m2 should be treated as the limit of (m2 � i�), where �! 0+. In theabove integral for Lcorr, this is equivalent to treating (qa) as the limit of (qa+i�).)The residues of all these poles contribute to the imaginary part of Lcorr with theresult that ImLcorr = (qE)216�3 1Xn=1 (�1)n+1n2 ! exp�(n�m2=qE); (1.204)where we have set a = E. The n-th term in this expression then corresponds tothe probability of n-pairs of particles being produced (per unit volume per unittime) by the background electric �eld. Note that the above expression for Lcorris non-analytic in q; a perturbative series expansion even to all orders in q wouldnot have produced this result.In the last section, when we had carried out a normal mode analysis ofthe quantum scalar �eld in the time dependent gauge A�1 , we had obtained thenumber of particles produced in a single mode to be j�(k)j2 (where j�(k)j2 is givenby equation (1.134)). The relative probability for pair creation in a single mode57



is then given by R(k) =  j�(k)j2j�(k)j2! =  exp�(��)1 + exp�(��)! ; (1.205)where � is given by equation (1.125). Therefore, the probability that no paircreation occurs in a single mode is then given byP(k) = (1 �R(k)) =  11 + exp�(��)! : (1.206)The vacuum persistence probability will then be given byjh0outj0inij2 =Yk P(k) = Yk  11 + exp�(��)!= exp�(Xk ln (1 + exp�(��)))= exp�2 Z d4x ImLcorr; (1.207)where in the last equality we have introduced the imaginary part of the e�ectiveLagrangian in the standard manner. This allows us to identify2 Z d4x ImLcorr = Xk ln (1 + exp�(��))= Xk ; n (�1)n+1n ! exp�(n��): (1.208)Changing the summation to an integration by the ruleXk �! V Z 1�1 dkx2� Z 1�1 dky2� Z 1�1 dkz2� = V(2�)3 Z 1�1 dkx Z 10 2�k?dk?; (1.209)where, again, we have used the notation k? = jk?j. We can now rewrite the n-thterm in the above summation as (�1)n+1n ! V(2�)3! Z 1�1 dkx Z 10 �d(k2?) exp�nn�(k2? +m2)=qEo=  (�1)n+1n ! V(2�)3!Z 1�1 dkx �qEn � exp� �n�m2=qE�=  qEV(2�)3!Z 1�1 dkx  (�1)n+1n2 ! exp� �n�m2=qE�=  (qE)2V T(2�)3 !  (�1)n+1n2 ! exp� �n�m2=qE� : (1.210)58



In arriving at the last expression, we have interpreted a �D(0) as giving the rateper unit volume per unit time of physical process; since kx and (qEt) have thesame dimensions we had performed the integral over kx as an integral over (qEt)for an interval T . We thus obtain the �nal resultImLcorr = (qE)216�3 1Xn=1 (�1)n+1n2 ! exp�(n�m2=qE) (1.211)which exactly matches the result (1.204) we had obtained by evaluating the e�ec-tive Lagrangian from the ground state energy of the quantum �eld.On the other hand, if we set a = 0 (this condition corresponds to the caseof a pure magnetic �eld) in the expression (1.202), we obtain thatLcorr = 116�2 Z 10 dss3 e�m2s  qbssinh(qbs)! : (1.212)(Note that with b = B, this expression is the same as equation (1.177).) Thisintegral has no poles along the path of integration and hence does not have animaginary part to it, which implies that a constant magnetic �eld does not produceparticles. From these results, we can clearly conclude that a constant electromag-netic background can produce particles if and only if (a2 � b2) > 0, which is thesame as the gauge invariant condition (E2 �B2) > 0.1.6 Backreaction on the classical backgroundUntil now, we have been studying the evolution of a quantum �eld in a givenelectromagnetic or gravitational background completely neglecting the backreac-tion of the quantum �eld on the classical background. If a particular backgroundis capable of producing particles then the particles that have been produced will59



certainly react back on the classical background. For instance, consider the elec-tric �eld between a pair of capacitor plates. We would expect such a backgroundto produce particles. The particles that have been produced will be attractedtowards the capacitor plates thereby reducing the strength of the electric �eldbetween the plates.Even in the absence of particle production, the polarization of the vacuumwill e�ect the classical background non-trivially. For e.g., it is the vacuum po-larization that leads to a nonzero attraction between Casimir plates (the Casimirforce). This attraction will reduce the distance between the Casimir plates unlessthey are are held behind by an external agency. Such e�ects have to be accountedfor if we are to study the evolution of the quantum �elds in classical backgroundsmore completely. In this section, we shall discuss a particular proposal that at-tempts to take into account the backreaction e�ects due to vacuum polarizationas well as particle production.Let us now consider a system which consists of a massless, real scalar �eld� coupled minimally to gravity. Such a system is described by the action (see, forinstance, ref. [1], p. 43)S[g��;�] = Z d4xp�g L(g�� ;�)= Z d4xp�g � R16� + 12 g��@��@��� ; (1.213)where g�� is the metric tensor describing the gravitational background and wehave set G = 1 for convenience. Just as we had de�ned an e�ective Lagrangianfor the electromagnetic background in the last section, we can de�ne an e�ectiveLagrangian for the gravitational background by integrating the degrees of free-dom corresponding to the quantum scalar �eld as follows (see, for e.g., ref. [4],60



section 6.11): exp i Seff [g�� ] = exp i Z d4xp�g Leff (g��)� Z D� exp iS[�; g��]: (1.214)The variation of the e�ective action Seff with respect to the metric tensor thenleads to the following equation (see, for e.g., ref. [1], section 6.1):G�� = R�� � 12Rg�� = 8� h0outjT̂��j0ini; (1.215)where j0ini and j0outi are the in and the out-vacuum states respectively and T̂��is the energy-momentum operator corresponding to the quantum scalar �eld.As we have mentioned in our discussion in the last section, the e�ectiveaction is, in general, a complex quantity. Hence, the solutions to the semiclassicalequation for the classical background (that is obtained by varying the e�ectiveaction) will not always be real. For the gravitational case we are considering here,the metric g�� induced by the transition element h0outjT̂�� j0ini in the semiclassicalequation (1.215), will, in general, be a complex quantity. This is an undesirablefeature. A simple prescription to avoid such a feature would be to throw awayimaginary part of the e�ective action, thereby clearly ensuring that the solutionsto the semiclassical equation are always real. But such a prescription would becompletely ad hoc. Also, since it is the imaginary part of the e�ective action thatreects particle production, by throwing away the imaginary part we would ine�ect neglect the backreaction of the particles that have been produced on theclassical background [32]. For these reasons, it is generally assumed that the back-reaction of a quantum �eld on the classical metric is given by the expectation valueof the energy-momentum tensor of the quantum �eld [27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Sincean expectation value is a real quantity, such a proposal ensures that the metric61



induced by the quantum �eld is always real. Also, the expectation value of theenergy-momentum tensor of the quantum �eld reects both vacuum polarizationas well as particle production. Thus, this proposal takes both these e�ects intoaccount in the backreaction.But, the semiclassical theory we are considering here is incapable of spec-ifying a particular state for the quantum �eld. Hence, the expectation value ofthe energy-momentum tensor of the quantum �eld has to be evaluated in a statethat is speci�ed by hand. So, the complete analysis of the backreaction problemamounts to solving the semiclassical Einstein's equationsG�� = 8� hT̂��i; (1.216)where hT̂��i is the expectation value (evaluated in a speci�ed state) of the energy-momentum operator corresponding to the quantum �eld � and the followingKlein-Gordon equation satis�ed by �:1p�g@� �p�gg��@��� = 0; (1.217)self-consistently.
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Chapter 2Finite time detectorsThe original motivation behind the idea of detectors was to provide an operationalde�nition for the concept of a particle in a general curved spacetime (see ourdiscussion at the beginning of section 1.3). With this motivation in mind, theresponse of di�erent types of detectors (the Unruh-DeWitt detector, derivativecoupled detectors, a detector that is coupled to the energy-momentum tensor ofthe quantum �eld etc.) have been studied in literature [11, 12, 70, 71, 72]. Insubsections 1.3.2 and 1.3.3, we had reviewed the analysis of the response of inertialand uniformly accelerated Unruh-DeWitt detectors in at spacetime as well asthe response of these detectors when they are stationed at a constant radius inSchwarzschild and de-Sitter spacetimes. The response of detectors have alwaysbeen evaluated for their entire history, viz. from the in�nite past to the in�nitefuture in the detector's proper time. But, in any realistic situation, detectors canbe kept switched on only for a �nite period of time. Due to this reason the studyof the response of a detector for a �nite proper time interval becomes important.There also exist other motivations to study the response of �nite time detec-tors. Consider a detector that is coupled to the �eld in such a way that it responds63



to the energy-momentum content of the quantum �eld. We can possibly utilizethis detector to analyze the backreaction of the quantum �eld on the gravitationalbackground as follows. This detector can be set in motion on a certain trajectory,in the spacetime of our interest and switched on for a �nite proper time intervalduring its motion. Since we have always assumed a detector to be a point likeobject which can be described by a single classical worldline (see our discussionat the beginning of section 1.3), the response of this �nite time detector will thenreect the particle content of the quantum �eld in that localized region of space-time. We can then attempt to relate the response of this detector to the termthat is responsible for the backreaction of the quantum �eld on the backgroundmetric in that localized region of spacetime.Another motivation to study the �nite time response of detectors is asfollows. In a time dependent background without any asymptotically at regions,like for instance, a matter dominated Friedmann universe, a timelikeKilling vectorwill not be available at all. In the absence of a timelikeKilling vector �eld, positivefrequency modes and hence particles can not be de�ned unambiguously. In sucha situation, a �nite time detector can be used to provide an operational de�nitionof the particle concept. Consider a comoving particle detector in the Friedmannuniverse that is switched on for a �nite proper time interval. The response of sucha detector will then reect the particle content of the quantum �eld during theperiod when the detector was kept switched on.The original idea of a �nite time detector is due to Grove [85]. Therehas been a few attempts in literature in the recent past, when the response of adetector has been actually evaluated for a �nite proper time interval [86, 87, 88].The authors in ref. [86] study the response of a Unruh-Dewitt detector that is64



turned on and o� abruptly with the aid of a rectangular window function. Theyencounter an ultraviolet divergence and resort to a regularization procedure toremove this divergence. But, no realistic detector can be switched on and o�abruptly. With this motivation, the authors in ref. [87] analyze the responseof a Unruh-DeWitt detector that is switched on and o� with a smooth windowfunction. They point out that no divergences arise in the response function ofthe detector when it is switched on and o� smoothly. They also show that inthe limit when their window function matches a rectangular window function theultraviolet divergence reported in ref. [86] does appear in the detector responsefunction.We reanalyze this problem in this chapter [89]. We begin by noting thata detector which is kept on only for a �nite time interval T will be a�ected bythe transients related to the process of switching. This has the consequence that,even an inertial detector in at spacetime will respond in the Minkowski vacuumif it is switched on for a �nite T . This e�ect, as we shall see, needs to be clearlyidenti�ed before one studies the response of a detector on an arbitrary trajectoryfor a �nite T . Further, we expect the response to vanish in the limit of T ! 0for any realistic detector on any trajectory. This is simply a physical requirementarising from the demand that `a detector which was never switched on shouldnot detect anything'. While this demand sounds reasonable, its mathematicalimplementation turns out to be fairly subtle. We will see that spurious resultscan arise if one does not implement the limiting procedure with care.The response of a detector, as we had mentioned in section 1.3, depends onthe following three elements: (i) the state of the quantum �eld, (ii) the trajectoryof the detector and (iii) the nature of coupling that exists between the �eld and65



the detector. Here, we shall assume the coupling between the detector and the�eld to be of the linear monopole type, i.e. the detector is the Unruh-DeWitt one.We consider inertial and uniformly accelerated detectors in at spacetime. Thequantum �eld we consider here is a massless scalar �eld and we shall assume thatthe quantum �eld is in the Minkowski vacuum state. We shall study the responseof these detectors when they are switched on for a �nite time interval smoothlyas well as abruptly. Studying the response of detectors for these di�erent windowfunctions can help us identify the origin of the divergences that may arise in thedetector response functions.This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.1, we comment on certainlimiting procedures in the response function of the Unruh-DeWitt detector. Insection 2.2, we study the response of the detector which it is operational only fora �nite interval of time; the cases of smooth window functions as well as thatof abrupt switching are considered. In section 2.3, we discuss the conclusionsthat can be drawn from the analysis we have carried out in subsections 2.2.1,2.2.2 and 2.2.3. In the same section, we also discuss the wider implications ofour analysis. Finally, in section 2.4, we present the limitations of the detectorconcept.2.1 Aspects of �nite time detectionIn this section, we point out certain aspects of �nite time detection. We alsoillustrate here how spurious results can arise if the limiting procedures are notimplemented with care.We had seen earlier, in subsection 1.3.1, that up to the �rst order in per-66



turbation theory, the amplitude for transition of a Unruh-DeWitt detector fromits ground state with energy E0 to an excited state with energy E, is given byA(
) =M Z 1�1 d� ei
� h	f j�[x(� )]j	ii; (2.1)where 
 = (E � E0) and M = ic hEjm(0)jE0i; (2.2)m being the detector's monopole operator. (We will hereafter drop the termMin the transition amplitude for the same reasons we had given in subsection 1.3.1.)In the expression for the transition amplitude above, j	ii is the initial state of thequantum �eld, j	f i is the state of the quantum �eld after its interaction with thedetector and x�(� ) is the spacetime trajectory of the detector at proper time � .We will hereafter assume that the initial state of quantum �eld is the Minkowskivacuum state, i.e. j	ii = j0M i.If we now expand the scalar �eld � in terms of the standard Minkowskiplane wave modes, it is clear from equation (2.1) that the nonzero contribution tothe transition amplitude arises only from the state j	f i = j1ki (since j	ii = j0M i).For the case of an inertial trajectory in (1+1) dimensions, i.e.x(� ) = x0 + vt(� ) = x0 + v�; (2.3)where x0 and v are constants,  = (1� v2)�1=2 and jvj < 1, the transition ampli-tude (2.1) turns out to beAine;!(
) = e�ikx0p4�! Z 1�1 d� ei
� ei�(!�kv); (2.4)where ! = jkj. The result of this integral is a Dirac delta function, i.e. we obtainthat Aine;!(
) = r�! e�ikx0 �D(a) = 0; (2.5)67



where a = (
 + (! � kv)). The last equality in the above equation follows fromnoting that since, kv � jkjjvj < ! and 
 > 0, the argument of the delta functionis always greater than zero. As we had noted in the last chapter, the transitionin the detector is essentially forbidden on the grounds of energy conservation.The following points should be stressed regarding the above|apparentlysimple|calculation: The amplitude is being calculated for the system to make atransition from the state jE0i in the in�nite past, to the state jEi in the in�nitefuture. To do so we need to know the trajectory x�(� ) for all � , i.e. for �1 < � <1. No realistic detector can be kept switched on forever. Suppose the inertialdetector was kept switched on only during the time interval �T � � � T ; thenthe amplitude will be nonzero:Aine;!(
; T ) = e�ikx0p4�! Z T�T d� ei
� ei�(!�kv)= e�ikx0p4�!  2 sin(aT )a ! : (2.6)And, the probability for transition for a �xed ! will bePine;!(
; T ) = jAine;!(
; T )j2= 1�!  sin(aT )a !2 (2.7)which is �nite for all �nite T . For small T , Pine;! / T 2 and hence vanishes asT ! 0; for large T , we use the relationslimT!1 (sin(aT )�a )2 = limT!1( limT!1 sin(aT )�a !  sin(aT )�a !)= limT!1(�D(a) sin(aT )�a )= limT!1�T� �D(a)� ; (2.8)68



i.e. limT!1(Pine;!(
; T )T ) = 1! �D(a): (2.9)Clearly, the rate of transitions Rine;!(
; T ) = (Pine;!(
; T )=T ) has the followingbehavior: Rine;! / T for small T and Rine;! / �D(a) for large T . Hence Rine;!vanishes in both the limits.The above analysis should teach us the following lessons. Firstly, evenan inertial detector will respond if it is switched on and o�. This is merely amanifestation of the energy-time uncertainty principle; a detection process lastingfor a time 2T can not measure energy di�erences with an accuracy greater than(1=2T ). So for (a 2T ) <� 1, the rate Rine;! will be signi�cantly nonzero. Secondly,the rate Rine;! is a more reliable quantity to compute than Pine;!, especially if oneis considering the T !1 limit. In particular, Pine;! is in�nite if we take T !1limit naively in (2.7). Thirdly, if we want to study the response of accelerateddetectors which are switched on only for a �nite time, we must subtract out theresult which is already present in the inertial case. This subtraction is mandatorysince we want the response of the detector to reect the e�ects that are uniquelydue to its acceleration. Finally, the limits also need to be handled with care toobtain sensible results. We shall say more about the limiting procedures later on.For the case of a uniformly accelerated trajectory in (1+1) dimensions, thetransformations from the Minkowski to the accelerated frame arex = � cosh(g� ) and t = � sinh(g� ); (2.10)where � is the proper time of an observer with a proper acceleration ��1 (cf. sub-section 1.3.2). In what follows we shall set � = g�1 without any loss of generality.The transition amplitude for a detector on such an accelerated trajectory turns69



out to beAacc;!(
) = 1p4�! Z 1�1 d� ei
� exp ig�1 (! sinh g� � k cosh g� ) : (2.11)For a wave traveling to the right, i.e. when k = !, the above integral can beexpressed in a closed form and the result isAacc;!(
) = 1p4�! g�1 (!g�1)i
g�1 �(�i
g�1) exp�(�
=2 g); (2.12)where �(z) is the gamma function [77]. This is clearly nonzero. The probabilityfor transition Pacc;! for a particular ! will then be given byPacc;!(
) = jAacc;!(
)j2= g�24�! ����� ��i
g�1� ����2 e��
g�1= 12!g  1
 (e2�
g�1 � 1)! (2.13)which is a thermal spectrum in 
 with a temperature T = (g=2�). We had encoun-tered this thermal spectrum earlier, in subsection 1.3.2 when we had evaluatedthe transition probability rate of a uniformly accelerated Unruh-DeWitt detector.The �nite proper time integral for the transition amplitude of the acceler-ated detector, obtained after substituting for x and t from (2.10) in (2.1) is givenby Aacc;!(
; T ) = 1p4�! J(
; T ); (2.14)where J(
; T ) = Z T�T d� ei
� exp � �i!g�1e�g�� (2.15)and we have assumed that k = !, i.e. the Minkowski normal mode is traveling tothe right. This integral for J(
; T ) can be rewritten asJ(
; T ) = Z 1�1 d� ei
� e�i!g�1e�g��Z T�1 d� ei
� e�i!g�1e�g��Z 1T d� ei
� e�i!g�1e�g� :(2.16)70



After some simple algebraic manipulations, we obtain thatJ(
; T ) = g�1 (!g�1)i
g�1 e��
=2g ��(�i
g�1)� Z i!g�1s�10 d� e�� ��i
g�1�1 � Z i1i!g�1s d� e�� ��i
g�1�1�; (2.17)where s = egT . Consider now the limit T ! 0, i.e. when the detector is notswitched on at all. In this limit, s! 1 and two integrals in the above expressionadd up to be the gamma function thereby reducing J(
; T ) to be zero. In theother limit, i.e. when T !1, s!1 and s�1 ! 0, so thatJ(
) = J(
; T !1)= g�1 (!g�1)i
g�1 �(�i
g�1) exp�(�
=2g) (2.18)and �jJ(
)j2=4�!� yields the thermal spectrum we had obtained earlier in (2.13).Thus we obtain reasonable results for both the limits T ! 0 as well as T !1.There is another feature that needs emphasis as regards both (2.13) and(2.7). These are probabilities for transition to �xed �nal states j1ki characterizedby a given momentum k. Normally one would like to integrate over all k so as to�nd the net probability for the detector to have made a transition from jE0i tojEi. This will lead to an integralIine = Z 10 d!!  sin2((
 + !)T )(
 + !)2 ! (2.19)in the case of (2.7) and to an integralIacc = Z 10 d!! (2.20)in the case of (2.13). Both these integrals are formally divergent. However, con-sider the limitlimT!1�IineT � = Z 10 d!! ( limT!1  1T sin2((
 + !)T )(
 + !)2 !)71



= 1� Z 10 d!! �D(
 + !): (2.21)If 
 > 0, ! > 0 the integrand identically vanishes and we may take this integralto be zero, thereby recovering the earlier result. (Also see ref. [87] for a similardiscussion.) This result shows that (Iine=T ) is formally divergent for all �nite Tbut can be interpreted to be zero as T !1! Such a contradiction arises because ofan illegitimate interchange of limits. We will elaborate on the limiting procedureslater on.The integral (2.19) is divergent in both the lower and the upper limitsof !. The divergence for small ! (infra-red divergence) is a feature of masslessscalar �elds in (1 + 1) dimensions. For the (3 + 1) dimensional case, we will�nd, later in this chapter, that no infra-red divergences arise and only logarithmicdivergences for large ! (ultra-violet divergences) are encountered. These ultra-violet divergences are the divergences that have been reported earlier in refs. [86]and [87]. We shall see later that the divergences in (2.19) for a �nite T can beattributed to the abrupt switching of the detector.We shall gather here some of the results from subsection 1.3.1, we will needfor our further discussion. The probability of transition of the Unruh-DeWittdetector is determined by the detector response function F(
) which is describedby the following integral (cf. equation (1.85)):F(
) = Z 1�1 d� Z 1�1 d� 0 e�i
(��� 0)G+ [x(� ); x(� 0)] : (2.22)Since we have assumed the initial state of the quantum �eld to be the Minkowskivacuum state, the Wightman function is de�ned asG+ [x(� ); x(� 0)] = h0M j�(x)�(x0)j0M i: (2.23)72



For inertial and uniformly accelerated trajectories in at spacetime, the Wightmanfunction corresponding to the Minkowski vacuum state is invariant under timetranslations in the reference frame of the detector. For such trajectories, thetransition probability rate of the Unruh-DeWitt detector is given by the integral(cf. equation (1.88)) R(
) = Z 1�1 d�� e�i
�� G+(�� ): (2.24)The Wightman function for a massless scalar �eld corresponding to theMinkowski vacuum state in (3 + 1) dimensions is given by equation (1.89). Thetrajectories of inertial and accelerated uniformly accelerated detectors are givenby equations (1.82) and (1.92) respectively. The Wightman function (1.89) thenreduces to G+ine(�� ) = �14�2 (�� � i�)2 (2.25)for the case of the inertial trajectory andG+acc(�� ) = � 14�2 1Xn=�1 (�� � i�+ 2�ing�1)�2 (2.26)for the case of the accelerated trajectory (cf. equations (1.90) and (1.97)). Notethat the Wightman function (2.26) corresponds to that of a uniformly accelerateddetector with a proper acceleration g.To understand some of the subtlities mentioned earlier regarding the limit-ing procedures, we shall now present the following discussion.Consider a Unruh-DeWitt detector which is moving on a trajectory x�(� )and is switched on during the interval � = �T to � = T . The response of such adetector is governed by the integralF(
; T ) = Z T�T d� Z T�T d� 0 e�i
(��� 0)G+(�; � 0): (2.27)73



We shall further assume that the trajectory of the detector is along the integralcurve of a timelike Killing vector �eld so that G+(�; � 0) = G+(� � � 0). It is clearfrom the above equation that F ! 0 as T ! 0 irrespective of any other details.Also, we should recover the standard results when T !1.We shall now rewrite the integral (2.27) in di�erent variables and then takethe limits T ! 0 and T !1. Changing the variables tox = (� � � 0) and y = (� + � 0); (2.28)we obtain thatZ T�T d� Z T�T d� 0 e�i
(��� 0)G+(� � � 0) = 12 Z 2T�2T dx Z 2T�jxj�2T+jxj dy e�i
xG+(x); (2.29)where the factor (1=2) is the Jacobian of the transformation from the (�; � 0) co-ordinates to the (x; y) coordinates. After integrating with respect to y, we �ndthat F(
; T ) = Z 2T�2T dx e�i
x G+(x) (2T � jxj): (2.30)Let us now consider the limits T ! 1 and T ! 0 of this integral. WhenT !1, we getF(
) = F(
; T !1)= limT!1((2T ) ~G+(
)� Z 2T�2T dx e�i
xG+(x) jxj) ; (2.31)where ~G+(
) is the Fourier transform of G+(x). Clearly,R(
) = limT!1(F(
; T )2T )= limT!1� ~G+(
)� 12T Z 1�1 dx e�i
xG+(x) jxj�= ~G+(
); (2.32)74



provided the second integral is well de�ned. This expression is �nite and representsa constant rate of transition; we have thus recovered the standard result in theT !1 limit.Let us next consider the T ! 0 limit which is rather tricky. We need toevaluate F(
; T ! 0) = limT!0 (Z 2T�2T dx e�i
xG+(x) (2T � jxj)) : (2.33)The integral over x is con�ned to a small range (�2T; 2T ) around the origin. Thisimplies that we can expand the integrand in a Taylor series around the origin toobtain the required limit. We writee�i
xG+(x) '  1 � i
x� 
2x22 + � � �!�  G+(0) +G+0(0)x+G+00 (0) x22 + � � �! : (2.34)Substituting this expression into (2.33) and performing the integration we obtainthatF(
; T ) ' 4T 2G+(0) + 4T 43 �G+00(0)� 
2G+(0)� 2i
G+0 (0)�+O(
4T 4)' 4T 2G+(0); (2.35)to the lowest order. All derivatives of G+(x) in (3 + 1) dimensions behave as ��nat origin and in particular, G+(0) = (1=4�2�2) givingF(
; T ) '  T 2�2�2! : (2.36)The above expression shows that care should be exercised when the limitsT ! 0 and � ! 0 are taken. It is clear from the fundamental de�nition of theintegral in (2.27) that we must have F(
; T = 0) = 0 for all regular integrands.If the integrand has a pole in the real axis (requiring an i� prescription to give75



meaning to the integral) then we should arrange the limiting procedure in sucha way that F(
; T = 0) = 0. This can be achieved by using the rule that �! 0limit should be taken right at the end, after the limit T ! 0 has been taken. Sincelim�!0 ( limT!0 T 2�2 ) = 0; (2.37)while limT!0 (lim�!0 T 2�2 ) =1; (2.38)only the former ordering will provide physically reasonable results. This prescrip-tion is also necessary to ensure that G+(0); G+0(0); : : : etc. exist in the Taylorexpansion for G+(x). For � = 0, this expansion ceases to exist.In (1 + 1) dimensions G+(x) has a logarithmic dependence in x; hence inthe limit of small T the detector response function will be modi�ed to the formF(
; T ) / T 2 ln(�2): (2.39)Taking T ! 0 limit �rst will give the sensible result F(
; T = 0) = 0 whileif � ! 0 limit is taken �rst we will obtain a logarithmic divergence. We hadmentioned this logarithmic divergence earlier in the discussion following equa-tions (2.19) and (2.20). We shall see explicit examples of such ambiguities (andtheir resolution) in the following section.Having thus pointed out some generic features of �nite time detection, weshall now analyze the response of detectors that are switched on for a �nite propertime interval with di�erent window functions.76



2.2 Detector response with window functionsWe shall now calculate the response of inertial and uniformly accelerated Unruh-DeWitt detectors that are switched on and o� with the aid of three di�erentwindow functions. Hence, instead of working with (2.27), we will consider theintegral of the formF(
; T ) = Z 1�1 d� Z 1�1 d� 0 e�i
(��� 0)W (�; T )W (� 0; T )G+ [x(� ); x(� 0)] ; (2.40)where W (�; T ) is a window function with the following properties:W (�; T ) � ( 1 for j� j � T0 for j� j � T . (2.41)The abrupt switching corresponds toW3(�; T ) = �(T � � ) + �(T + � ): (2.42)More gradual switching on and o� can be achieved with the window functions likeW1(�; T ) = exp� � 22T 2! (2.43)or W2(�; T ) = exp� j� jT ! : (2.44)The motivation to study the detector response with smooth window functions W1and W2 are twofold. One is to carefully identify any divergence that may arisewhen a �nite time detection is performed. And, the other is to check whethera certain lack of the smoothness in the window function is responsible for theappearance of divergences in the detector response, as it has been reported inrefs. [86] and [87]. 77



In the following three subsections we shall evaluate the response of inertialand uniformly accelerated �nite time detectors that are switched on and o� withthe window functions W1, W2 and W3, in that order.2.2.1 Gaussian window functionThe detector response integral with the window function W1 is given by the inte-gral F(
; T ) = Z 1�1 d� Z 1�1 d� 0 e�i
(��� 0)G+ [x(� ); x(� 0)]� exp� (�=T )2 exp� (� 0=T )2 (2.45)which can be rewritten asF(
; T ) = Z 1�1 d� Z 1�1 d� 0 e�i
(��� 0) G+ [x(� ); x(� 0)]� exp�� 12T 2 h(� + � 0)2 + (� � � 0)2i� : (2.46)Let us �rst consider the response of a detector on an inertial trajectory. Substitut-ing the Wightman function (2.25) for the inertial trajectory in the above integraland performing the transformations (2.28) the integral for the detector responsefunction simpli�es toFine(
; T ) = �� 18�2� Z 1�1 dy exp� �y2=2T 2�� Z 1�1 dx e�i
x  exp�(x2=2T 2)(x� i�)2 != � Tp32�3! I(
; T ); (2.47)where I(
; T ) = Z 1�1 dx e�i
x  exp� (x2=2T 2)(x� i�)2 ! : (2.48)78



Writing the gaussian function in the above integral as a Fourier transformexp� �x2=2T 2� =  Tp2�! Z 1�1 dk eikx exp� �k2T 2=2� (2.49)and interchanging the order of integration, we obtainI(
; T ) =  Tp2�! Z 1�1 dk exp� �k2T 2=2� Z 1�1 dx ei(k�
)x(x� i�)2! : (2.50)When k > 
, the integral over x can be performed as a contour integral by closingthe contour in the upper half of the complex x-plane and the second order pole atx = i� gives a non-trivial contribution to the integral. When k < 
 the contourhas to be closed in the lower-half of the complex x-plane and since the integrand isanalytic in this half the integral vanishes. Hence the lower limit of the k-integralis 
. After some manipulations and substituting this result in (2.47), we obtainFine(
; T ) =  e
�2� ! e�2=2T 2 Z 1r dp e�p2 (p� r); (2.51)where p = 1p2 �kT + �T � and r = 1p2 �
T + �T � : (2.52)Before proceeding further let us check whether the expression (2.51) givessensible results for the limits T ! 0 and T !1. Since this is an inertial detectorwe must have F(
; T !1) = 0; also for a detector on any trajectory we demandthat F(
; T = 0) = 0. These two limits can be obtained from the above result.When T !1, the lower and the upper limits of the p-integral in (2.51) coincidethereby giving a null result as expected for the inertial detector. (Note that forlarge r, the expressionr Z 1r dp e�p2 '  e�r22 ! �1 +O � 1r2�� (2.53)vanishes exponentially.) Hence, there is no ambiguity in this result.79



Studying the limit T ! 0 of (2.51), when the window function is sharplypeaked at the origin, has to be done more carefully. In this case, it matterscrucially whether the limit T ! 0 is taken �rst and the condition � ! 0 isincorporated later or vice-versa. The earlier alternative is to be adopted (asmentioned earlier) for the reason that � helps us to identify the poles in thecontour integrals; hence unless and until all the other limits in the problem havealready been taken care of, the limit on � should not be incorporated. Then, asT ! 0, r ! (�=p2T ) and Fine(
; T ) can be rewritten asFine(
; T ) =  e
�2� ! e�2=2T 2 (Z 1(�=p2T ) dp e�p2 p� �p2 T  Z 10 dp e�p2 � Z (�=p2T )0 dp e�p2!): (2.54)The last term in the above expression is the error function and its asymptoticform for large arguments is as follows2p� Z x0 dv e�v2 = 1� e�x2p� �1x � 12x3 + 34x5 � � ��: (2.55)Substituting the above expression in (2.54), we obtain the detector response asT ! 0 to be Fine(
; T ! 0) =  e
 � T 24��2 !! 0 (2.56)for �nite �. This expression has the same form as (2.36) and clearly illustratesthe need to keep � 6= 0 till the end. Note that the detector response function aswell the rate of transition Rine(
; T ) = (Fine(
; T )=T ) vanish as T ! 0. Thenon-commutativity of the limiting procedure as regards T ! 0, � ! 0 in thedetector response functions is evident due to the presence of factors like (�=T ).If the condition �! 0 is incorporated �rst in (2.51), the expression factorizesto F 0ine(
; T ) = 12� Z 1(
T=p2) dp e�p2  p � 
Tp2! : (2.57)80



If we now take the limit T ! 0 we obtain thatF 0ine(
; T = 0) = 12� Z 10 dp e�p2 p = 14� : (2.58)As we have mentioned earlier, we expect the detector response function to go tozero in the limit of T ! 0 irrespective of any other details. We �nd that Fine(
; T )does not go to zero if we set T = 0 after we have set � = 0. On the other hand,Fine(
; T ) vanishes if we take the limit T ! 0 before we set � = 0. Therefore, itis quite clear that the procedure of setting � to zero only after the T ! 0 limithas been taken is the proper one.If we are only interested in �nite, nonzero values of T then we can set � = 0in the integral (2.51). The response of the inertial detector for a �nite T can thenbe written in a closed form asFine(
; T ) = 14� (exp� �
2T 2=2� � �
T=p2� � 12 ; 
2T 22 !) ; (2.59)where �(a; b) is the incomplete gamma function [77]. For 
T � 1, this expressionhas the asymptotic formFine(
; T ) '  exp�(
2T 2=2)4�
2T 2 ! : (2.60)This shows that an inertial detector, switched on for a �nite period of time, givesa nonzero response which goes to zero as T !1.Let us now carry out the same analysis for the accelerated detector. Forthis case, when the Wightman function (2.26) is substituted into (2.46) and thetransformations (2.28) are performed, we �nd thatFacc(
; T ) = �� 18�2� Z 1�1 dy exp� �y2=2T 2�� 1Xn=�1 Z 1�1 dx e�i
x  exp�(x2=2T 2)(x� ibn)2 ! ; (2.61)81



where bn = (�� 2�g�1n). With the aid of (2.49), the above integral can then besimpli�ed to the formFacc(
; T ) = � Tp32�3! 1Xn=�1 In(
; T ); (2.62)whereIn(
; T ) =  Tp2�! Z 1�1 dk exp� �k2T 2=2� Z 1�1 dx  ei(k�
)x(x� ibn)2! : (2.63)When k > 
, the x integration can be performed by closing the contour in theupper half of the complex x-plane and the poles corresponding to the values of nbetween �1 and zero contribute non-trivially to Facc(
; T ) givingFacc1(
; T ) = 12� 0Xn=�1 e
bn eb2n=2T 2 Z 1r0 dp0 e�p02 (p0 � r0); (2.64)where p0 = 1p2  kT + bnT ! and r0 = 1p2  
T + bnT ! : (2.65)When k < 
, the contour can be closed in the lower half of the complex x-planeand the poles corresponding to the values of n between one and in�nity contributenon-trivially, with the resultFacc2(
; T ) = 12� 1Xn=1 e
bn eb2n=2T 2 Z 1�r0 dp0 e�p02 (p0 + r0): (2.66)The complete result isFacc(
; T ) = Facc1(
; T ) + Facc2(
; T ); (2.67)i.e. Facc(
; T ) = 12� 0Xn=�1 e
bn eb2n=2T 2 Z 1r0 dp0 e�p02(p0 � r0)+ 12� 1Xn=1 e
bn eb2n=2T 2 Z 1�r0 dp0 e�p02 (p0 + r0): (2.68)82



Let us again check the two relevant limits. In the limit T ! 1 the lowerlimits of the �rst and the second integrals in the above expression reduce to 1and �1 respectively, so that only Facc2(
; T ) contributes to the detector response.Evaluating the integral and then setting � = 0, we obtain the standard result:Racc(
) = limT!1(Facc(
; T )T )= 1p8� � 
e2�g�1
 � 1� : (2.69)When T ! 0, we can perform the same analysis we had carried out earlierfor the inertial detector. Since only the n = 0 term in the series (2.68) contributesnon-trivially; we obtain thatFacc(
; T ! 0) =  e
� T 22��2 !! 0: (2.70)This is identical to the inertial detector result and shows that the transition prob-ability (as well the rate) will go to zero as T ! 0.The fact that both accelerated and inertial detectors give identical resultsfor the T ! 0 limit is to be expected on physical grounds. The curvature ofthe trajectory can not make its presence felt for in�nitesimal intervals and theresponse of the detector can not depend on parameters like g which characterizethe detector trajectory.Note that, for any T , the detection is now due to two e�ects: (i) Thetrajectory being noninertial and (ii) the detector being kept switched on onlyfor a �nite time. The second e�ect is present even for a detector on an inertialtrajectory. As we have mentioned earlier, it will be physically more useful tosubtract the inertial response from the accelerated detector response to obtain83



the e�ects that are uniquely due to (i). In this case, Fnet(
; T ) = �Facc(
; T )�Fine(
; T )� vanishes trivially for T ! 0.It is possible to state some of these results in a greater generality for thegaussian window function. Note that for a detector moving along any trajectoryfor which G+ [x(� ); x(� 0)] = G+(� � � 0) the response function isF(
; T ) = Z 1�1 d� Z 1�1 d� 0 e�i
 (��� 0)G+(� � � 0) exp�� 12T 2 h� 2 + � 02i�= 12 Z 1�1 dy exp� �y2=2T 2� Z 1�1 dx e�i
xG+(x) exp� �x2=2T 2�= r�2 T Z 1�1 dx e�i
xG+(x) exp� �x2=2T 2� : (2.71)We can write f(x) he�i
 xG+(x)i = f  i @@
! he�i
xG+(x)i (2.72)for any function f(x) which has a power series expansion around x = 0. Hencewe have F(
; T ) = r�2 T Z 1�1 dx exp 1T @2@
2! [e�i
xG+(x)]= exp 12T 2 @2@
2! [F(
)]: (2.73)The expression in the square brackets is the result for the in�nite time detector.(Note that F(
) = F(
; T !1).) The corresponding rates areR(
; T ) = exp 12T 2 @2@
2! [R(
)]: (2.74)(Also note that R(
) = R(
; T !1).) This formula allows us to systematicallycalculate �nite time corrections as a series in (1=T ). To the lowest order, thecorrection is R(
; T ) = R(
) + 12T 2 @2R(
)@
2 +O� 1T 4� : (2.75)84



In the case of uniformly accelerated detector, up to the lowest order, we obtainthat Racc(
; T ) ' Racc(
)�1� 2�g
T 2  e2�
g�1(e2�
g�1 � 1)2!� he2�
g�1 (1 � �
g�1)� 1 � �
g�1i �: (2.76)The above expression thus gives corrections to the standard thermal response ofan accelerated detector up to order (1=T 2) for a large T .2.2.2 Window function with an exponential cut-o�Having studied the detector response with a gaussian window function, we shallnow study the same with the window function W2. In this case the responsefunction turns out to beF(
; T ) = Z 1�1 d� Z 1�1 d� 0 e�i
(��� 0)G+ [x(� ); x(� 0)] exp�� 1T (j� j+ j� 0j)� :(2.77)Introducing the window functions as Fourier transforms, i.e.exp� (j� j=T ) = Z 1�1 dk f(k) eik� where f(k) = T� � 11 + k2T 2� (2.78)and substituting the transformations (2.28), we obtain the response function ofan inertial detector to beFine(
; T ) = �� 18�2� Z 1�1 dk f(k) Z 1�1 dq f(q) Z 1�1 dy ei[y(k+q)=2]� Z 1�1 dx  eix[(k�q)=2�
](x� i�)2 ! : (2.79)When the y and the q-integrals in the above expression are performed, in thatorder, the result isFine(
; T ) = �� 12�� Z 1�1 dk f(k) f(�k) Z 1�1 dx  ei(k�
)x(x� i�)2! : (2.80)85



Performing the contour integral after substituting for f(k), we �nd that the de-tector response function reduces toFine(
; T ) =  e
�6�2! T 2 Z 1
 dk  (k � 
) e��k(1 + k2T 2)2 ! : (2.81)If � is kept nonzero, the above expression, up to the lowest order in T , clearly diesdown as T 2 as T ! 0. We can rewrite the above integral asFine(
; T ) =  e
��2 ! Z 1
T dp e�p�=T  p� 
T(1 + p2)2! ; (2.82)where p = kT . When T ! 1 the limits of the above integral coincide giving anull result as expected.We again note the crucial role played by the � factor. The limits � ! 0,T ! 0 do not (again!) commute in the function exp�(p�=T ):limT!0�lim�!0 exp�(p�=T )� = 1; (2.83)whereas lim�!0� limT!0 exp�(p�=T )� = 0: (2.84)If � is set to zero in the integral (2.82), we obtain thatF 0ine(
; T ) = � 1�2� Z 1
T dp  p� 
T(1 + p2)2! : (2.85)When the limit T ! 0 is taken in the above integral, it reduces toF 0ine(
; T ) = � 1�2� Z 10 dp p(1 + p2)2 = � 12�2� ; (2.86)i.e. the detector response is nonzero even as T ! 0. As we have emphasisedseveral times by now, a physically sensible result (that the response of the detectoris zero when it is not switched on at all) can be obtained only if � is kept nonzerountil all the other limits have been taken.86



If we are interested only in the T 6= 0 case, then we can set � = 0 in (2.82).When � is set to zero, we �nd that Fine(
; T ) can be expressed in a closed formas follows:Fine(
; T ) = 12�2 ( 1(1 + 
2T 2) � 
T2 �� � 2 arctan(
T )� sin 2 [arctan(
T )]�): (2.87)For 
T � 1, this function behaves asFine(
; T ) ' � 16�2
2T 2� : (2.88)We once again see that the inertial detector responds in the Minkowski vacuumif it is switched on only for a �nite T . As T ! 1, this response dies as (1=T 2).Let us next consider the case of the accelerated detector. The responsefunction of the accelerated detector is given by the integralFacc(
; T ) = �� 18�2� 1Xn=�1 Z 1�1 dk f(k) Z 1�1 dq f(q) Z 1�1 dy eiy(k+q)=2� Z 1�1 dx  eix[(k�q)=2�
](x� ibn)2 ! ; (2.89)where bn = (�� 2�g�1n). When the y and the q-integrals are carried out, in thatorder, the detector response function reduces toFacc(
; T ) = �� 12�� 1Xn=�1 Z 1�1 dk f(k) f(�k) Z 1�1 dx  ei(k�
)(x� ibn)2! : (2.90)The above contour integral can be performed in the same fashion as it was carriedout in the previous subsection to give the following result:Facc(
; T ) = 1�2 0Xn=�1 e
bn Z 1
T dp e�pbn=T  p �
T(1 + p2)2!+ 1�2 1Xn=1 e
bn Z 1�
T dp epbn=T  p+ 
T(1 + p2)2! ; (2.91)87



where p = kT . When T !1, the exp�(pbn=T ) factors in the integrand reduceto unity and the lower limit of the integrals are 1 and �1 respectively. Sincethe limits coincide, the �rst integral vanishes. In the second integral, only thesecond term contributes, the �rst term being an odd function it reduces to zeroon integration under symmetric limits. Thus, in the T !1 limit, we recover thethermal spectrum after � is set to zero:Racc(
) = limT!1(Facc(
; T )T )= 
2� 1Xn=1 e�2�g�1
n= 12� � 
e2�
g�1 � 1� : (2.92)As we have mentioned several times by now, (Facc(
; T )=T ) is to be interpreted asthe transition probability rate of the detector. When the T ! 0 limit is consideredkeeping � 6= 0, all the integrands in (2.91) decay exponentially thereby giving anull result.Before concluding this section we shall provide an asymptotic formula forthe detector response with any smooth window function of the form W (�=T ).This is a direct generalization of the results in (2.71) to (2.75). For such a windowfunction we can writeF(
; T ) = Z 1�1 d� Z 1�1 d� 0 e�i
(��� 0) W (�; T )W (� 0; T )G+(� � � 0)= W  i @@
; T! W  �i @@
; T! F(
): (2.93)Expanding W (�; T ) =W (�=T ) as a Taylor series around � = 0 and assuming thatW (0) = 1, W 0(0) = 0, i.e.W � �T � ' W (0) +W 0(0)� �T �+ 12W 00(0)� �T �2' 1 + 12 W 00(0) � �T �2 ; (2.94)88



we obtain that F(
; T ) '  1� W 00(0)2T 2 @2@
2!2F(
)' F(
)�  W 00(0)T 2 ! @2 [F(
)]@
2 : (2.95)This gives the rate to beR(
; T ) = R(
) �  W 00(0)T 2 ! @2[R(
)]@
2 +O � 1T 4� (2.96)for any window function and trajectory. Note that the response of a detector fora �nite T depends on the derivatives of the window function|for e.g. W 00(0).Hence, if the detector is switched on abruptly, these derivatives will divergethereby leading to divergent responses. We shall discuss such a case explicitlyin the following subsection.2.2.3 A rectangular window function (sum of two stepfunctions)In this section we study the response of a detector that has been switched on ando� abruptly. The detector response integral for this case is given by (2.27) andwhen the transformations (2.28) are carried out it reduces to (2.30), i.e.F(
; T ) = Z 2T�2T dx e�i
x G+(x) (2T � jxj): (2.97)For the response of an inertial detector that is turned on and o� abruptly, theintegrals to be evaluated areFine1(
; T ) = �� T2�2� Z 2T�2T dx e�i
x(x� i�)2 (2.98)and Fine2(
; T ) = 14�2 Z 2T�2T dx e�i
x jxj(x� i�)2 ; (2.99)89



so that Fine(
; T ) = Fine1(
; T ) + Fine2(
; T ): (2.100)The evaluation of the above integrals is discussed in detail in appendix A.1. Theresult isFine(
; T ) = 14�2 (2 Z 10 dv e�
v v(v + �)2 � e2i
T Z 10 dv e�
v v(v + �� 2iT )2� e�2i
T Z 10 dv e�
v v(v + �+ 2iT )2): (2.101)For a �nite T , if we take the limit �! 0, the second and the third integrals in theabove result remain �nite; but the �rst integral diverges logarithmically. HenceFine(
; T ) is divergent for all �nite T . This is the ultra-violet divergence that hasbeen reported in ref. [86].It was shown towards the end of the previous subsection that the responseof a �nite time detector and its rate involve the derivatives of the window func-tion. The rectangular window function we consider here is continuous but hasderivatives which diverge at � = �T and � = T . The origin of the logarithmicdivergences in Fine and Rine when � is set to zero for a �nite T can be attributedto these divergent derivatives.The two relevant limits, viz. T ! 0 and T ! 1, however, give sensibleresults. When T ! 0, the second and the third integrals exactly cancel the �rstand hence Fine(
; T = 0) = 0, provided we keep � 6= 0. For large T , i.e. whenT ! 1 the rate Rine(
; T ) = (Fine(
; T )=T ) vanishes because Fine is bounded(when � 6= 0) and well de�ned.For a small T and a �nite �, such that T < � the integrands in (2.101) can90



be Taylor expanded in T and the result up to O(T 2) isFine(
; T ) ' � 1�2� (2
2T 2 I1(
) + 2
T 2� I2(
) + 6T 2�2 I3(
)) (2.102)where I1(
) = Z 10 dy e�
�y y(y + 1)2 ; ; I2(
) = Z 10 dy e�
�y y(y + 1)3 (2.103)and I3(
) = Z 10 dy e�
�y y(y + 1)4 : (2.104)Since the quantities I1, I2 and I3 are independent of T , from the above expressionit is easy to see that Fine(
; T ) dies down as T 2 in the limit of T ! 0.For the �nite time response of an accelerated detector, the integrals to beevaluated are almost similar to those of the inertial case. The response functionis given byFacc(
; T ) = � 14�2 1Xn=�1 Z T�T d� 0 Z T�T d� e�i
(��� 0)(� � � 0 � ibn)2 ; (2.105)where bn = (�� 2�g�1n). After carrying out the transformations (2.28) we obtainthe response function to beFacc(
; T ) = 1Xn=�1Facc1n(
; T ) + Facc2n(
; T ); (2.106)where Facc1n(
; T ) = �� T2�2� Z 2T�2T dx e�i
x(x� ibn)2 (2.107)and Facc2n(
; T ) = 14�2 Z 2T�2T dx e�i
x jxj(x� ibn)2 : (2.108)The evaluation of the above integrals is discussed in detail in appendix A.2. Theresult isFacc(
; T ) = 14�2 1Xn=�1 (4�
T �(n) e
bn + 2 Z 10 dv e�
v v(v + bn)291



� e2i
T Z 10 dv e�
v v(v + bn � 2iT )2� e�2i
T Z 10 dv e�
v v(v + bn + 2iT )2); (2.109)where �(n) = 1 for n > 0 and zero otherwise.The nature of divergence in this expression is the same as that of (2.101).This is because, for a �nite T when � is set to zero it is the second integral in theabove expression that diverges logarithmically (when n = 0 in the sum), which isexactly the term that exhibits a divergence for case of the inertial detector. As wehave mentioned before, the response of the inertial detector has to be subtractedfrom the response of the accelerated detector to give sensible results.In the limit T ! 0, for a nonzero �, the expression (2.109) reduces tozero, the �rst term vanishing identically being proportional to T ; the second termbeing cancelled by the third and the fourth. Whereas in the in�nite time limit,concentrating on the transition probability rate we obtain thatRacc(
) = limT!1(Facc(
; T )2T )= 14�2 1Xn=�1 2�
�(n) e
bn = 12� � 
e2�
g�1 � 1� ; (2.110)the thermal spectrum seen by the accelerated detector, the other terms in (2.109)vanishing when divided by the in�nite time interval.2.3 DiscussionTo clearly illustrate the conclusions we wish to draw from the analysis we havecarried until now in this chapter, we tabulate here the response of an inertialdetector for T ! 0, �nite T and T ! 1, when the limits on � and T are taken92



Table 2.1: Fine(
; �; T ) and Rine(
; �; T ) in di�erent limitsGaussian Exponential Rectangularlim lim Fine(
; �; T ) (1=4�) (1=2�2) ln(�)� ln(T )T ! 0 �! 0 (Divergence)lim lim Fine(
; �; T ) 0 0 0�! 0 T ! 0lim lim Rine(
; �; T ) 0 0 ln(�)T !1 �! 0 (Divergence)lim lim Rine(
; �; T ) 0 0 0�! 0 T !1lim T 6= 0 Fine(
; �; T ) Finite Finite ln(�)�! 0 (Divergence)lim � 6= 0 Fine(
; �; T ) 0 0 0T ! 0lim � 6= 0 Rine(
; �; T ) 0 0 0T !1in di�erent orders. Note that Fine and Rine are functions of � before it is set tozero. In the last column of table 2.1, whenever divergences arise we have justquoted the divergent terms dropping the �nite expressions. The second and thefourth rows of the above table imply that when � is kept nonzero the response ofan inertial detector and its rate go to zero as T ! 0 and T ! 1, respectively,for all window functions. This is just reiterated in the last two rows. When the� ! 0 limit is taken �rst, and the T is set to zero after, as the �rst row of the93



above table shows, the detector response does not go to zero and in fact, for thecase of the rectangular window function, logarithmic divergences are encountered.When the T ! 1 limit is considered after having set � = 0 (third row) andwhen the detector has been switched on with the rectangular window function,logarithmic divergences appear in the detector response rate. Finally, for a �nite Twhen � has been set to zero (�fth row) logarithmic divergences arise again in thedetector response for the case of the rectangular window function. The divergencesthat are listed in the �rst and the �fth rows of the above table for the case of therectangular window function have been reported earlier in literature [86].The role played by � in producing the �nite result for the di�erent limitsis by now obvious. In fact, by keeping � �nite till the end we are e�ectivelyintroducing an ultra-violet cut-o�. This can be seen by expressing the Wightmanfunction (1.89) asG+(x; x0) = Z d3k(2�)3 2! e�i!(t�t0�i�)+ik:(x�x0)= Z d3k(2�)3 2! e�i!(t�t0)+ik:(x�x0) e��!; (2.111)where ! = jkj. The results for the limits T ! 0 and T !1 remain sensible evenafter the cut-o� is removed, provided it is done right at the end.The logarithmic divergences that appear in the response of a detector (fora �nite T ) when it is switched on abruptly can be attributed to the discontinu-ities that arise in the derivatives of the window function. These divergences arecertainly not the in�nities that are inherent to quantum �eld theory, for had theybeen so, the response functions of the detectors would have diverged irrespectiveof the manner in which the detectors are switched on and o�.We shall now touch upon the relevance of the analysis we have carried in94



this chapter in a somewhat broader context.In bringing together the principles of quantum theory and general relativityone notices a major issue of conict: General relativity is inherently local in itsdescription while the conventional formulation of �eld theory uses global structuresto de�ne even the most primitive concepts like the vacuum state. This point hasbeen repeatedly made in the literature related to quantum gravity. However,it should also be noted that there is another, operational angle to the quantumtheory as well. Quantummechanics emphasizes the role of operational de�nition ofphysical quantities including that of the quantum state. As a matter of principlethe same philosophy should be applicable to the �eld theory as well. In otherwords, one would like to de�ne concepts like vacuum state etc. in �eld theory usingpurely operational procedures similar to the ones used, for example in de�ningthe spin of an electron by using a magnetic �eld selector.It is, however, well-known that such procedures are exceedingly di�cult toformulate in the case of a relativistic �eld. The role of detectors assumes specialimportance in this context. The work by Unruh and DeWitt comes closest to theoperational de�nition of quantum states in �eld theory. In a simpli�ed sense thisdetector model captures the essence of the actual particle detection which takesplace in the laboratory. There is, however, one di�culty in the original Unruh-DeWitt model. This model uses the de�nition for detection which is based onasymptotic states. The calculations are done to estimate the transition probabilityfrom past in�nity to future in�nity. In any laboratory context, any detection islocal in both space and time.The analysis we have carried out in this chapter makes a �rst attempt at95



investigating the possibility of a localized detection, in space as well as time. Wehave resolved the di�culties which arise in such a detection and we have providedgeneral formulas to calculate the response of detectors which have been coupledto the �eld only for a �nite interval of time. It will be worthwhile to investigatehow these �nite time detectors respond in curved spacetimes while on geodesicand non-geodesic trajectories. (Earlier, in subsection 1.3.3, we had found thatthe response of a Unruh-DeWitt detector that is stationed at a constant radius inSchwarzschild and de-Sitter spacetimes is similar to the response of a uniformlyaccelerated detector in Minkowski vacuum state. Hence, the analysis we havecarried out in this chapter can be trivially extended to detectors stationed ata constant radius in these two spacetimes.) Since these toy-models mimic thephysical situation as regards locality in space and time, we can expect the resultsto shed some light on the operational de�nition of quantum processes in curvedspacetimes.2.4 Limitations of the detector conceptIt has been repeatedly pointed out in literature that, though the transition proba-bility rate of a uniformly accelerated Unruh-DeWitt detector (for an in�nite timeinterval) yields the same result as the expectation value of the Rindler numberoperator in the Minkowski vacuum state, this concurrence is purely coincidental.There exist other noninertial frames in which the expectation value of the numberoperator (corresponding to the noninertial coordinate system) in the Minkowskivacuum does not match the response of the Unruh-DeWitt detector [10]. Forexample, in a rotating coordinate system the expectation value of its number op-erator in the Minkowski vacuum state proves to be zero, whereas the transition96



probability rate of a rotating Unruh-DeWitt detector turns out to be nonzero (see,for instance, refs. [10, 13]; however, see ref. [90]). This should not come as a sur-prise since the Unruh-DeWitt detector does not respond to the particle content ofthe quantum �eld but acts as a uctuometer that measures the power spectrum ofuctuations in the quantum �eld. (We had, in fact, discussed this aspect earliertowards the end of subsection 1.3.2.)In fact, all the detectors that have been constructed along the lines of theUnruh-DeWitt detector (the derivative coupled detector, the detector coupled tothe energy-momentum tensor of the quantum �eld) respond to uctuations in theterm that couples the detector to the quantum �eld. For instance, a detectorthat is coupled to the energy-momentum tensor of the quantum �eld respondsto the power spectrum of the uctuations in the energy-momentum tensor of thequantum �eld, whereas, ideally, we would have liked our detector to measure theexpectation value of the energy-momentum tensor [72].Another drawback of the detector idea is that the response of di�erent detec-tors have always been evaluated only up to the �rst order in perturbation theory.Evaluating higher order corrections to the detector response is an involved taskand it is not clear whether any generic statements can be made about these correc-tions. These corrections can prove to be important when we attempt to comparethe results obtained from the canonical quantization procedure with those of thedetector response. Also, a detector that we have considered here has a classicallywell-de�ned trajectory and hence occupies a single worldline. Whereas a coordi-nate system covers an entire patch. The fact that a particular coordinatization ofa spacetime actually matches the worldlines of certain observers in that spacetimeis a very special feature. One could equally well choose a di�erent coordinatiza-97



tion of that spacetime which nevertheless happens to coincide in the vicinity ofone particular detector's worldline. This feature has in fact forced Padmanabhanand Singh to conclude that while it may be possible to maintain formal covariancewith elaborate regularization procedures, operational covariance is completely lostat a very fundamental level in quantum theory (see ref. [72]; also see ref. [91]).Recently, Ford and Roman have put forward a proposal for measuring theenergy-momentumcontent of a quantum scalar �eld with the help of detectors [92].They set a bunch of �nite time Unruh-DeWitt and derivative coupled detectors inmotion on certain trajectories and then attempt to relate the combined responseof all these detectors to the expectation value of the energy-momentum tensor ofthe quantum �eld. Other than the fact that these detectors have to be switchedvery rapidly to actually measure the expectation value of the energy-momentumtensor at any particular point in spacetime, the prescription due to Ford andRoman still possesses all the drawbacks we have discussed in the last paragraph.There are quantum states; there are detector measurements. What we meanby a particle can not be sensibly expressed without any reference to a detector.All we can predict and discuss are the experiences of detectors. A �nite timeparticle detector is an operational idea that o�ers some scope for a localized viewof a quantum particle. However, in quantum �eld theory, the concept of a particle,as de�ned through Fock spaces is a global one. Also, in a curved spacetime, ingeneral, the de�nition of a particle is not unique. Until we understand thesedi�erent aspects better, the connection between particles and the response ofdetectors is bound to be obscure. The construction of a detector that actuallyresponds to the particle content of the quantum �eld would possibly help us bridgethis gap in our understanding. 98



Chapter 3Quantum �eld theory in classicalelectromagnetic backgroundsJust as there exists a semiclassical regime for the gravitational �eld, wherein wecan analyze the behavior of quantum �elds in classical gravitational backgrounds,a similar domain exists for the electromagnetic �eld too [93, 94]. The existence ofsuch a domain allows us to study the evolution of quantum �elds in classical elec-tromagnetic backgrounds. Phenomena such as vacuum polarization and particleproduction take place in electromagnetic backgrounds too (see our discussion insection 1.4 and subsection 1.5.1). In this chapter, we shall study the evolutionof quantum �elds in classical electromagnetic backgrounds with the same motiva-tion we had mentioned earlier, viz. that such a study will provide us with someinsights to understand the gravitational case. In fact, we will see later in thischapter, that there do exist some common features in the behavior of quantum�elds in electromagnetic and gravitational backgrounds which can be exploited tohelp us improve our understanding of the semiclassical regime.This chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.1, we outline Schwinger'sproper time formalism to evaluate the e�ective Lagrangian for a given classical99



electromagnetic background. In section 3.2, we examine the validity of the tun-neling interpretation by comparing this approach with the e�ective Lagrangianapproach for a time independent magnetic �eld background. We also discuss indetail the implications of this comparison to the study of particle production intime independent electromagnetic and gravitational backgrounds. In section 3.3,we present the limitations of the Klein approach that is invoked to explain thephenomenon of particle production in time independent electromagnetic back-grounds. In section 3.4, we propose the conjecture that the e�ective Lagrangianwill prove to be zero if all the invariant scalars (gauge invariant scalars in the caseof electromagnetism and covariant scalars in the case of gravity) describing theclassical background vanish identically. We also present examples of electromag-netic and gravitational backgrounds to support our conjecture. Evaluating thee�ective Lagrangian explicitly, using Schwinger's proper time formalism, we showthat it vanishes in these backgrounds. In the same section, we also discuss thewider implications of our conjecture. We conclude this chapter with section 3.5,wherein we make a few remarks regarding the boundary conditions that are im-plicitly assumed in the evaluation of the e�ective Lagrangian using Schwinger'sformalism.3.1 Schwinger's proper time formalism for eval-uating e�ective LagrangiansThe system we shall mostly deal with in this chapter is the same system we hadconsidered earlier in section 1.4 and also in subsection 1.5.1. It consists of acomplex scalar �eld � interacting with an electromagnetic �eld represented by100



the vector potential A�. It is described by the actionS[�; A�] = Z d4xL(�; A�)= Z d4x�(@�� + iqA��) (@��� � iqA���)�m2��� � 14F ��F���; (3.1)where, as before, q and m correspond to the charge and the mass associatedwith a single quantum of the complex scalar �eld, the asterisk denotes complexconjugation and F�� = @�A� � @�A�: (3.2)We shall assume that the electromagnetic �eld behaves classically and we shallconsider the complex scalar �eld to be a quantum �eld. Also, we shall assumethat the electromagnetic �eld is given to us a priori, i.e. we will not take into ac-count the backreaction of the quantum �eld on the classical background. In sucha situation, we can obtain an e�ective Lagrangian for the classical electromag-netic background by integrating out the degrees of freedom corresponding to thequantum �eld as follows (see our discussion at the beginning of subsection 1.5.1):exp i Z d4xLeff (A�) � Z D� Z D�� exp i Z d4xL(�; A�): (3.3)(Note that we have set �h = c = 1.) The e�ective Lagrangian can be expressed asLeff = Lem + Lcorr; (3.4)where Lem is the Lagrangian density for the free electromagnetic �eld, the thirdterm under the integral in action (3.1) and Lcorr is implicitly given byexp i Z d4xLcorr(A�)= Z D� Z D�� exp i Z d4x�(@�� + iqA��) (@��� � iqA���)�m2����: (3.5)101



Integrating the action for the scalar �eld in the above equation by parts anddropping the resulting surface terms, we obtain that (see, for instance, ref. [73],p. 193) exp i Z d4xLcorr(A�) = Z D� Z D�� exp�i Z d4x ��D̂�= �det D̂��1 ; (3.6)where the operator D̂ is given byD̂ � D�D� +m2 and D� � (@� + iqA�) : (3.7)The determinant in equation (3.6) can be expressed as followsexp i Z d4xLcorr = �det D̂��1= exp�Tr(ln D̂)= exp� Z d4x ht;xj ln D̂ jt;xi; (3.8)and in arriving at the last expression, following Schwinger [33, 34], we have chosena complete and orthonormal set of basis vectors jt;xi to evaluate the trace of theoperator ln D̂. From the above equation it is easy to identify thatLcorr = i ht;xj ln D̂jt;xi: (3.9)Using the following integral representation for the operator ln D̂ln D̂ � � Z 10 dss exp�i(D̂ � i�)s; (3.10)where �! 0+; the expression for Lcorr can be written asLcorr = �i Z 10 dss e�i(m2�i�)sK(t;x; sjt;x; 0); (3.11)where K(t;x; s j t;x; 0) = ht;xj e�iĤs jt;xi (3.12)102



and Ĥ � D�D� = (@� + iqA�) (@� + iqA�) : (3.13)That is, K(t;x; s j t;x; 0) is the kernel for a quantum mechanical particle (in 4 di-mensions) described by the Hamiltonian operator Ĥ. The variable s, that wasintroduced in (3.10) when the operator ln D̂ was expressed in an integral form,acts as the time parameter for the quantum mechanical system.The integral representation for the operator ln D̂ we have used above isdivergent in the lower limit of the integral, i.e. near s = 0. This divergenceis usually regularized in �eld theory by subtracting from it another divergentintegral, viz. the integral representation of an operator ln D̂0, where D̂0 = (@�@�+m2), the operator corresponding to that of a free quantum �eld. That is, to avoidthe divergence, the integral representation for ln D̂ is actually considered to beln D̂ � ln D̂0 � � Z 10 dss �exp�i(D̂ � i�)s � exp�i(D̂0 � i�)s� : (3.14)Or equivalently, the quantity L0corr which corresponds to the case of a free quan-tum �eld, can be subtracted from Lcorr to obtain �nite results. The quantummechanical kernel K0(t;x; sjt;x; 0) corresponding to the operator D̂0 is the ker-nel for a free particle in four dimensions in the coincidence limit. It is given byK0(t;x; sjt;x; 0) = (1=16�2is2) (see, for instance, ref. [81], p. 42). Substitutingthis quantity in the expression for Lcorr above, we obtain thatL0corr = �� 116�2� Z 10 dss3 e�i(m2�i�)s: (3.15)This is the expression which has to be subtracted from Lcorr to yield a �nite result.103



3.2 Examining the validity of the tunneling in-terpretationIn subsection 1.5.1, we had obtained an e�ective Lagrangian for a constant elec-tromagnetic background by integrating out the degrees of freedom correspond-ing to the quantum scalar �eld. We had found that the e�ective Lagrangianthus obtained can be expressed in terms of the two gauge invariant quantitiesG = F ��F�� = 2 (B2 � E2) and F = �����F��F�� = �8 (E:B), where E and Bare the constant electric and the magnetic �elds respectively. Also, we had foundthat the e�ective Lagrangian had an imaginary part only when G < 0. The ap-pearance of an imaginary part in the e�ective Lagrangian implies an instability ofthe vacuum and we had attributed the cause of this instability to the productionof particle, anti-particle pairs corresponding to the quantum �eld by the electro-magnetic background. We had then interpreted the imaginary part of the e�ectiveLagrangian as the number of pairs that have been produced, per unit four-volume,by the external electromagnetic �eld.The derivation of the e�ective Lagrangian for a constant electromagneticbackground we had presented in subsection 1.5.1 is adapted from ref. [84] and isoriginally due to Heisenberg and Euler [95]. This derivation wherein the e�ectiveLagrangian is related to the ground state energy of the quantum �eld is applicableonly when the background is varying adiabatically. In a more generic situation,wherein the background is dependent on space and/or time coordinates, one canutilize Schwinger's proper time formalism, we have introduced in the last section,to evaluate the e�ective Lagrangian. Throughout this chapter we shall adoptSchwinger's formalism to evaluate e�ective Lagrangians.104



As we had mentioned in subsection 1.5.1, the evaluation of the e�ectiveLagrangian for an arbitrary electromagnetic background proves to be an impos-sible task. Due to this reason, there has been numerous attempts in literatureto obtain the e�ective Lagrangian using Schwinger's technique for a given non-trivial electromagnetic background [96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102]. In spite of allthese e�orts, there exist very few examples for which the e�ective Lagrangian isknown in a closed form. Quite often, the phenomenon of particle production inclassical electromagnetic backgrounds is studied in literature by the method ofnormal mode analysis. In this approach, as we saw in section 1.4, the normalmodes of the quantum �eld are obtained by solving the wave equation it satis�esin a given electromagnetic background (in a particular gauge). The coe�cients ofthe positive frequency normal modes of the quantum �eld are then identi�ed tobe the annihilation operators. The evolution of these operators therefore followthe evolution of the normal modes. Then, by relating these operators de�ned inthe asymptotic regions (either in space or in time) the number of particles thathave been produced by the electromagnetic background can be computed.Consider an electromagnetic background that can be represented by a timedependent gauge. If we choose to study the evolution of the quantum �eld in sucha gauge, then a positive frequency normal mode of the quantum �eld at late timeswill, in general, prove to be a linear superposition of the positive and negative fre-quency modes de�ned at early times. The coe�cients in such a superposition arethe Bogolubov coe�cients � and � (see subsection 1.1.3). A nonzero Bogolubovcoe�cient � would then imply that the in-vacuum state is not the same as theout-vacuum state. This in turn implies that the in-out transition amplitude is lessthan unity which can be attributed to the excitation of the modes of the quantum105



�eld by the electromagnetic background [74, 75, 76, 103, 104, 105]. These exci-tations manifest themselves as real particles corresponding to the quantum �eld(see our discussion in section 1.2 and subsection 1.4.1).On the other hand, consider an electromagnetic background that can bedescribed by a space dependent gauge (by which we mean a gauge that is com-pletely independent of time). If the evolution of the quantum �eld is studied insuch a gauge, then due to the lack of dependence on time, the Bogolubov coe�-cient � proves to be trivially zero. This could then imply that the electromagneticbackground which is being considered does not produce particles.An interesting situation arises when the same electromagnetic �eld can bedescribed by a (purely) space dependent gauge as well as a (purely) time de-pendent gauge. If we choose to study the evolution of the quantum �eld in thetime dependent gauge, in general, � will prove to be nonzero thereby implying(as discussed above) that particles are being produced by the electromagneticbackground. But, in the space dependent gauge, � is trivially zero thereby dis-agreeing with the result obtained in the time dependent gauge. Therefore, toobtain results that are gauge invariant, the phenomenon of particle productionhas to be somehow explained in the space dependent gauge. In literature, a tun-neling interpretation is usually invoked to explain the phenomenon of particleproduction in such a situation [106, 107, 108, 109]. In this approach, an e�ectiveSchr�odinger equation is obtained after the quantum �eld is decomposed into nor-mal modes in the space dependent gauge. The nonzero tunneling probability forthis Schr�odinger equation is then attributed to the production of particles by theelectromagnetic background. 106



We had encountered exactly such a situation in section 1.4 when we hadreviewed the quantization of a complex scalar �eld in a constant electric �eldbackground. We had found that, in the time dependent gauge A�1 , the positivefrequency normal modes of the quantum �eld at t = +1 are related by a nonzeroBogolubov coe�cient � to the positive frequency modes at t = �1. We had theninterpreted the quantity j�j2 as the number of particles that have been producedin a single mode of the quantum �eld at late times in the in-vacuum. Whereas,when we had analyzed the evolution of the quantum �eld in the space dependentgauge A�2, because of time independence, � proved to be trivially zero therebydisagreeing with the result we had obtained in the gauge A�1. We had invokedthe tunneling interpretation in such a situation to explain particle productionin the space dependent gauge A�2 . We had obtained, after the normal modedecomposition of the quantum �eld, an e�ective Schr�odinger equation along thex-direction (cf. equation 1.142)). We had then interpreted the nonzero tunnelingprobability, jT j2, for this Schr�odinger equation as the number of particles that havebeen produced in a single mode of the quantum �eld. The tunneling probabilityjT j2 evaluated in the gauge A�2, in fact, exactly matched the quantity j�j2 obtainedin the gauge A�1 (cf. equations (1.134) and (1.147)). Also, these two quantitiesagreed with the pair creation rate we had later obtained from the imaginary partof the e�ective Lagrangian (see our discussion following equation (1.204)).The fact that the quantities j�j2 and jT j2 agree, not only with each other,but also with the pair creation rate obtained from the e�ective Lagrangian, forthe case of a constant electric �eld has given certain credibility to the tunnelinginterpretation. In fact, we have not seen in literature another example of a timeindependent electric �eld background for which the tunneling probability jT j2 has107



been shown to match the imaginary part of the e�ective Lagrangian. Our aim, inthis section, is to probe the validity of the tunneling interpretation.Now, consider an arbitrary electromagnetic background that can be de-scribed by a space dependent gauge. Also assume that, when the evolution ofthe quantum �eld is analyzed in such a gauge, there exists a nonzero tunnelingprobability for the e�ective Schr�odinger equation. Can such a nonzero tunnelingprobability be always interpreted as particle production? We attempt to answerthis question in this section by comparing the results obtained from the e�ectiveLagrangian with those obtained from the tunneling approach. We carry out ouranalysis for a spatially varying, time independent magnetic �eld when it is de-scribed by a space dependent gauge. We �nd that there exists|in general|alack of consistency between the results obtained from the tunneling approach andthose obtained from the e�ective Lagrangian [110]. This inconsistency clearlycalls into question the validity of the tunneling interpretation as it is presentlyunderstood in literature.In the subsection that follows immediately, we show that the imaginarypart of the e�ective Lagrangian for a time independent, but otherwise arbitrary,magnetic �eld is zero. In subsection 3.2.2, we calculate the tunneling probability,which happens to be nonzero, for a particular spatially con�ned and time indepen-dent magnetic �eld when it is represented by a space dependent gauge. And, insubsection 3.2.3, we discuss the wider implications of our analysis to the study ofparticle production in time independent electromagnetic and gravitational back-grounds. 108



3.2.1 E�ective Lagrangian for a time independent mag-netic �eld backgroundConsider a background electromagnetic �eld described by the vector potentialA� = (0; 0; A(x); 0); (3.16)where A(x) is an arbitrary function of x. This vector potential does not producean electric �eld but gives rise to a magnetic �eld B = (dA=dx) ẑ, where ẑ is theunit vector along the positive z-axis. According to the Maxwell's equations, inthe absence of an electric �eld, the magnetic �eld is related to the current j(x) asfollows r�B = j: (3.17)Then, the current that can give rise to the time independent magnetic �eld weconsider here is given by j = � d2Adx2 ! ŷ; (3.18)where ŷ is the unit vector along the positive y-axis. If we assume that j is �niteand continuous everywhere and also vanishes as jxj ! 1, then the magnetic �eldwe consider here will be con�ned to a �nite extent along the x-axis.The operator Ĥ (cf. equation (3.13)) corresponding to the vector potential(3.16) is given by Ĥ � @t2 �r2 + 2iqA@y + q2A2: (3.19)Then, the kernel for the quantum mechanical particle described by this Hamilto-nian can be formally written asK(t;x; s j t;x; 0) = ht;xj exp�i(@t2 �r2 + 2iqA@y + q2A2)s jt;xi: (3.20)109



Using the translational invariance of the Hamiltonian operator Ĥ along the timecoordinate t and the spatial coordinates y and z, we can express the above kernelas followsK(t;x; s j t;x; 0) = Z 1�1 d!2� Z 1�1 dpy2� Z 1�1 dpz2� ei(!2�p2z)s� hxj exp�i(�d2x + (py � qA)2)s jxi; (3.21)where we have used the notation d2x to represent the di�erential operator (d2=dx2).Performing the ! and pz integrations, we obtain thatK(t;x; s j t;x; 0) = 14�s Z 1�1 dpy2� hxj e�iĜs jxi (3.22)where Ĝ � � d2dx2 + (py � qA)2: (3.23)The quantity hxj e�iĜs jxi is then the kernel for a one dimensional quantum me-chanical system described by the e�ective Hamiltonian operator Ĝ. It can ex-pressed, using the Feynman-Kac formula, as (see, for instance, ref. [82], chapter 7)hxj exp�iĜs jxi =XE j	E(x)j2 e�iEs; (3.24)where 	E is the eigenfunction of the operator Ĝ corresponding to an eigenvalueE, i.e. Ĝ	E � �d2	Edx2 + (py � qA)2	E = E	E; (3.25)so that K(t;x; s j t;x; 0) reduces toK(t;x; s j t;x; 0) = 14�s Z 1�1 dpy2� XE j	E(x)j2 e�iEs: (3.26)(It is assumed that the summation over E stands for integration over the relevantrange when E varies continuously.) Since the potential term, (py�qA(x))2, in theHamiltonian operator Ĝ is a positive de�nite quantity, the eigenvalue E can only110



lie in the range (0;1). Substituting the expression for K(t;x; s j t;x; 0) in (3.11),we �nd that Lcorr is given byLcorr = � i4� Z 1�1 dpy2� XE j	E(x)j2 Z 10 dss2 e�i(m2+E�i�)s: (3.27)(We will not bother here to subtract the quantity L0corr from Lcorr since this regu-larization is not necessary for the conclusions we wish to draw from our analysis.)Di�erentiating the above expression for Lcorr twice with respect to m2 and thencarrying out the integration over the variable s, we obtain thatL00corr = @2Lcorr@(m2)2 = 14� Z 1�1 dpy2� XE  j	E(x)j2m2 + E � i�! : (3.28)The quantity (m2 + E � i�)�1 in the above expression, can be written as� 1m2 + E � i�� = P � 1m2 + E�+ i� �D(m2 + E); (3.29)where P is the principal value of the corresponding argument. Since E is a positivesemi-de�nite quantity, the argument of the delta function above never reduces tozero. Therefore the second term in the above expression vanishes with the resultthat L00corr is a real quantity thereby implying that Lcorr is also a real quantity. Infact, integrating L00corr twice with respect tom2, we �nd that Lcorr can be expressedas Lcorr = 14� Z 1�1 dpy2� XE j	E(x)j2 � (ln�� 1); (3.30)where � = (m2 + E) > 0 and � has been set to zero. Then, clearly Lcorr is areal quantity. (To be rigorous, one has to take into account the two constantsof integration that will appear on integrating L00corr with respect to m2 (see ourdiscussion following equation (1.175)), but these constants are irrelevant for ourarguments here.) 111



Though we are unable to evaluate the e�ective Lagrangian for an arbitrarytime independent magnetic �eld in a closed form, we have been able to show thatit certainly does not have an imaginary part. Therefore we can unambiguouslyconclude that time independent background magnetic �elds do not produce par-ticles. This, of course, agrees with Schwinger's result for the constant magnetic�eld background [33].3.2.2 Tunneling probability in a time independent mag-netic �eld backgroundWe shall now calculate the tunneling probability for the a speci�c time indepen-dent background magnetic �eld in a space dependent gauge. Consider the vectorpotential A� = (0; 0; B0 L tanh(x=L); 0); (3.31)where B0 and L are arbitrary constants. This vector potential does not producean electric �eld but gives rise to the following magnetic �eldB = B0 sech2(x=L) ẑ; (3.32)where ẑ is the unit vector along the positive z-axis. The magnetic �eld B goes tozero as jxj ! 1, i.e its strength is con�ned to an e�ective width L along the x-axis. In the absence of an electric �eld, according to the Maxwell's equation (3.17),the magnetic �eld given by (3.32) can be produced by the currentj = �2B0L � sech(x=L) tanh(x=L) ŷ; (3.33)where, as before, ŷ denotes the unit vector along the positive y-axis. The currentj is �nite and continuous everywhere and also goes to zero as jxj ! 1.112



In an electromagnetic background, described by the vector potential A�,the complex scalar �eld satis�es the following Klein-Gordon equation(D�D� +m2)� = n(@� + iqA�) (@� + iqA�) +m2o� = 0: (3.34)Substituting the vector potential (3.31) in the above equation, we obtain that(@2t �r2 + 2iqB0L tanh(x=L)@y + q2B20L2 tanh2(x=L) +m2)�(t;x) = 0: (3.35)Since the vector potential (3.31) is dependent only on the spatial coordinate x,the normal modes of the scalar �eld � can be decomposed as followsg!k?(t;x) / e�i!t eik? :x?  !k?(x); (3.36)where k? � (ky; kz) and x? � (y; z). Substituting the normal mode g!k? in(3.35), we �nd that  !k? satis�es the following di�erential equationd2 d�2 + �!2 � (ky � qB0L tanh �)2 � k2z �m2� L2  = 0; (3.37)where � = (x=L) and we have dropped the subscripts on  . This di�erentialequation can be rewritten as�d2 d�2 + (kyL � qB0L2 tanh �)2  = (!2 � k2z �m2)L2  (3.38)which then resembles a time independent Schr�odinger equation corresponding toa potential (kyL� qB0L2 tanh �)2=2 and energy eigenvalue (!2 � k2z �m2)L2=2.The potential term in the e�ective Schr�odinger equation above reduces to a �niteconstant as jxj ! 1. Therefore, there exist solutions for  which reduce to e�ikLxas x! �1 and e�ikRx as x! +1, where kL and kR are given bykL = (!2 � (ky + qB0L)2 � k2z �m2)1=2 ;kR = (!2 � (ky � qB0L)2 � k2z �m2)1=2 : 9>>>>>>=>>>>>>; (3.39)113



We shall con�ne our attention to values of ! and k? such that kL and kR are real.The di�erential equation (3.37) can be solved by the following ansatz [111] = e�a� sechb� f(�) (3.40)where a = ik�L ; b = ik+L and k� = (kR � kL)=2: (3.41)Substituting the above ansatz in (3.37), we �nd that f satis�es the followingdi�erential equationu(u� 1) d2fdu2 + (1 + a+ b� 2(b+ 1)u) dfdu + (q2B02L4 � b(b+ 1)) f = 0; (3.42)where the variable u is related to � by the equation: u = (1 � tanh �)=2. Theabove equation is a hypergeometric di�erential equation and its general solution isa linear combination of two hypergeometric functions (cf. [59], pp. 562 and 563),i.e. f(u) = A F �b+ 12 + c; b+ 12 � c; 1 + a+ b; u�+ B u�a�b F �12 � a+ c; 12 � a� c; 1� a� b; u� ; (3.43)where A and B are arbitrary constants andc = �14 + q2B02L4�1=2: (3.44)To calculate the tunneling probability for the e�ective Schr�odinger equa-tion (3.38), we have to choose the constants A and B such that  � eikRx asx! +1 i.e. when u! 0. This can be achieved by setting A = 0 and B = 2�b,so that f(u) = 2�b u�a�b F �12 � a+ c; 12 � a� c; 1 � a� b; u� : (3.45)114



Substituting the above solution in (3.40) and using the relation (cf. [59], p. 559)F �12 � a+ c; 12 � a� c; 1� a� b; u�= P F �12 � a+ c; 12 � a� c; 1� a+ b; 1� u�+Q (1 � u)a�b F �12 � b� c; 12 � b+ c; 1 + a� b; 1� u� ; (3.46)where P = 0@ �(1 � a� b) �(a� b)� � 12 � b� c�� �12 � b+ c�1A (3.47)and Q = 0@ �(1 � a� b) �(b� a)� �12 � a+ c�� � 12 � a� c�1A ; (3.48)we �nd that, as x! �1, i.e when (1� u)! 0, �! P eikLx +Qe�ikLx: (3.49)Consider a solution of the e�ective Schr�odinger equation (3.38) which goes as�ReikLx + e�ikLx� as x ! �1 and goes over to �TeikRx� as x ! +1 (see ourdiscussion in subsection 1.4.2). Then it is easy to identify the expressions for Rand T from equation (3.49). They are given byR =  PQ! = 0@� � 12 � a+ c�� � 12 � a� c�� (a� b)� � 12 � b� c�� � 12 � b+ c�� (b� a)1A ;T =  1Q! = 0@� � 12 � a+ c�� � 12 � a� c��(1 � a� b) �(b� a) 1A ; (3.50)so that jRj2 =  cosh 2�k+L+ cos 2�ccosh 2�k�L+ cos 2�c! (3.51)and jT j2 =  kLkR!  cosh 2�k+L � cosh 2�k�Lcosh 2�k�L+ cos 2�c ! : (3.52)115



The Wronskian condition for the e�ective Schr�odinger equation (3.38) then leadsus to the following relation jRj2 �  kRkL! jT j2 = 1: (3.53)So, the tunneling probability is nonzero for the time independent magnetic �eldwe have considered here. It is, in fact, given by jT j2 in equation (3.52).The implications of our analysis are discussed in the following subsection.3.2.3 ImplicationsA time independent magnetic �eld does not give rise to an electric �eld (in aparticular Lorentz frame) and a pure magnetic �eld cannot do any work on chargedparticles. Therefore it seems plausible that such a magnetic �eld does not produceparticles. This expectation is, in fact, corroborated by the result we have obtainedin section 3.2.1, viz. that the imaginary part of the e�ective Lagrangian for atime independent, but otherwise arbitrary, magnetic �eld is zero. Our analysis insections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 has been carried out assuming that the time independentmagnetic �eld is described by a space dependent gauge. In such a gauge, �is trivially zero and if we had considered only a nonzero � to imply particleproduction, then this result would have proved to be consistent with the resultwe have obtained in section 3.2.1.But this is not the whole story. According to the tunneling interpreta-tion, in a time independent gauge it is the tunneling probability for the e�ectiveSchr�odinger equation that has to be interpreted as particle production. In sec-tion 3.2.2, we �nd that there exists a nonzero tunneling probability for a spatiallycon�ned and time independent magnetic �eld. If the tunneling interpretation is116



true, this result would then imply that such a background can produce particlesthereby contradicting the result we have obtained in section 3.2.1.The tunneling probability can, in fact, prove to be nonzero in a more generalcase and is certainly not an artifact of our speci�c example. This can be seenas follows: Consider an arbitrary electromagnetic �eld described by the vectorpotential A� = (�(x); 0; A(x); 0); (3.54)where �(x) and A(x) are arbitrary functions of x. If the decomposition of thenormal modes is carried out as was done in (3.36), then the e�ective Schr�odingerequation for the x-coordinate corresponding to the above vector potential turnsout to be �d2 dx2 + �(ky � qA)2 � (! � q�)2� = (�k2z �m2) : (3.55)If we also assume that �(x) and A(x) vanish at the spatial in�nities, then it isclear that the solutions for  will reduce to plane waves as jxj ! 1. Whensuch solutions are possible, in general, there is bound to exist a nonzero tunnel-ing probability for the e�ective Schr�odinger equation. Thus, quite generally, thetunneling interpretation will force us to conclude that the electromagnetic �elddescribed by the above potential produces particles. In particular, the tunnelingprobability will prove to be be nonzero even when � = 0|the case which corre-sponds to a pure time independent magnetic �eld. But for such a case, we haveshown in section 3.2.1 that the e�ective Lagrangian is real and hence there can beno particle production. Thus we again reach a contradiction between the resultsobtained from the tunneling interpretation and those obtained from the e�ectiveLagrangian. 117



On the other hand, consider the following situation. If we choose A(x) tobe zero and �(x) to be nonzero in the above vector potential, then such a vectorpotential will give rise to a time independent electric �eld. Such an electric �eldis always expected to produce particles. But in the space dependent gauge wehave chosen here � is trivially zero and if we consider only a nonzero � to implyparticle production, then we will be forced to conclude that time independentelectric �elds will not produce particles! It is to salvage such a situation, that thetunneling interpretation has been repeatedly invoked in literature. But then, ouranalysis in the last two sections show that tunneling probability can be nonzeroeven if the e�ective Lagrangian has no imaginary part!There appears to be three possible ways of reacting to this contradiction.We shall examine each of them below:(i) We may begin by noticing that in quantum �eld theory, there is alwaysa tacit assumption that not only the �elds but also the potentials should vanishat spatial in�nities. If we take this requirement seriously, we may disregard theresults for constant electromagnetic �elds (the only case for which explicit resultsare known by more than one method!) as unphysical. Then we only need toprovide a gauge invariant criterion for particle production in electromagnetic�elds described by potentials which vanish at in�nity.This turns out to be a di�cult task, even conceptually. To begin with,we do not know how to generalize Schwinger's analysis and compute the e�ec-tive Lagrangian for a spatially varying electromagnetic �eld. The only otherprocedure available for us to study the evolution of the quantum �eld in suchbackgrounds are based on the method of normal mode analysis where we go on to118



obtain the tunneling probability jT j2. But then, the potential term in the e�ectiveSchr�odinger equation is not gauge invariant, as can be easily seen from its formin equation (3.55). So the tunneling interpretation, even if it is adhered to, hasthe problem that it may not yield results that are gauge invariant. In fact, thesituation is more serious; the entire tunneling approach can be used only after aparticular gauge has been chosen. In some sense, the battle has been lost already.Operationally also, it is doubtful whether the tunneling approach will yieldresults that are always consistent with the e�ective Lagrangian. As the analysisin the last two subsections shows, there is at least one case|that of a spatiallycon�ned magnetic �eld|for which one can obtain a formal expression for e�ec-tive Lagrangian and compare it with the results obtained from the normal modeanalysis. These results are clearly in contradiction with each other.(ii) One may take the point of view that particle production in an elec-tromagnetic �eld is a gauge dependent phenomenon. It appears to be a remedyworse than disease and is possibly not acceptable. In addition to philosophicalobjections one can also rule out this possibility by the following argument. Wenote that we can produce electromagnetic �elds in the laboratory by choosingcharges and current distributions but we have no operational way of implement-ing a gauge. So, given a particular electromagnetic �eld, in some region of thelaboratory, we will either see particles being produced or not. It is hard to seehow the gauge can enter this result.This point has some interesting similarities (and di�erences) with the ques-tion of particle de�nition in a gravitational �eld. If we assume that the choiceof gauge in electromagnetic backgrounds is similar to the choice of a coordinate119



system in gravity, then one would like to ask whether the concept of particle is de-pendent on the coordinate choice. People seem to have no di�culty in accepting acoordinate dependence of particles (and particle production) in the case of gravitythough the same people might not like the particle concept to be gauge dependentin the case of electromagnetism! To some extent, this arises from the belief thata coordinate choice is implementable by choosing a special class of observers, say,while a gauge choice in electromagnetism is not implementable in practice.(iii) Finally, one may take the point of view that tunneling interpretationis completely invalid and one should rely entirely on the e�ective Lagrangianfor interpreting the particle production. In this approach one would calculatethe e�ective Lagrangian for a given electromagnetic �eld (possibly by numericaltechniques, say) and will claim that particle production takes place only if thee�ective Lagrangian has an imaginary part. Further one would con�ne oneselfto those potentials which vanish at in�nity, thereby ensuring proper asymptoticbehavior.This procedure is clearly gauge invariant in the sense that the e�ective La-grangian is (at least formally) gauge invariant. Of course, one needs to provide aprocedure for calculating the e�ective Lagrangian without having to choose a par-ticular gauge. Given such a procedure, we have an unambiguous, gauge invariantcriterion for particle production for all potentials which vanish asymptotically. Infact, the e�ective Lagrangian for a spatially varying electromagnetic backgroundcan be formally expressed in terms of gauge invariant quantities that involve thederivatives of the potentials and the �elds.This point could also have an interesting implication for gravitational back-120



grounds. The analogue of a constant electromagnetic background in gravity cor-responds to spacetimes whose R����'s are constants. The e�ective Lagrangian ingravity can then possibly be expressed in terms of coordinate invariant quantitiesconstructed fromR���� 's, just as it was possible to express the e�ective Lagrangianfor a constant electromagnetic background in terms of gauge invariant quantitiesinvolving F��'s.We would like to stress here the following points. Equations (3.38) and(3.55) resemble a Schr�odinger equation only in a formal sense. The actual timedependent di�erential equation that we ought to deal with is the functionalSchr�odinger equation de�ned on the con�guration space of all �elds [94, 112].It is possible that such an approach would lead to an unambiguous way of dealingwith particle creation. The results obtained from an analysis of the functionalSchr�odinger equation might not, in general, agree with the tunneling probabilitycalculated for equations such as (3.38) or (3.55). It would be interesting to knowthe conditions under which the particle creation rate obtained from an analysisof the functional Schr�odinger equation coincides with the tunneling probabilityevaluated, say, for equation (3.55). However, given the mathematical di�cultiesassociated with solving functional di�erential equations, it is di�cult to arrive atclear conclusions regarding the results for arbitrary electromagnetic backgrounds.Comparing the three choices listed above, it seems that the third one isthe most reasonable. Therefore, we conclude that the results obtained from thee�ective Lagrangian can be relied upon whereas the tunneling approach has to betreated with caution. It is likely, however, that the tunneling interpretation willprove to be consistent with the e�ective Lagrangian approach if we demand thatan auxiliary gauge invariant criterion has to be satis�ed by the electromagnetic121



background before we can attribute a nonzero tunneling probability to particleproduction. But it is not obvious as to how such a condition can be obtainedfrom the normal mode analysis.3.3 Limitations of the Klein approachA criticism of our analysis in the last section would be that the nonzero tunnel-ing probability we have calculated corresponds to just a scattering by the timeindependent magnetic �eld and does not correspond to particle production. Itcan be claimed that there ought to arise a Klein paradox for a nonzero tunnel-ing probability to be interpreted as particle production [113, 114, 115, 116, 117].But the Klein paradox and its eventual resolution in terms of pair creation cannot adequately explain particle production in time independent electromagneticbackgrounds. In this section, we point out the inadequacies of the Klein approachthrough a couple of examples.Consider the following vector potentialA� = (�(x); 0; 0; 0): (3.56)Let us assume that the function �(x) ! �� as x ! �1, where �� are �niteconstants. Since the vector potential is independent of time as well as the y andz coordinates the normal modes of scalar �eld � can be decomposed as follows:u!k?(t;x) / e�i!teik?:x?  !k?(x); (3.57)where  !k? satis�es the following di�erential equation (set A(x) = 0 in equa-tion (3.55)) �d2 dx2 � (! � q�)2 = (�jk?j2 �m2) (3.58)122



and we have dropped the subscripts on  . The conserved four-current, in thepresence of a vector potential A�, is given byj� = �i��(D��)� � ��(D��)�; (3.59)where D� is given by (3.7). It is easy to verify with the help of the Klein-Gordonequation (3.34) that @�j� = 0: (3.60)Let us now assume that (x) �! eikLx +Re�ikLx (3.61)as x! �1 and  (x) �! TeikRx (3.62)as x!1, where kR = ((! � q�+)2 � jk?j2 �m2)1=2kL = ((! � q��)2 � jk?j2 �m2)1=2 9>>>>>>=>>>>>>; (3.63)and we shall concentrate on values for ! and k? such that both kR an kL are real.Also, we shall assume that kR and kL are positive de�nite quantities. For such acase, the conservation of the x-component of the four current j� leads us to thefollowing Wronskian condition:jRj2 + (kR=kL)jT j2 = 1: (3.64)The incident, reected and the transmitted current densities (viz. the zeroth123



component of the four current j�) have the following forms:j0i = (! � q��)j0r = jRj2(! � q��)j0t = jT j2(! � q�+); 9>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>; (3.65)respectively. Let us now set k? = 0. Since we have assumed that kR and kLare real and positive de�nite quantities, if we now also assume that (! � q��) >m, then it is clear from the above equation that the incident and the reectedcurrents correspond to a ux of particles. If we choose values for �� such thatjq(�+���)j > 2m, then the current density j0t will be negative for a certain rangeof values of !. But a negative current density corresponds to anti-particles. Also,a current of anti-particles to the right is equivalent to a current of particles to theleft. Hence, for those values of ! for which j0t is negative, we will have to ip thesign of kR in the Wronskian condition (3.64). This leads tojRj2 = 1 + (kR=kL)jT j2 (3.66)which implies that jRj2 > 1. (Note that kR and kL are positive de�nite quantities.)That is, the reected ux of particles is greater than the ux that was incidenton the electromagnetic potential. This is usually attributed in literature to paircreation by the electromagnetic background. But, is this interpretation correct ina more general background? We have constructed below at least two exampleswhere this interpretation will prove to be inadequate to study pair production.Consider the case when �� = 0 but �(x) is otherwise arbitrary for any �nitex. Then the sign ip that was expected in the current densities at the left andright extremes will not occur and jRj2 will not be greater than unity. On the other124



hand, for any �nite x if the potential �(x) varies su�ciently one would expect thebackground to produce particles. But the standard interpretation would not beable to help us obtain the number of particles that have been produced by thebackground since it depends only on the currents at the asymptotics. Since theelectric �eld is the derivative of the potential, if the potential is not a monoton-ically increasing function, then the resulting electric �eld will certainly producepairs but will accelerate them in opposite directions thereby possibly even nullingthe currents at the asymptotics. Hence, the standard interpretation which de-pends so strongly on asymptotic currents will prove to be inadequate to give usthe number of particles that have been produced by the background.Now, consider the following vector potential: A� = (�(x); 0; A(x); 0). Thefunction �(x) will give rise to an electric �eld and A(x) to a magnetic �eld. Chooseany �(x) such that the di�erence between the maximum and the minimum of �(x)is certainly greater than 2m. In such a situation, the background is expected toproduce particles. But if we choose A(x) such that it produces a strong magnetic�eld for large x then even if the electric �eld is able to produce particles themagnetic �eld will con�ne the resultant currents so that the currents actually diedown as jxj ! 1. And, in the absence of transmitted currents we would beforced to conclude that no particles are being produced by the background. Theworst case is when A(x) = Bx where B is a �nite constant. This gives rise to aconstant magnetic �eld for large jxj and there simply will not be any currents atthe right and left extremes for any �nite but otherwise arbitrary �(x). And, thisexample is just as physical or unphysical as the Schwinger's example of a constantelectromagnetic background!Also, some of the discussion we had presented as a criticism of the tunneling125



approach applies to the Klein approach too. For instance, even the Klein approachdoes not give a gauge invariant criterion for an electromagnetic background toproduce particles. In fact, the condition jq(�+���)j > 2m that has to be satis�edfor jRj2 > 1 is not even Lorentz invariant!These two examples clearly point out the inadequacy of the Klein approachto explain the phenomenon of particle production by time independent electro-magnetic backgrounds. The e�ective Lagrangian approach on the other handholds more promise. But, as we have mentioned repeatedly, evaluating the e�ec-tive Lagrangian even for a given classical background proves to be a di�cult task.In such a situation, it will interesting to ask whether we can we say anything aboutthe e�ective Lagrangian by knowing certain features of a classical background. Inthe following section, we show that this is indeed possible and can be exploitedsuccessfully.3.4 E�ective Lagrangian: a conjectureAs we have discussed in the last two sections, the e�ective Lagrangian approachis probably the most unambiguous approach available at present to study theevolution of quantum �elds in classical electromagnetic backgrounds. This is notonly true of electromagnetic backgrounds but applies to gravitational backgroundstoo [118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125]. Several non-perturbative features ofthe theory can be understood if the e�ective Lagrangian can be evaluated exactlyfor an arbitrary background �eld con�guration.Symmetry considerations suggest that it should be possible to express thee�ective Lagrangian, at least formally, in terms of invariant scalars describing the126



classical background (gauge invariant quantities involving the �eld tensor F�� andits derivatives in the case of electromagnetism and coordinate invariant scalarsinvolving the Riemann curvature tensor R���� and its derivatives in the case ofgravity). The existence of an imaginary part to the e�ective Lagrangian|andother features|should be related to the actual values of some of these scalars.We had seen in subsection 1.5.1 that the e�ective Lagrangian for a constantelectromagnetic background depends only on the two gauge invariant quantitiesG = F ��F�� = 2 (B2 � E2) and F = �����F��F�� = �8 (E:B). Further, we sawthat the e�ective Lagrangian had an imaginary part only if G < 0, thereby imply-ing that constant magnetic �elds cannot produce particles while constant electric�elds can. This result, of course, had been obtained only for constant F�� 's andit is not easy to evaluate the e�ective Lagrangian for a more general case. Also,for an arbitrary electromagnetic background, there is no a priori reason as towhy the e�ective Lagrangian cannot depend on invariant quantities involving thederivatives of F�� 's, for instance, say, @�F ��@�F��.The situation is still worse in the case of gravitational backgrounds. Thegravitational analogue of Schwinger's electromagnetic example would be the caseof a constant gravitational �eld, i.e. a spacetime whose R����'s are constants. Itwould certainly be a worthwhile e�ort to evaluate the e�ective Lagrangian for sucha background. Though, considerable amount work has been done in this directionin literature (see, for instance, refs. [126, 127, 128]), we are yet to have a covariantcriterion for particle production by constant gravitational �elds (analogous tothe criterion G < 0 Schwinger had obtained for the constant electromagneticbackground). Also, since the gravitational interaction is not renormalizable, itis not easy at all to regularize the e�ective Lagrangian (see, for e.g., ref. [4],127



sections 6.11 and 6.12).In this section, we investigate a related but more restricted question. Weask: Can one �nd non-trivial background �eld con�gurations for which the (reg-ularized) e�ective Lagrangian vanishes identically? That is, we are interestedin �nding classical �eld con�gurations in which neither vacuum polarization norparticle production takes place. Such con�gurations certainly enjoy some specialstatus because these are the ones for which lowest order semiclassical correctionsvanish. The vanishing of the semiclassical corrections imply that the presence ofthe quantum �eld does not a�ect the classical background at all. Or, in otherwords, classical �eld con�gurations for which the e�ective Lagrangian is zero arestable in the sense that such backgrounds are immune to backreaction e�ects ofthe quantum �eld. What kind of classical �eld con�gurations will have such afeature?The e�ective Lagrangian for the constant electromagnetic background re-duces to zero when the gauge invariant quantities F and G are set to zero. Apartform this case, at least one more non-trivial electromagnetic �eld con�guration isalready known in literature for which the e�ective Lagrangian proves to be zero.Schwinger, in his pioneering paper [33], also calculates the e�ective Lagrangianfor a plane electromagnetic wave background (for which gauge invariant quan-tities F and G are zero) and shows that it vanishes identically. These resultssuggest the following conjecture: The e�ective Lagrangian will be zero if all thescalar invariants describing the background vanish identically. In this section,we present examples of non-trivial electromagnetic and gravitational backgroundswith vanishing scalar invariants to support our conjecture. We evaluate the e�ec-tive Lagrangian explicitly using Schwinger's proper time formalism for the case128



of a quantized scalar �eld and show that it identically vanishes in these back-grounds [129].In subsection 3.4.1, we present a time independent example from electro-magnetism and in subsection 3.4.2, we evaluate the e�ective Lagrangian for theelectromagnetic wave background using our technique. In subsection 3.4.3, wepresent an example from gravity. We explicitly evaluate the e�ective Lagrangianand show that it vanishes identically in these backgrounds. Finally, in subsec-tion 3.4.4, we discuss the wider implications of our analysis.3.4.1 A time independent electromagnetic exampleConsider a time independent electromagnetic background described by the vectorpotential A� = (�(x; y); 0; 0; �(x; y)); (3.67)where �(x; y) is an arbitrary function of the coordinates x and y. The resultingelectric �eld E and the magnetic �eld B are then given byE = � @�@x x̂+ @�@y ŷ! and B =  @�@y x̂� @�@x ŷ! ; (3.68)where x̂ and ŷ are the unit vectors along the positive x and y axes respectively.According to Maxwell's equations, in the absence of time dependence, the chargeand the current densities, viz. � and j that give rise to the above �eld con�gurationare � = r:E = � @2�@x2 + @2�@y2! and j = r�B = � @2�@x2 + @2�@y2! ẑ;(3.69)where ẑ is the unit vector along the positive z-axis. Therefore, if the functions� and j are chosen such that they are �nite and continuous everywhere and also129



vanish as (x2+y2)!1, then the corresponding electric and magnetic �elds givenby equation (3.68) will be con�ned to a �nite extent in the x-y plane.It is obvious from equation (3.68) that G = 2 (B2 �E2) = 0 and F =�8 (E:B) = 0 for this background �eld con�guration. (As an aside, note thatthis is an example of a �eld con�guration other than that of a wave, for which(E2�B2) as well as (E:B) are zero.) It is, therefore, a good candidate to test ourconjecture. The operator Ĥ (cf. equation (3.13)) that corresponds to the vectorpotential (3.67) is given bŷH � @2t �r2 + 2iq�(@t + @z): (3.70)The kernel for the quantum mechanical particle described by the Hamiltonianoperator above can then be formally written asK(t;x; s j t;x; 0) = ht;xj exp�i h�@t2 �r2 + 2iq�(@t + @z)� si jt;xi: (3.71)Using the translational invariance of the Hamiltonian operator Ĥ along the timecoordinate t and the spatial coordinate z, we can express the above kernel asfollows K(t;x; s j t;x; 0)= Z 1�1 d!2� Z 1�1 dpz2� ei(!2�p2z)s�hx; yj exp�i h��@2x � @2y + 2q(! � pz)�� si jx; yi: (3.72)Changing variables of integration in the expression above to pu = (pz � !)=2 andpv = (pz + !)=2, we �nd thatK(t;x; s j t;x; 0)= � 12�2� Z 1�1 dpu Z 1�1 dpv e�4ipupvs�hx; yj exp�i h��@2x � @2y � 4qpu�� si jx; yi: (3.73)130



Performing the integrations over pv and the pu in that order, we obtain thatK(t;x; s j t;x; 0) = �1�� Z 1�1 dpu �D(4pus)� hx; yj exp�i h��@2x � @2y � 4qpu�� si jx; yi= � 14�s� hx; yj exp�i h��@2x � @2y� si jx; yi= � 116�2is2� : (3.74)Substituting this expression forK(t;x; s j t;x; 0) in (3.11) we �nd that the resultingLcorr is the same as that of a free �eld (cf. equation (3.15)). So, on regularizationLcorr identically reduces to zero. This result then implies that neither any parti-cle production nor any vacuum polarization takes place in the time independentelectromagnetic background we have considered here.In arriving at the above result we have carried out the pv and the pu inte-grals �rst and then evaluated the matrix element. We shall now illustrate thatsuch an interchange of operations is valid by testing it for the case of a simpleexample. Consider the case when �(x; y) = x. This corresponds to a constantelectromagnetic background with the electric and magnetic �elds given byE = �x̂and B = �ŷ. For this case, the operator Ĥ is given byĤ = @2t �r2 + 2iqx(@t+ @z): (3.75)The translational invariance of the above operator along the t, y and z directionscan then be exploited to express the quantum mechanical kernel for the aboveoperator as followsK(t;x; s j t;x; 0) = Z 1�1 d!2� Z 1�1 dpz2� Z 1�1 dpy2� ei(!2�p2y�p2z)s�hxj exp�i h��d2x + 2q(! � pz)x� si jxi: (3.76)131



Carrying out the py -intergration and changing variables to pu = (pz � !)=2 andpv = (pz + !)=2, we obtain thatK(t;x; s j t;x; 0) =  12�2(4�is)1=2! Z 1�1 dpv Z 1�1 dpu e�4ipupvs�hxj exp�i h��d2x � 4qpux� si jxi: (3.77)The matrix element in the above equation corresponds to that of a quantummechanical particle subjected to a constant force along the x-axis. The matrixelement above is then given by (see ref. [130], p. 194)hxj exp�i h��d2x � 4qpux� si jxi =  1(4�is)1=2! exp�4i�qpuxs+ 13q2p2us3� :(3.78)Substituting this expression in the kernel (3.77), we obtain thatK(t;x; s j t;x; 0) = � 18�3is� Z 1�1 dpv Z 1�1 dpu exp�4i�13q2p2us3+pus(qx+ pv)�= � 18�3is�  3�4iq2s3!1=2 Z 1�1 dpv exp 3iq2s(pv + qx)2!= � 116�2is2� (3.79)which is the result we have obtained in equation (3.74). This discussion con�rmsthe fact that, in equation (3.74), the evaluation of the matrix element after thepv and pu integrals are carried out is a valid exchange of operations.As we have mentioned earlier, the e�ective Lagrangian Schwinger had ob-tained for the constant electromagnetic background identically vanishes when thegauge invariant quantities G and F are set to zero [33]. Our result above agreeswith Schwinger's result since a constant electromagnetic background would justcorrespond to choosing the function �(x; y) above to be linear in the coordinates132



x and/or y. Having said that, we would like to stress here the following fact. Inevaluating the e�ective Lagrangian above we have not made any assumptions atall on the form of the function �(x; y). Hence, our result above holds good for anytime independent electromagnetic background with vanishing G and F . Thus, ina way, our result here is more generic than Schwinger's result.3.4.2 E�ective Lagrangian for a plane electromagneticwave backgroundIn this subsection, we rederive Schwinger's result for the electromagnetic wavebackground using our technique. The plane electromagnetic wave can be describedby the vector potential A� = (0; 1; 0; 0)f(t � z); (3.80)where f(t� z) is an arbitrary function of (t� z). The operator Ĥ correspondingto this vector potential is then given byĤ = @2t � @2x � @2y � @2z + 2iqf@x + q2f2 (3.81)and in terms of the null coordinates u = (t�z) and v = (t+z) the above operatorreduces to Ĥ = 4@u@v � @2x � @2y + 2iqf(u)@x + q2f2(u): (3.82)The corresponding quantum mechanical kernel can then be formally expressed asK(u; x; y; v; sju; x; y; v;0)= hu; x; y; vj exp�i h�4@u@v � @2x � @2y + 2iqf@x + q2f2� si ju; x; y; vi: (3.83)Exploiting the translational invariance of the operator Ĥ along the x, y and thev coordinates we can write the above kernel asK(u; x; y; v; sju; x; y; v;0) 133



= Z 1�1 dpx2� Z 1�1 dpy2� Z 1�1 dpv2� e�i(p2x+p2y)s� 2 huj exp�i h��4ipv@u � 2qpxf + q2f2� si jui; (3.84)where the factor 2 is the Jacobian of the transformation between the conjugatemomenta (!; px) and (pu; pv) corresponding to the coordinates (t; z) and (u; v)respectively.The matrix element in the above equation corresponds to the quantummechanical kernel for a time evolution operator given byĤ1 = �4ipvdu � 2qpxf(u) + q2f2(u): (3.85)The normalized solution  E(u) to the time independent Schr�odinger equation forthe operator Ĥ1 corresponding to an energy eigenvalue E is then given by E(u) =  18�pv!1=2 eiqE=4pv exp�i (h(u)=4pv) ; (3.86)where h(u) = � Z du �2qpxf(u) � q2f2(u)� : (3.87)The matrix element can now be evaluated with the help of the Feynman-Kacformula as follows (see, for instance, ref. [82], chapter 7):huje�iĤ1sju0i = Z 1�1 dE  E(u)  �E(u0) e�iEs=  18�pv! exp�i�(h(u)� h(u0))=4pv�� Z 1�1 dE exp i (E(u� u0)=4pv) e�iEs= exp�i�(h(u)� h(u0))=4pv� �D (u� u0 � s=4pv) (3.88)and in the coincidence limit u = u0, the matrix element reduces to a Dirac deltafunction i.e. huj exp�iĤ1sjui = �D(4pvs): (3.89)134



Substituting this result in equation (3.84), we obtain thatK(u; x; y; v; sju; x; y; v;0) =  2(4�is)1=2! Z 1�1 dpx2� e�ip2xs Z 1�1 dpv2� �D(4pvs)= � 24�is� Z 1�1 dpv2� � 14s� �D(pv)= � 116�2is2� : (3.90)When this kernel is substituted in equation (3.11) we �nd that the resulting Lcorris the same as that of L0corr (cf. equation (3.15)), which on regularization reducesidentically to zero. Therefore, neither vacuum polarization nor particle productiontakes place in an electromagnetic wave background (also, see ref. [131]).3.4.3 An example from gravityIn this subsection, we shall present a gravitational background for which thee�ective Lagrangian proves to be identically zero. The system we shall considerin this subsection consists of a massive, real scalar �eld � coupled minimally togravity. It is described by the actionS[g�� ;�] = Z d4xp�g L(g�� ;�)= Z d4xp�g � R16� + 12 g��@��@��� 12 m2�2� ; (3.91)where m is the mass of a single quantum of the scalar �eld and g�� is the metrictensor describing the gravitational background and we have set G = 1 for conve-nience. An e�ective Lagrangian can be de�ned for the gravitational backgroundas follows (see our discussion in section 1.6):exp i Z d4xp�g Leff (g��) � Z D� exp iS[�; g�� ]: (3.92)The e�ective Lagrangian can then be expressed as Leff = Lgrav + Lcorr, whereLgrav = (R=16�), the Lagrangian density for the gravitational background. Inte-135



grating the action for the scalar �eld in the above equation by parts and droppingthe resulting surface terms, we �nd that Lcorr can then be expressed as (see, forinstance, ref. [1], p. 193)exp i Z d4xp�g Lcorr(g��) = Z D� exp�i Z d4xp�g ��D̂��= �det D̂��1=2= exp�12 Tr(ln D̂)= exp�12 Z d4xp�g ht;xj ln D̂ jt;xi; (3.93)where the operator D̂ is given byD̂ � 1p�g@� �g��p�g@��+m2 (3.94)and, as we had done earlier done in the case of electromagnetism, we have intro-duced a complete set of orthonormal vectors jt;xi, to evaluate the trace. Fromequation (3.93) it is easy to identify that Lcorr = (i=2) ht;xj ln D̂jt;xi. Usingequation (3.10) Lcorr can then be written asLcorr = � i2 Z 10 dss e�i(m2�i�)s K(t;x; sjt;x; 0); (3.95)where K(t;x; sjt;x; 0) = ht;xje�iĤsjt;xi (3.96)and the operator Ĥ is now given byĤ � 1p�g@� �g��p�g@�� : (3.97)To obtain �nite results, the quantity that has to be subtracted from Lcorr is thengiven by L0corr = �� 132�2� Z 10 dss3 e�i(m2�i�)s; (3.98)136



which corresponds to setting g�� = ��� in the operator Ĥ above. (L0corr given byequation (3.15) is twice the L0corr above because the complex scalar �eld we hadconsidered in the last two subsections has twice the number of degrees of freedomas a real scalar �eld we are considering here.)A gravitational background can be described by fourteen independent scalarinvariants constructed out of the Riemann curvature tensor [132, 133]. To verifyour conjecture, we should evaluate Lcorr de�ned in equation (3.95) for a back-ground for which all these invariants vanish. And, of course, we need a back-ground which is su�ciently simple for allowing the evaluation of Lcorr in a closedform. One such example is given by the spacetime described by the line elementds2 = (1 + f(x; y))dt2 � 2f(x; y)dtdz � (1 � f(x; y))dz2 � dx2 � dy2; (3.99)where f(x; y) is an arbitrary function of the coordinates x and y. (This metric isa special case of the metric that appears in [134]. It can be shown that all thefourteen algebraic invariants for this metric vanish identically [135].) The nonzerocomponents of the Ricci tensor for the above metric areR00 = R33 = R30 = �12�  @2f@x2 + @2f@y2! (3.100)and the Ricci scalar R is zero. Since the Ricci scalar R is zero, the Einstein tensoris given by G�� = R�� and the Einstein's equations reduce to R�� = 8� T ��. Apressureless steady ow of null dust with energy density � = R00 traveling alongthe z-direction satis�es the above Einstein's equations and therefore gives riseto the metric (3.99). Since det(g��) = �1, the operator Ĥ (cf. equation (3.97))corresponding to this metric is given byĤ = @2t � @2z � @2x � @2y � f(@2t + @2z + 2@t@z): (3.101)137



Using the translational invariance along the t and z directions the kernel for thetime evolution operator above can be written asK(t;x; sjt;x; 0) = Z 1�1 d!2� Z 1�1 dpz2� ei(!2�p2z)s�hx; yj exp�i h��@2x � @2y + (! � pz)2 f� si jx; yi: (3.102)Changing the variables of integration to pu = (pz �!)=2 and pv = (pz + !)=2, weobtain thatK(t;x; sjt;x; 0) = � 12�2� Z 1�1 dpu Z 1�1 dpv e�4ipupvs�hx; yj exp�i h��@2x � @2y + 4p2u f� si jx; yi= �1�� Z 1�1 dpu �D(4pus)� hx; yj exp�i h��@2x � @2y + 4p2u f� si jx; yi= � 14�s� hx; yj exp�i h��@2x � @2y� si jx; yi= � 116�2is2� : (3.103)Substituting the above result in equation (3.95) we �nd thatLcorr = �� 132�2� Z 10 dss3 e�i(m2�i�)s; (3.104)which on subtracting the quantity L0corr given by equation (3.98) reduces to zero.This result again implies that in the gravitational background we have consideredhere neither any particle production nor any vacuum polarization takes place.3.4.4 DiscussionThe e�ective Lagrangian provides a simple way of estimating the amount of vac-uum polarization and particle production in a classical background. For example,138



the background �eld is expected to induce vacuum instability and produce parti-cles if and only if the e�ective Lagrangian has an imaginary part. If the e�ectiveLagrangian vanishes for a particular background �eld, then no vacuum polariza-tion or particle production takes place in such a �eld con�guration.In principle, this is an observable phenomenon since physical e�ects oc-cur if the e�ective Lagrangian happens to be nonzero. For example, consider aconstant electric �eld con�ned in space, say, the electric �eld between a pair ofcapacitor plates. In such a case, the imaginary part of e�ective Lagrangian willbe nonzero and the particle production will take place. These particles that havebeen produced will get attracted towards the capacitor plates thereby reducing thestrength of the electric �eld between the plates. To maintain the original con�g-uration intact, an external agency has to correct for this e�ect. We can thereforeconclude that the above con�guration|viz., that of a constant electric �eld ina con�ned region|is not immune to quantum backreaction e�ects. Such, physi-cally observable, e�ects do occur even if the e�ective Lagrangian does not have animaginary part. A typical example would be the Casimir e�ect in at spacetime.It can be shown that for such a case the e�ective Lagrangian is nonzero and real.The e�ective Lagrangian which depends on the separation between the plates,can be related to the Casimir energy. The resulting observable physical e�ect isthe attraction between the Casimir plates. Left to themselves, the Casimir plateswill move towards each other because of a force which is a quantum backreactione�ect arising from the nonzero real part of the e�ective Lagrangian. Once again,to maintain the original con�guration|viz., the original separation between theplates|an external agency has to correct for the quantum backreaction e�ect.In contrast to the above examples, backgrounds with vanishing e�ective139



Lagrangian are `self-consistent' in the sense that no backreaction of the quantum�eld on the classical background occurs in these con�gurations. This is a feature ofcertain backgrounds which does not seem to have been noted in literature before.This aspect seems to be worthy of further study.It should be possible to express the determinant of the operator D̂ (andhence the quantity Lcorr) appearing in equations (3.6) and (3.93), at least formally,in terms of the invariant quantities describing the background. In particular, onewould expect the e�ective Lagrangian to contain only those terms that are simplealgebraic functions of the scalar invariants (otherwise renormalization would notbe possible). If so, the e�ective Lagrangian would prove to be zero if all theinvariants describing the background vanish identically. Motivated by this fact,we put forward the conjecture that the regularized Lcorr will prove to be zerofor background �eld con�gurations for which all scalar invariants are zero. Inother words, our conjecture implies that integrating out the degrees of freedomcorresponding to the quantum �eld does not introduce any quantum corrections tothe Lagrangian describing classical backgrounds with vanishing scalar invariants.We had also tested our conjecture with some speci�c examples. For theelectromagnetic background we have considered in section 3.4.1 we had pointedout that the gauge invariant quantities G and F are zero and it can be easily shownthat quantities such as @�F ��@�F�� and �����@�F��@�F�� also vanish identically.It is likely that all the gauge invariant quantities that can be constructed outof the vector potential (3.67) vanish identically. For the gravitational exampleconsidered in section 3.4.3, as mentioned before, it can be shown that all thefourteen algebraic invariants that can be constructed out of the Riemann tensorfor the metric (3.99) vanish identically [135]. Therefore, the vanishing of Lcorr for140



these backgrounds is consistent with|and supports|our conjecture.We would like to point out here the following fact. The classical back-grounds we have presented in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.3 are non-trivial though allthe scalar invariants may vanish. They are not just at space presented in an arbi-trary gauge or a coordinate system. The fact that a particle in these backgroundswill experience non-trivial forces acting on it ascertains this fact.The examples that we had presented in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.3 are timeindependent examples. As we saw in 3.4.2, an example of a time dependentbackground for which the e�ective Lagrangian proves to be zero is that of a planeelectromagnetic wave. For the electromagnetic wave background, all the gauge in-variant quantities vanish identically. This can be argued as follows (see, ref. [131]).The characteristic of a plane electromagnetic wave is that its �eld strength is ofthe form F�� = f�� F (n�x�); (3.105)where n� is a null vector and the amplitudes f�� 's are constants. Also, F�� and�F�� (�F�� is the dual of F��) are orthogonal to n�. It is then clear that all gaugeinvariant quantities with explicit derivatives vanish, since any n� must contracteither with F�� or itself. Thus, only polynomials in F�� and �F�� remain. But,any scalar function involving F�� and �F�� can be written only in terms of theinvariants G and F , both of which vanish here. Therefore, all gauge invariantquantities involving the �eld tensor and its derivatives are zero for an electromag-netic wave background. Hence, the vanishing of the e�ective Lagrangian in sucha background clearly supports our conjecture.Ideally, one would have liked to evaluate the e�ective Lagrangian for an141



arbitrary classical background �eld con�guration. But, as we have pointed out re-peatedly, evaluating the e�ective Lagrangian for an arbitrary classical backgroundproves to be an impossible task. Due to this reason, our approach to this entireproblem has been a more practical one. The conjecture we have put forward inthis section is only the �rst step in this approach. There exist deeper reasons inproposing this conjecture (with the danger of sounding obvious) and attemptingto establish its validity with some speci�c examples. These motivations are asfollows. The e�ective Lagrangian may indeed prove to be zero for classical back-grounds for which all the scalar invariants are zero, but the converse need not betrue. That is, the e�ective Lagrangian may prove to be zero even though some ofthe scalar invariants describing the background are nonzero. Backgrounds withvanishing e�ective Lagrangians but non-vanishing scalar invariants can help usidentify the terms that will appear in the e�ective Lagrangian for the most gen-eral case. Classifying such backgrounds will certainly prove to be a worthwhileexercise when evaluating the e�ective Lagrangian for an arbitrary background isproving to be an impossible task.3.5 Some remarks on the Schwinger's formalismOur discussion in the last three sections clearly points to the following fact: The ef-fective Lagrangian approach proves to be more reliable than the other approachesavailable at present to study phenomena such as vacuum polarization and par-ticle production in classical backgrounds. Also, we have been able to utilize theformalism due to Schwinger to evaluate the e�ective Lagrangian for non-trivialelectromagnetic and gravitational backgrounds.142



But, Schwinger's formalism implicitly chooses a particular boundary (orinitial) condition in the evaluation of the e�ective Lagrangian. It is not at allobvious as to what would such a boundary condition correspond to in a generalsituation. Let us say that we are evaluating the e�ective Lagrangian for theSchwarzschild spacetime using Schwinger's formalism. What would the boundarycondition that is implicitly chosen in Schwinger's formalism correspond to in sucha case? Will it correspond to choosing the initial state of the quantum �eld to bethe Boulware vacuum state or will it prove to be the Unruh vacuum? If it is theformer, then we would expect the e�ective Lagrangian to have no imaginary part,whereas we would expect its imaginary part to be nonzero for the latter condition.Also, if it is the latter condition, we would expect the nonzero imaginary part tocorrespond to the total energy emitted by the black hole due to Hawking radiation.Some insight into this aspect of Schwinger's formalism can be gained by eval-uating the Feynman Green's function using the same formalism for the constantelectric �eld background in the two gauges A�1 and A�2 given by equations (1.120)and (1.121), respectively. The Feynman Green's function GF (x; x0) satis�es thefollowing di�erential equationD̂xGF (x; x0) = ��D(x� x0); (3.106)where the operator D̂ is given by equation (3.7) and the subscript x on the operatorD̂ denotes that the di�erentials are with respect to coordinates (t;x). Using acomplete orthonormal set of vectors jt;xi the Feynman Green's function can beexpressed as follows: GF (x; x0) = ht;xjĜF jt0;x0i: (3.107)143



Then, the di�erential equation satis�ed by GF (x; x0) can be formally written asD̂xht;xjĜF jt0;x0i = �ht;xjt0;x0i; (3.108)or simply as D̂ĜF = �1, which then implies that ĜF � �D̂�1 (see, for e.g.,ref. [136]). Therefore GF (x; x0) = ht;xjD̂�1jt0;x0i: (3.109)Using the following integral representation for the operator D̂�1:D̂�1 = i Z 10 ds exp�i(D̂ � i�)s; (3.110)(where �! 0+), the Feynman Green's function can be written asGF (x; x0) = �i Z 10 ds ht;xje�i(D̂�i�)sjt0;x0i= �i Z 10 ds e�i(m2�i�)s K(t;x; sjt0;x0; 0); (3.111)where K(t;x; sjt0;x0; 0) = ht;xje�iHsjt0;x0i (3.112)is the quantum mechanical kernel corresponding to the Hamiltonian operator Ĥ(given by equation (3.13)) we have encountered earlier. The Feynman's Green'sfunction for the case of a constant electric �eld background can be evaluated in thetwo gauges A�1 and Amu2 using the above technique. It is given by the expressionG1F (x; x0) = �� qE16�2� exp�iqE(t+ t0)(x� x0)=2� Z 10 dss sinh(qEs) e�i(m2�i�)s exp i4s n(y � y0)2 + (z � z0)2o� exp� iqE4tanh(qEs) n(t� t0)2 + (x� x0)2o (3.113)in the time dependent gauge A�1 and by the expressionG2F (x; x0) = �� qE16�2� exp iqE(t� t0)(x+ x0)=2144



� Z 10 dss sinh(qEs) e�i(m2�i�)s exp i4s n(y � y0)2 + (z � z0)2o� exp� iqE4tanh(qEs) n(t� t0)2 + (x� x0)2o (3.114)in the space dependent gauge A�2 . From these two expressions, it can be easilyseen that G2F (x; x0) = G1F (x; x0) exp iqE (tx� t0x0) : (3.115)The gauge transformed mode in the gauge A�2 is a product of the normal modein the gauge A�1 and the gauge factor exp i(qExt). Hence, in the above relationthe phase that relates G2F to G1F is the corresponding gauge factor. Therefore,the above relation implies that the Feynman Green's functions evaluated in thetwo gauges using Schwinger's formalism are gauge transforms of each other. Onthe other hand, compare the normal modes we had obtained earlier in these twogauges A1� and A�2 . They are given by equations (1.123) and (1.137). It can beeasily seen that the normal mode in the gauge A�2 is not equal to the product ofthe normal mode in the gauge A�1 and the gauge factor exp i(qExt). Therefore,the normal modes in these two gauges are not gauge transforms of each other.Our analysis in this section shows that Schwinger's formalism is able tochoose a particular boundary condition such that the resulting e�ective La-grangian yields a gauge invariant result. It will be a worthwhile e�ort to carryout a similar analysis in di�erent coordinates corresponding to a particular curvedspacetime, say, for instance, the black hole spacetime. Such an analysis mightprovide us with some clues to understand the reason behind the coordinate de-pendence of the particle concept in a curved spacetime.145



Chapter 4Limited validity of thesemiclassical theoryOur aim in the last two chapters has been two fold: (i) to improve our under-standing of the particle concept and (ii) to look for an invariant description of thephenomenon of particle production. To a certain extent, we have been successfulin our e�orts. In chapter 2, we found that a �nite time detector can possibly beutilized to provide a localized de�nition of the particle concept. And, in chap-ter 3, we illustrated as to how the e�ective Lagrangian approach proves to bemore reliable than the other approaches that are available at present to study theevolution of quantum �elds in classical backgrounds. Not only that, the e�ectiveLagrangian is an invariant quantity and hence it can directly lead to an invariantdescription of the phenomenon of particle production. In the last two chapters, wehad studied the evolution of quantum �elds in a given classical background andwe had not taken into account the backreaction of the quantum �eld on the clas-sical background. In this chapter we shall analyze some issues of the backreactionproblem.As we had discussed in section 1.6, the e�ective Lagrangian approach itself146



can be used to study the backreaction problem. Say, we are able to evaluate thee�ective Lagrangian for an arbitrary background �eld con�guration. Then, wecan vary the resulting e�ective Lagrangian and obtain the equations of motionfor the classical background �eld, thereby possibly even taking into the accountthe backreaction of the quantum �eld on the classical background. Of course,as we have repeatedly mentioned, the evaluation of the e�ective Lagrangian foran arbitrary background proves to be an impossible task. Even if we had beenable to do so, such an approach has another drawback which we had pointedout, earlier, in section 1.6. The e�ective Lagrangian is, in general, a complexquantity and hence the resulting equations of motion for the classical backgroundcan prove to be complex. The backreaction of the quantum �eld on the classicalbackground can then possibly be studied by dropping the imaginary part of thee�ective Lagrangian and retaining only the real part. But, such prescription wouldbe ad hoc. Also, since the imaginary part of the e�ective Lagrangian reects theamount of particle produced by the background, dropping the imaginary partof the e�ective Lagrangian would correspond to neglecting the e�ect of particleproduction on the classical background.In the case of gravitational backgrounds, as we have discussed in section 1.6,a more natural and plausible proposal would be to consider the expectation valueof the energy-momentum operator of the quantum �eld as the term that inducesthe non-trivial geometry [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. (See refs. [137, 138, 139], for adiscussion of the backreaction of the quantum �eld on classical electromagneticbackgrounds.) Since the theory we are considering here, by itself, is incapable ofproviding us with a preferred state for the quantum matter �eld, the expectationvalue hT̂��i has to be evaluated in a state speci�ed by hand that is also consistent147



with the dynamics. Therefore, the complete analysis of the backreaction of aquantum �eld, say a massless scalar �eld, on the classical background metricreduces to that of solving the Einstein's equationsG�� = R�� � 12 g�� R = 8� hT̂��i; (4.1)where hT̂��i is the expectation value of the energy-momentum operator (in thespeci�ed state) of the scalar �eld and the following Klein-Gordon equation1p�g@� �p�gg��@��� = 0; (4.2)self-consistently.Apart from the fact that the energy scales involved should be far belowthe Planck scale (� 1019 GeV) for the semiclassical theory as proposed above tobe valid, the uctuations in the energy-momentum densities of the quantum �eldshould not be too large either [140], i.e. we must demandhT̂��(x) T̂��(y)i � hT̂��(x)i hT̂��(y)i: (4.3)So, equation (4.1) will prove to be inadequate to describe a situation when theuctuations in the energy-momentum densities are large. The goal of this presentchapter is to check the validity of the semiclassical theory that is based on theequations (4.1) and (4.2) in time dependent background metrics like, for instance,a Friedmann universe, for di�erent states prescribed for the quantum �eld [141].The calculations necessary for drawing the limits on the validity of thesemiclassical theory, with aid of the condition (4.3), will involve evaluating theexpectation values of the operators T̂�� and T̂�� T̂��. These calculations will in-volve divergences of quantum �eld theory, which arise because of the in�nite148



degrees of freedom associated with the �elds, and these in�nities will have to beregularized in a systematic manner. Since these issues will eventually sidetrackour main concern, in this chapter, we shall study the backreaction problem for aminisuperspace model of a Friedmann universe with a quantized massless scalar�eld when all but one mode of the scalar �eld are `frozen'. (For a discussion onminisuperspace, see, for instance, ref. [142].) In such a case, the divergences thatmay arise because of the in�nite degrees of freedom are avoided.This chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.1, we discuss the minisu-perspace model we intend to study and in section 4.2, we extend the criterion thathas been suggested earlier by Kuo and Ford to draw the limits on the validity ofthe semiclassical theory to our model. In section 4.3, we utilize this criterion tostudy the reliability of the semiclassical theory for our model when the quantizedscalar �eld mode is assumed to be in a (i) vacuum, (ii) n-particle or (iii) coherentstate. In section 4.4, we discuss the implications of our analysis on �eld theoryand we close this chapter with section 4.5, wherein we present the conclusionsthat can drawn from our analysis.4.1 Friedmann universe with a massless scalar�eld: minisuperspace modelA massless scalar �eld � that is coupled minimally to gravity is described by thefollowing action:S[g��;�] = Z d4xp�g � R16� + 12 g�� @�� @��� : (4.4)Consider a homogeneous and and isotropic spacetime described by the line elementds2 = N2(t) dt2 � a2(t) �dx2 + dy2 + dz2� ; (4.5)149



where N(t) is an arbitrary function of the time coordinate t. We can exploit thehomogeneity of such a spacetime and decompose the scalar �eld into its Fouriermodes. For the case of the metric (4.5), the above action, after the �a terms havebeen integrated away by parts and the scalar �eld has been decomposed into itsFourier modes, reduces toS[a; qk] = Z dt a3  � 3V8�N ( _a2a2) +Xk 12 ( j _qk j2N �N!2 jqkj2)! ; (4.6)where qk(t) are the spatial Fourier transforms of the scalar �eld, !(t) = (k=a(t)),k = jkj and V is the volume of the universe.As is well-known, a quantum �eld has in�nite degrees of freedom associatedwith it. Due to this reason, divergences arise when we evaluate expectation values,say, that of the energy-momentumtensor of the quantum �eld. Therefore, to avoidthese divergences, as we had mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, we shallconsider the evolution of just a single mode k of the scalar �eld. That is, we shallcarry out our analysis for a system with only a �nite number of degrees of freedom(in fact, just two) which is described by the following action:S[a; q] = Z dt a3  � 3V8�N ( _a2a2)+ 12 ( _q2N �N!2 q2)! : (4.7)Varying the above action with respect to N and setting N = 1 after the variation,we obtain the following equation of motion for the degree of freedom a:_a2a2 = 8�3V �12 � _q2 + !2 q2�� ; (4.8)which is the Friedmann equation (or rather, its minisuperspace version) we willbe interested in.In the semiclassical domain, when the single mode q of the scalar �eld is150



quantized it satis�es the following Heisenberg equation of motiond2q̂dt2 + 3 _aa dq̂dt + !2 q̂ = 0: (4.9)Let us now express the operator q̂ as follows:q̂(t) = ÂQ(t) + ÂyQ�(t); (4.10)where Â is an operator independent of time and Q satis�es the same di�erentialequation as the operator q̂. As we have discussed towards the end of section 1.1, ina gravitational background a timelike Killing vector �eld is essential to de�ne thepositive frequency modes of the quantum �eld unambiguously. But the Friedmannuniverse we are considering here is time dependent, and, in general, it will notpossess a timelike Killing vector �eld. We had encountered such a time dependentsituation, earlier, in subsection 1.4.1, when we had analyzed the evolution ofa quantum �eld in a constant electric �eld background in the time dependentgauge A�1 . We had then de�ned the positive frequency modes of the quantum�eld in the WKB limit. In the case of the Friedmann universe we are consideringhere, we can carry out a similar decomposition of Q in the WKB limit. Notethat in the action (4.6) the mode q resembles a time dependent oscillator with amass a3 and frequency ! (when N is assumed to be unity). Therefore, Q can bedecomposed in the WKB limit as follows [21, 23, 24]:Q = �(t) f(t) + �(t) f�(t); (4.11)where f(t) is to be identi�ed as the positive frequency component of the scalar�eld mode q̂. It is given byf(t) = 1p2!a3 exp�i �Z tt0 dt0 !(t0)� ; (4.12)151



where t0 is an early time when the initial conditions for the di�erential equa-tion (4.9) are speci�ed. If we now de�ne _Q to be_Q = �i! ��(t) f(t) � �(t) f�(t)�; (4.13)then, we �nd that � and � satisfy the following set of coupled di�erential equations_� = (_a=a) � exp 2i nR tt0 dt0 !(t0)o_� = (_a=a) � exp�2i nR tt0 dt0 !(t0)o : 9>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>; (4.14)If the initial conditions for Q are chosen such that �(t0) = 1 and �(t0) = 0, thenthe Wronskian condition corresponding to the di�erential equation (4.9) isj�j2 � j�j2 = 1: (4.15)If we now substitute equation (4.11) in (4.10), we �nd that the operator q̂ is givenby q̂(t) = â(t) f(t) + ây(t) f�(t); (4.16)where â(t) = �(t) Â+ ��(t)Ây (4.17)and â(t0) = Â. From the above relation it is easy to see that the quantities �and � are the Bogolubov coe�cients that relate the annihilation and the creationoperators at the initial time t0 (Â and Ây) to those at any later time t (â andâdag). The Hamiltonian corresponding to the scalar �eld mode at any time t � t0is given by Ĥ =  a32 ! � _̂q2 + !2 q̂2�= �âyâ+ (1=2)� !: (4.18)152



The decomposition of operator q̂, as we have carried out in equation (4.16 corre-sponds to an instantaneous diagonalization of the Hamiltonian Ĥ.In the semiclassical domain, when the single mode q of the scalar �eldhas been quantized as discussed above, the semiclassical equation correspondingto (4.1) for our minisuperspace model is then given by_a2a2 = 8�3V a3 h jĤj i; (4.19)where j i is the state of the scalar �eld mode and Ĥ is given by (4.18). In theHeisenberg picture we are considering here, the quantum state j i is independentof time and it can be de�ned at the same time t0 when the initial conditions for thedi�erential equation (4.9) are speci�ed. In the following sections of this chapter,we shall examine the validity of the semiclassical equation (4.19) for di�erentstates of the quantized scalar �eld mode q̂. The three quantum states of thescalar �eld mode we will be interested in are the (i) vacuum (j0i), (ii) n-particle(jni) and (iii) coherent (j�i) states. They are de�ned as follows:Âj0i = 0ÂyÂjni = njniÂj�i = �j�i: 9>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>; (4.20)4.2 Criterion for drawing the limits on the va-lidity of the semiclassical theoryThe semiclassical theory as described by the equations (4.1) and (4.2) does nottake into account the uctuations in the energy-momentum densities of the quan-tum �eld. Hence, as we had discussed at the beginning of this chapter, this153



semiclassical theory can be relied upon only when the uctuations in the energy-momentum densities of the quantum �eld are small when compared to their ex-pectation values.Motivated by this fact, Kuo and Ford have suggested that the dimensionlessquantity [143]�����(x; y) � ����h : T̂��(x) T̂��(y) : i � h : T̂��(x) : i h : T̂��(x) : ih : T̂��(x) T̂��(y) : i ���� (4.21)(where the colons represent normal ordering) be considered as a measure of theuctuations in the energy-momentum densities of the quantum �eld. When theuctuations in the energy-momentum densities are negligible, this quantity willbe far less than unity and the semiclassical theory as described by equations (4.1)and (4.2) will prove to be quite sound. And, when the uctuations are large theabove quantity is expected to be of order unity reecting a breakdown of thetheory.The numerous components and the dependence on the two spacetime pointsmake the quantity �����(x; y) an extremely cumbersome object to handle. Forthe sake of simplicity, as Kuo and Ford themselves suggest, we can con�ne our at-tention to either the evaluation of the purely temporal component of this quantityin the coincidence limit (i.e when x! y)�KF2(x) = ����h : T̂00(x) T̂00(x) : i � h : T̂00(x) : i2h : T̂00(x) T̂00(x) : i ���� (4.22)(subscript KF stands for Kuo and Ford) or the quantity�KF1(x) = ����h : T̂00(x) T̂00(x) : i � h : T̂00(x) : i2h : T̂00(x) : i2 ����: (4.23)The quantities �KF1 and �KF2 are related to each other by the equation�KF2 = � �KF1�KF1 + 1� : (4.24)154



In (4.19), the semiclassical equation for our minisuperspacemodel, the back-reaction term is the expectation value of the Hamiltonian operator of the scalar�eld mode. The validity of equation (4.19) will then depend on the magnitude ofuctuations in the expectation value of the operator Ĥ. Since the minisuperspacemodel we are considering here, has only a �nite number of degrees of freedom, nodivergences occur in the expectation values. Hence no regularization needs to becarried out. Then, the quantities that correspond �KF1 and �KF2 for the case ofour minisuperspace model are�SC1(t) � ����hĤ 2i � hĤi2hĤi2 ����; (4.25)(subscript SC stands for semiclassical) and�SC2(t) � ����hĤ 2i � hĤi2hĤ 2i ����: (4.26)The magnitude of the two quantities �SC1 and �SC2 will then reect the amountof uctuations in hĤi and therefore on the validity of the semiclassical equa-tion (4.19). The two quantities �SC1 and �SC2 are related to each other by theequation �SC2 = � �SC1�SC1 + 1� : (4.27)(�SC1 and �SC2 are expected to yield equivalent results.)In the adiabatic limit, i.e. when the background metric is evolving veryslowly, the ground state energy of each mode of the quantum �eld just gets shiftedand no excitation of these modes takes place. Or, in other words, no particle cre-ation takes place. In this limit the semiclassical equation (4.1) proves to be quitereliable [144]. On the other hand, when the metric is evolving very rapidly, a largenumber of particles get created, with the result that the expectation value of the155



energy-momentum density of the quantum �eld ceases to account for the backre-action adequately. The adiabatic limit for our minisuperspace model correspondsto the case when the scale factor a of the Friedmann universe is a slowly varyingfunction of time, i.e. when ( _a=a) ! 0. In this limit, for the initial conditions wehave chosen viz. �(t0) = 1 and �(t0) = 0, equation (4.14) implies that � ! 0.So, when � ! 0, we expect �SC1 and �SC2 to vanish thus suggesting a perfectvalidity of equation (4.19). And, when � !1, i.e. when ( _a=a) is large, we expect�SC1 and �SC2 to be of order unity implying that (4.19) does not describe thebackreaction problem adequately.4.3 �SC for di�erent quantum states of thescalar �eld modeIn the following three subsections we shall evaluate the quantities �SC1 and �SC2for the (i) vacuum, (ii) n-particle and (iii) coherent states of the quantized scalar�eld mode q̂. The evaluation of these quantities are quite straight forward.4.3.1 For a vacuum stateLet us assume that the state of the scalar �eld mode q̂ is a vacuum state at thetime t = t0. Then, the expectation values of the operators Ĥ and Ĥ2 in such astate are hĤi = h0j �âyâ+ (1=2)� j0i! = �j�j2 + (1=2)� ! (4.28)and hĤ2i = h0j �âyâ+ (1=2)� �âyâ+ (1=2)� j0i!2= �3 j�j2 + 3 j�j4 + (1=4)� !2: (4.29)156



Substituting these quantities in the expressions for �SC1 and �SC2 above, we �ndthat they are given by�SC1 =  2 j�j2 + 2 j�j4j�j2 + j�j4 + (1=4)! ; (4.30)�SC2 =  2 j�j2 + 2 j�j43 j�j2 + 3 j�j4 + (1=4)! : (4.31)4.3.2 For a n-particle stateIf the quantum state of the scalar �eld mode q̂ is assumed to be a n-particle state,then the expectation values of the operators Ĥ and Ĥ2 are given byhĤi = hnj �âyâ+ (1=2)� jni!= �(2n + 1) j�j2 + n+ (1=2)� ! (4.32)and hĤ2i = hnj �âyâ+ (1=2)� �âyâ+ (1=2)� jni!2= ��n2 + n� �1 + 6 j�j2 + 6 j�j4�+ �3 j�j2 + 3 j�j4 + (1=4)� �!2: (4.33)When these quantities are substituted in equations (4.25) and (4.26), we �nd that�SC1 and �SC2 are given by the following expressions:�SC1 = ( 2 j�j2 + 2 j�j41 + 4 j�j2 + 4 j�j4! n2 + n+ 1n2 + n+ (1=4)!) (4.34)and �SC2 = ( 2 j�j2 + 2 j�j41 + 6 j�j2 + 6 j�j4! n2 + n+ 1n2 + n+ (1=2)!) : (4.35)157



4.3.3 For a coherent stateWhen the quantum state for q is speci�ed to be a coherent state, the expectationvalues of Ĥ and Ĥ2 arehĤi = h�j �âyâ+ (1=2)� j�i!= nj�j2 �1 + 2 j�j2�+ �2 � � + ��2 �� �� + j�j2 + (1=2)o ! (4.36)and hĤ2i = h�j �âyâ+ (1=2)� �âyâ+ (1=2)� j�i!2= ��j�j4 + 2 j�j2� �1 + 6 j�j2 + 6 j�j4�+ �2 j�j2 + 3� ��2 �� + ��2 �� ��� �1 + 2 j�j2�+ ��4 �2 �2 + ��4 ��2 ��2�+ �3 j�j2 + 3 j�j4�+ (1=4)� !2: (4.37)The expressions for the �SC1 and �SC2 corresponding to the coherent state j�iare then given by�SC1 = �j�j2 �1 + 8 j�j2 + 8 j�j4�+ 2 �1 + 2 j�j2� ��2 � � + ��2 �� ���+ 2 �j�j2+ j�j4����j�j2 �1 + 2 j�j2�+ �2 � � + ��2 �� �� + j�j2 + (1=2)��2 (4.38)and�SC2 = �j�j2 �1 + 8 j�j2 + 8 j�j4�+ 2 �1 + 2 j�j2� ��2 � � + ��2 �� ���+ 2 �j�j2 + j�j4�����j�j4 + 2 j�j2� �1 + 6 j�j2 + 6 j�j4�+ �2 j�j2 + 3� ��2 �� + ��2 �� ��� �1 + 2 j�j2�+ ��4 �2 �2 + ��4 ��2 ��2�+ �3 j�j2 + 3 j�j4�+ (1=4)��1: (4.39)158



Table 4.1: �SC in the limit of � ! 0Vacuum n-particle Coherent�SC1 0 0 � j�j2j�j4 + j�j2+ (1=4)��SC2 0 0 � j�j2j�j4+2j�j2+(1=4)�
Table 4.2: �SC in the limit of � !1Vacuum n-particle Coherent�SC1 2 � n2 +n+ 12n2+ 2n+ (1=2)�  j�j2 (8+ 4c1)+ 2(j�j2 (2+c1)+ 1)2!�SC2 (2=3) � n2+n+13n2+ 3n+ (3=2)� � j�j2 (8+ 4c1)+2j�j4 (6+ 4c1 + c2)+j�j2 (12+6c1)+ 3�
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�SC1 and �SC2 for the three quantum states in the two limits � ! 0 and� !1 are tabulated in tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The quantities c1 and c2in table 4.2 are given byc1 = 2 cos(a+ b+ 2 l) ; c1 = 2 cos(2 a + 2 b+ 4 l); (4.40)where a, b and l are the arguments of the complex quantities �, � and �, respec-tively.The results tabulated in tables 4.1 and 4.2 show that in the adiabatic limit,i.e when � ! 0, �SC1 and �SC2 identically vanish for the vacuum and n-particlestates whereas, for coherent states with a large value of � they die down as j�j�2.And, in the limit when the Friedmann metric is evolving rapidly, i.e when � !1,we �nd that �SC1 and �SC2 are of order unity for the vacuum as well as the n-particle states (even when n is large). This result then implies that the uctuationsin the backreaction term in the semiclassical equation (4.19) are large in vacuumand n-particle states when a large amount of particles are being produced bythe gravitational background. Whereas, for the coherent state with a large � thequantities �SC1 and �SC2 die down as j�j�2 even when � !1. These results thenimply that the semiclassical theory for our minisuperspace model as described byequation (4.19) is valid, during all stages of evolution, only if the scalar �eld modeis assumed to be in states like coherent states.4.4 �KF for di�erent quantum states of thescalar �eld modeHad we been dealing with the complete �eld theory instead of a minisuperspacemodel we would have encountered divergences when evaluating the expectation160



values of the operators involving quantum �elds. These in�nities would have hadto be systematically removed. In particular, it would have been necessary tonormal order the operators.In this section, we shall evaluate the quantities that correspond to �KF1and �KF2 for our model. These quantities would be�KF1(t) = ����h : Ĥ 2 : i � h : Ĥ : i2h : Ĥ : i2 ���� (4.41)and �KF2(t) = ����h : Ĥ 2 : i � h : Ĥ : i2h : Ĥ 2 : i ����; (4.42)where the colons imply normal ordering. For our model the operators have tobe normal ordered with respect to â. This has to be so, because, if the ex-pression for h0jĤ j0i is normal ordered with respect to Â, instead of â, it willkill the j�j2 term in (4.28) which otherwise will contribute to the backreac-tion. Alternatively, one can try to regularize the expectation values by sub-tracting the vacuum contribution, i.e the h0j (ÂyÂ + (1=2)) j0i! = (!=2) andh0j(ÂyÂ + (1=2)) (ÂyÂ + (1=2))j0i!2 = (!2=4) terms can be removed from hĤiand hĤ2i, respectively. The goal of this section is to point out a drawback whenthe magnitude of either �KF1 or �KF2 is used to decide the validity of the semi-classical theory in the adiabatic limit.4.4.1 For a vacuum stateLet us now assume that the state of the scalar �eld mode q̂ is the vacuum state j0i.When operators Ĥ and Ĥ2 are normal ordered with respect to â, we obtain thath : Ĥ : iNO = h0jâyâj0i!= j�j2 ! (4.43)161



and h : Ĥ2 : iNO = h0jâyâyâ âj0i!2= �j�j2 + 3 j�j4� !2: (4.44)When the vacuum terms are subtracted from the expectation values of Ĥ and Ĥ2as follows: h : Ĥ : iV S = h0j �âyâ+ (1=2)� j0i! � (!=2) (4.45)and h : Ĥ2 : iV S = h0j �âyâ+ (1=2)� �âyâ+ (1=2)� j0i!2 � (!2=4); (4.46)then the expressions for h: Ĥ :iV S and h: Ĥ2 :iV S are the same as the quantitieshĤi and hĤ2i given by equations (4.28) and (4.29), but without the (!=2) and(!2=4) terms, respectively. Substituting these expressions in the equations (4.41)and (4.42), we obtain that�KF1(NO) =  1 + 2 j�j2j�j2 ! ;�KF2(NO) =  1 + 2 j�j21 + 3 j�j2! (4.47)and �KF1(V S) =  3 + 2 j�j2j�j2 ! ;�KF2(V S) =  3 + 2 j�j23 + 3 j�j2! ; (4.48)where the subscripts NO and V S represent regularization by normal ordering andvacuum subtraction, respectively. 162



4.4.2 For a n-particle stateLet us now evaluate the expectation values of Ĥ and Ĥ2 in the n-particle statewhen these operators are normal ordered with respect to â. They are given bythe following expressions:h : Ĥ : iNO = hnjâyâjni!= �j�j2 (2n + 1) + n� ! (4.49)and h : Ĥ2 : iNO = hnjâyâyâ âjni!2= �n2 �1 + 6 j�j2 + 6 j�j4�+n ��1 + 2 j�j2 + 6 j�j4�+ �j�j2 + 3 j�j4��!2: (4.50)When the vacuum terms have been subtracted from the expectation values, i.eh : Ĥ : iV S = hnj �âyâ+ (1=2)� jni! � (!=2) (4.51)and h : Ĥ2 : iV S = hnj �âyâ+ (1=2)� �âyâ+ (1=2)� jni!2 � (!2=4); (4.52)the expressions for h: Ĥ :iV S and h: Ĥ2 :iV S are the same as the quantities hĤiand hĤ2i in equations (4.32) and (4.33), but without the (!=2) and (!2=4) terms,respectively. Substituting these quantities we have evaluated in equations (4.41)and (4.42), we obtain that�KF1(NO) =  ���� j�j4 (2n2 + 2n+ 2) + j�j2 (2n + 1)� nj�j4 (4n2 + 4n+ 1) + j�j2 (4n2 + 2n) + n2 ����! ; (4.53)�KF2(NO) =  ���� j�j4 (2n2 + 2n+ 2) + j�j2 (2n + 1)� nj�j4 (6n2 + 6n + 3) + j�j2 (6n2 + 2n + 1) + (n2 � n) ����! ; (4.54)163



�KF1(V S) =  j�j4 (2n2 + 2n + 2 ) + j�j2 (2n2 + 4n + 3) + nj�j4 (4n2 + 4n + 1) + j�j2 (4n2 + 2n) + n2 ! ; (4.55)and �KF2(V S) = 0@ j�j4 (2n2 + 2n+ 2) + j�j2 (2n2 + 4n + 3) + n�j�j4 + j�j2� (6n2 + 6n + 3) + (n2 + n) 1A : (4.56)4.4.3 For a coherent stateLet us now assume that the scalar �eld mode q̂ is in a coherent state. When theoperators Ĥ and Ĥ2 are normal ordered with respect to â, we �nd thath : Ĥ : iNO = h�jâyâj�i!= �j�j2 �1 + 2 j�j2�+ �2 � � + ��2 �� �� + j�j2� ! (4.57)and h : Ĥ2 : iNO = h�jâyâyâ âj�i!2= �j�j4 �1 + 6 j�j2 + 6 j�j4�+ j�j2 �8 j�j2 + 12 j�j4�+ ��2 �� + ��2 �� ��� n1 + 6 j�j2 + j�j2 �2 + 4 j�j2�o+ ��4 �2 �2 + ��4 ��2 ��2�+ j�j2 + 3 j�j4�!2: (4.58)For the case, when the vacuum terms are subtracted from the expectation valuesof Ĥ and Ĥ2 as follows:h : Ĥ : iV S = h�j �âyâ+ (1=2)� j�i! � (!=2) (4.59)and h : Ĥ2 : iV S = h�j �âyâ+ (1=2)� �âyâ+ (1=2)� j�i!2 � (!2=4); (4.60)the expectation values, h: Ĥ :iV S and h: Ĥ2 :iV S are the same as the quantitieshĤi and hĤ2i in equations (4.36) and (4.37) but without the (!=2) and (!2=4)164



terms, respectively. For the coherent state, �KF1 and �KF2 are given by thefollowing expressions:�KF1(NO) = �j�j2 �6 j�j2 + 8 j�j4�+ �1 + 4 j�j2� ��2 � � + ��2 �� ���+ �j�j2 + 2 j�j4����j�j2 �1 + 2 j�j2�+ �2 �� + ��2 �� �� + j�j2��2; (4.61)�KF2(NO) = �j�j2 �6 j�j2 + 8 j�j4�+ �1 + 4 j�j2� ��2 �� + ��2 �� ���+ �j�j2 + 2 j�j4����j�j4 �1 + 6 j�j2 + 6 j�j4�+ j�j2 �8 j�j2 + 12 j�j4�+ ��2 � � + ��2 �� ��� n1 + 6 j�j2 + j�j2 �2 + 4 j�j2�o+ ��4 �2 �2 + ��4 ��2 ��2�+ j�j2 + 3 j�j4��1; (4.62)�KF1(V S) = �j�j2 �2 + 10 j�j2 + 8 j�j4�+ �3 + 4 j�j2� ��2 � � + ��2 �� ���+ �3 j�j2 + 2 j�j4��� nj�j2 �1 + 2 j�j2�+ �2 � � + ��2 �� �� + j�j2o�2 ; (4.63)and�KF2(V S) = �j�j2 �2 + 10 j�j2 + 8 j�j4�+ �3 + 4 j�j2� ��2 � � + ��2 �� ���+ �3 j�j2 + 2 j�j4�����j�j4 + 2 j�j2� �1 + 6 j�j2 + 6 j�j4�+ �2 j�j2 + 3� ��2 � � + ��2 �� ��� �1 + 2 j�j2�+ ��4 �2 �2 + ��4 ��2 ��2�+ �3 j�j2 + 3 j�j4���1: (4.64)165



Table 4.3: �KF in the limit of � ! 0Vacuum n-particle Coherent�KF1(NO) 1 (1=n) 0�KF2(NO) 1 �j 1n� 1j� 0�KF1(V S) 1 (1=n) � 2j�j2��KF2(V S) 1 �j 1n� 1j� � 22+ j�j2�Table 4.4: �KF in the limit of � !1Vacuum n-particle Coherent�KF1(NO) 2 � n2+ n+12n2+2n+(1=2)�  j�j2 (8+ 4c1)+ 2(j�j2 (2+ c1)+ 1)2!�KF2(NO) (2=3) � n2+ n+13n2+3n+ (3=2)� � j�j2 (8+ 4c1)+2j�j4 (6+ 4c1+ c2)+ j�j2 (12+ 6c1)+ 3��KF1(V S) 2 � n2+ n+12n2+2n+ (1=2)�  j�j2 (8+ 4c1)+ 2(j�j2 (2+ c1)+ 1)2!�KF2(V S) (2=3) � n2+ n+13n2+3n+(3=2)� � j�j2 (8+ 4c1)+ 2j�j4 (6+ 4c1+ c2)+ j�j2 (12+ 6c1)+ 3�166



The expressions for the di�erent �KF1 and �KF2 in the two limits of inter-est, viz. � ! 0 and � !1, are summarized in tables 4.3 and 4.4. The quantitiesc1 and c2 in the table 4.4 are the same as those that appear in table 4.2.It is clear from table 4.3 that for the minisuperspace model we are consid-ering here the quantities �KF1 and �KF2 do not in the adiabatic limit. In fact, as� ! 0, they are of order unity for the vacuum and n-particle states thus suggest-ing a breakdown of the semiclassical theory. Even in the complete �eld theoreticcase, the same is bound to happen when the quantities �KF1 and �KF2 are eval-uated with regularised expectation values. But we do know that the semiclassicaltheory is perfectly valid in the adiabatic limit [144]. In �eld theory, the expecta-tion values have to be regularized. So, to check the validity of the semiclassicaltheory in the �eld theoretic case, it would be advisable to monitor the magnitudeof the uctuations in the adiabtaic limit rather than depend on �KF1 or �KF2.Whereas, when � ! 1, we �nd that both �SC and �KF give identical resultsfor our minisuperspace model. And, in the �eld theoretic calculations where only�KF1 or �KF2 can be evaluated, we can expect these quantities to give reliableresults to help us draw the limits on the validity of the semiclassical theory.4.5 ImplicationsThe results of section 4.3 quite clearly prove that the semiclassical theory we hadconsidered for our minisuperspace model can be relied upon, during all stagesof the evolution, only if the quantum system, viz. the scalar �eld mode is instates like coherent states. It is quite likely that these results we have obtainedfor our minisuperspace model will hold good even in complete �eld theory. After167



all, regularization procedures in quantum �eld theory only attempt to subtractthe contribution due to the vacuum state for each mode of the quantum �eld.Therefore, if the semiclassical theory proves to be of a limited validity for a singlemode of the quantum �eld (which is basically the minisuperspace model we haveconsidered here), it is plausible that the same would be true in the �eld theoreticcase too. Hence, if the backreaction problem has to be studied in those statesof the quantum �eld, which do not possess a `coherent' nature, the semiclassicaltheory based on equations (4.1) and (4.2) is bound to prove rather inadequate.In such a situation, the uctuations in the energy-momentum densities of thequantum �eld have to be systematically taken into account. When done so, thesemiclassical Einstein's equation (4.1) can be expected to be described by anequation similar in form to the Langevin equation [145].
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Chapter 5Analogues of quantum e�ects inclassical �eld theoryEarlier, in section 1.1, we had seen that the quantization of a �eld in Minkowskiand Rindler coordinates are not equivalent. In fact, we had found that theMinkowski vacuum state was populated by a thermal distribution number ofRindler particles (cf. equation (1.47)). Also, in subsection 1.3.2, we found thatthe response of a uniformly accelerating Unruh-DeWitt detector in the Minkowskivacuum turned out to be a thermal spectrum (cf. equation (1.99)). In both thesesituations, one obtains the thermal spectrum in the strict sense of the word: Notonly that the mean occupation number in any mode is Planckian, but the uctua-tions around the mean is also characterized by the standard thermal noise. Theseresults suggest that the quantum uctuations in the vacuum appear as thermaluctuations in the uniformly accelerated frame.In contrast to quantum theory, classical �eld theory does not admit anyintrinsic uctuations. The absence of concepts such as vacuum and uctuationsin classical �eld theory may lead us to believe that non-trivial phenomena as theone mentioned in the above paragraph will not have any classical analogue. We169



shall show, however, that such is not the case.In this chapter, we discuss a fairly non-trivial and interesting e�ect thatarises purely in the context of classical �eld theory, which has a formal similar-ity with the quantum mechanical results mentioned above. We �nd that, when areal, monochromatic mode of a classical scalar �eld is Fourier transformed with re-spect to the proper time of a uniformly accelerating observer, the resulting powerspectrum consists of three terms none of which have a simple physical interpre-tation in terms of classical concepts [146, 147]. However, they closely resembleterms that have a de�nite quantum mechanical interpretation. More speci�cally,we show that the three terms which arise are: (i) a factor (1=2) that is typicalof the ground state energy of a quantum oscillator, (ii) a Planckian distributionN(
) and (iii) a term proportional to qN(N + 1), which is the root mean squareuctuations about the Planckian distribution in a quantum mechanical context.While one could have anticipated the second term N based on earlier results, the�rst and the third terms could not have been guessed from any previously knownresult. It is interesting|to say the least|that such terms arise in a situationwhere there is no genuine thermal phenomena, statistical steady state, thermal orquantum uctuations etc. The power spectrum has only the form of a thermalspectrum. Similar results are obtained when we consider a real, monochromatic,plane electromagnetic wave. We also �nd that such a Planckian ambience alsoproves to be a feature of observers stationed at a constant radius in Schwarzschildand de-Sitter spacetimes.This chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.1, we evaluate the powerspectrum of a real, monochromatic mode of a scalar �eld as well as that of aplane electromagnetic wave in the frame of a uniformly accelerated observer. In170



section 5.2, we generalize our result to di�erent �eld con�gurations. In section 5.3,we outline as to how a power spectrum with a Planckian nature proves to be afeature of observers stationed at a constant radius in Schwarzschild and de-Sitterspacetimes. Finally, in section 5.4, we present a model of a detector which respondsto the power spectrum of the �eld with respect to its proper time and also discussthe possible implications of our analysis.5.1 Power spectrum of a real, monochromaticwave in a uniformly accelerated frameIn the following two subsections we shall evaluate the power spectrum of a real,monochromatic plane wave mode of scalar and electromagnetic �elds in the frameof a uniformly accelerating observer.5.1.1 Power spectrum of a scalar �eld modeConsider a massless, minimally coupled, scalar �eld which satis�es the Klein-Gordon equation 2� � 1p�g@� �p�gg��@��� = 0: (5.1)In at spacetime, the basis solutions to the above Klein-Gordon equation in theMinkowski coordinates (t;x) can be taken to be plane waves labeled by the wavevector k: �(t;x) = cos (!t� k:x); (5.2)where ! = jkj. We now ask: Consider an observer who is moving on an arbitrarytrajectory (t(� );x(� )), parametrized by the proper time � . How will this observerview the above Minkowski plane wave mode?171



The moving observer will see the scalar �eld varying with respect to herproper time in a manner determined by the function � [t(� );x(� )]. If the observeris in inertial motion then the monochromatic wave will appear to be anothermonochromatic wave with a Doppler shifted frequency. But, in general, for non-inertial trajectories, the wave will not appear to be monochromatic for the movingobserver but will prove to be a superposition of waves with di�erent frequencies.To determine the exact decomposition of the wave, we should Fourier analyzethe Minkowski mode in the frame of the observer. The Fourier transform of theMinkowski plane wave with respect to the proper time � of the observer in motionis described by the integral~�(
) = Z 1�1 d� e�i
� � [t(� );x(� )] : (5.3)This expression gives the amplitude of a component with frequency 
 (as de�nedby the moving observer) present in the original monochromatic wave. Given aparticular plane wave, we can always align the coordinates such that the wave istraveling along the x-axis, i.e. the wave vector is given by k = (k; 0; 0). Then theplane wave mode (5.2) reduces to�(t;x) = cos(!t� kx) (5.4)and its Fourier transform is given by the integral~�(
) = Z 1�1 d� e�i
� cos [!t(� )� kx(� )] : (5.5)We shall now specialize to the case of an observer who is accelerating uni-formly with respect to the Minkowski coordinates. We shall assume that theobserver is accelerating along the x-axis. Let us also assume that the observer ismoving with a proper acceleration g. The world line of such an observer in the172



Minkowski coordinates (t; x; y; z) is given by the relations (cf. equation (1.92))t = t0+ g�1 sinh(g� ) ; x = x0+ g�1 cosh(g� ) ; y = y and z = z; (5.6)where t0 and x0 are constants and � is the proper time as measured by a clockin the accelerated frame. (Note that the transformations (1.92) corresponds tothe case when t0 = x0 = 0.) As we have noted earlier in subsection 1.3.2, theworld line of such a uniformly accelerating observer is a hyperbola in the (t; x)plane. The asymptotes of this hyperbola are the past and the future light conesthat intersect at the point (t0; x0). To see how the plane wave (5.4) will be viewedby such an observer, we substitute the coordinate transformations (5.6) in theFourier integral (5.5), and obtain that [77]~�(
) = Z 1�1 d� e�i
� cos�![t0 � x0 + g�1 sinh(g� )� g�1 cosh(g� )]�= Z 1�1 d� e�i
� cos �!g�1e�g� � ��=  12g! e�i� �e�(
=4
0) e�i� + e(
=4
0) ei�� � �i
g�1� ; (5.7)where �(z) is the gamma function,� = 
g�1 ln(!g�1) ; 
0 = g=2� and � = !(t0 � x0): (5.8)In the above integral we have assumed that the plane wave is traveling to theright so that k = !. The resulting power spectrum per logarithmic interval infrequency is given by P(
) � �
 j~�(
)j2� and can be written in a remarkableform:P(
) � 
 j~�(
)j2 =  �2g! �coth (
=2
0) + csch (
=2
0) cos(2�)�=  �g! �12 +N +qN(N + 1) cos(2�)� ; (5.9)173



where N(
) =  1exp (
=
0)� 1! : (5.10)We shall now consider various features of this result.To begin with we note that this result is a purely classical one and hence�h does not appear anywhere. In ordinary units, 
0 = (g=2�c) has the correctdimensions (viz. per second) for a frequency. The quantity N(
) is a Planckianin terms of frequencies and is again independent of �h. Usually, one tries to expressthe Planckian distribution in terms of energies of the `quanta' labeled by frequency
 and in such a case we need to write frequencies as, say 
 = (E=�h), therebyarti�cially introducing �h; but the result, stated as a power spectrum in frequencyspace, makes perfect conceptual sense as it stands. For example, radio astronomersmeasure the power spectrum in frequency space and may not think in terms ofphotons. Of course, to obtain a quantity with the dimension of temperature weagain need to introduce a �h into the quantity 
0. Since there is no real concept ofa temperature in the situation we are considering here, we will not introduce �h.The analysis done above could have been carried out even in the days beforequantum theory|it uses only classical relativity. Had it been done, there wouldhave been no simple way of understanding the terms which arise in (5.9). But,it is our knowledge of quantum theory that allows a suggestive interpretation ofthe three terms in the power spectrum: The �rst term|viz. the factor (1=2)|istypical of the ground state energy of a quantum oscillator. The second term N isa Planckian distribution in 
, as already mentioned. Note that these two termsare totally independent of the original frequency ! of the plane wave!The third term is still more remarkable. When we vary the constants t0174



and x0 this term varies between �qN(N + 1) and +qN(N + 1). The magnitudeof this variation (which is the root mean square deviation about the mean value)is exactly what one would have obtained for a strictly thermal distribution ofmassless bosonic quanta in quantum �eld theory. Thus, a classical plane wave,viewed in the accelerated frame, has a power spectrum reminiscent of Planckspectrum with associated thermal uctuations.To avoid possible misunderstanding, we stress here the following fact: Thesystem we are considering has no uctuations or temperature in the sense ofstatistical physics. Being a purely classical system, it does not have any quantumuctuations either. But the terms which we get in the accelerated frame havethe most natural interpretation in terms of notions like thermal spectrum and itsuctuations.The quantity � is related to t0 and x0 by equation (5.8). If the original planewave had an extra phase �, then the argument of the cosine term will pick up 2�additionally. For a speci�c choice of the constants �; t0 and x0, it possible to killthe uctuations in the power spectrum. It is also easy to verify that one cannotchoose the constants to cancel the �rst two terms as well. But|in general|allthe three terms are present in the power spectrum. We shall now comment on therelated aspects of this result.It may be noted that the existence of the three terms is a direct consequenceof our choosing a real plane wave which|in classical �eld theory|is mandatory. Ifthe same analysis is repeated for a complex mode for the scalar �eld, say �(t; x) =exp�i(!t � kx), then the resultant power spectrum per logarithmic frequency175



interval is P(
) =  2�g ! N(
); (5.11)where N is given by (5.10). We do not get the zero-point term or the uctuations.Of course, in classical �eld theory, one must use real modes and that is exactlywhat we have done here.Finally, let us consider the limit of ! ! 0. In this limit, the �eld in theinertial frame reduces to an unimportant constant|which could be thought of asclosest to the concept of a `vacuum' in the classical theory. The Fourier integralas well as the phase � in equation (5.8) diverges when ! ! 0; but the powerspectrum|which is the squared modulus of the amplitude|is well de�ned:P(
)����!!0 =  �g! �12 +N +qN(N + 1) � : (5.12)However, as long as ! is treated as a `regulator' one can say that the acceleratedobserver will see these terms even in the limit of ! ! 0. This is very remi-niscent of the Minkowski vacuum state appearing as a Planckian spectrum to auniformly accelerated observer in a manner which is completely independent ofthe original wave mode. Mathematically, this result arises because our limitingprocedure does not commute with that of Fourier transforming the mode. If weconsider the ! ! 0 limit �rst and then evaluate the Fourier transform, we will|ofcourse|get the square of the Dirac delta function as the power spectrum. But,when we compute the power spectrum �rst and then take the limit of ! ! 0we get a di�erent|and �nite|result. Once again, the situation is reminiscent ofregularization procedures (like the `i� prescription') in quantum theory in whichthe order of operations matter. In a way, this limiting value turns out to be amore generic feature. (In the above discussion we have assumed that the wave176



and the observer are moving along same direction, viz. the x-axis. But the resultfor ! ! 0 should hold irrespective of this condition. Later, in section 5.2, we shallshow that this is indeed the case.)5.1.2 Power spectrum of a plane electromagnetic waveThe analysis we have carried out for a real, monochromatic scalar �eld modecan analogously be carried out for a plane electromagnetic wave. Given a vectorpotential A� the electromagnetic �eld tensor is de�ned as [42]F�� = (@�A� � @�A�) : (5.13)The components of the �eld tensor are then given byF�� = 0BBB@ 0 Ex Ey Ez�Ex 0 �Bz By�Ey Bz 0 �Bx�Ez �By Bx 0 1CCCA ; (5.14)where E = (Ex; Ey; Ez) and B = (Bx; By; Bz) are the electric and magnetic �eldvectors respectively.A real and monochromatic, plane electromagnetic wave traveling along thex-axis can be described by the following vector potential:A� = (0; 0; 1; 1) cos(!t� kx); (5.15)where ! = jkj. The electromagnetic �eld tensor corresponding to such a vectorpotential is then given byF�� = 0BBB@ 0 0 ! !0 0 �k �k�! k 0 0�! k 0 0 1CCCA� cos(!t� kx): (5.16)177



In the frame of a uniformly accelerating observer whose world line is given by thetransformations (5.6), the electromagnetic �eld tensor transforms to�F�� = 0BBB@ 0 0 !e�g� !e�g�0 0 ke�g� �ke�g��!e�g� �ke�g� 0 0�!e�g� ke�g� 0 0 1CCCA � cos(!t(� )� kx(� )): (5.17)Notice that the acceleration of the observer is along the same axis as that of thedirection of propagation of the wave. Let us now assume that the electromagneticwave is traveling to the right, i.e. k = !. Then, from the above equation it canbe easily seen that the all the transformed components of the �eld tensor are ofthe following form: F (� ) = �!e�g� cos(!t(� )� kx(� )): (5.18)Fourier transforming F (� ) with respect to the proper time of the uniformly accel-erating observer, we obtain~F (
) = � 
2g! e�i� �e�(
=4
0) e�i� � e(
=4
0) ei�� � �i
g�1� ; (5.19)where �, 
0 and � are given by equation (5.8). The resulting power spectrum perunit logarithmic interval in frequency P(
) � �
 j ~F (
)j2� is then given byP(
) =  �g! 
2 �12 +N �qN(N + 1) cos(2�)� ; (5.20)where N is given by equation (5.10). In the limit of ! ! 0 this power spectrumreduces to P(
) =  �g! 
2 �12 +N �qN(N + 1)� (5.21)Thus, even in the case of the electromagnetic �eld, the power spectrum is wellde�ned in the limit of ! ! 0. 178



The power spectrum per unit logarithmic frequency interval obtained abovehas an extra factor 
2 multiplying the expression in the braces which was absentin the power spectrum (5.9) for the scalar �eld. This extra factor has a simpleexplanation. Consider the power spectrum of the scalar �eld mode (5.2) in theMinkowski coordinates. The resultant power spectrum would be proportional tothe square of a delta function and the proportionality constant would be indepen-dent of !. In the Rindler frame too, the power spectrum of the scalar �eld modeas given by equation (5.9) has no term dependent on 
 multiplying the expressionin the braces. In contrast, consider the power spectrum of the electromagneticwave (5.18) in the Minkowski frame. It would again be proportional to the squareof a delta function, but, in this case, the proportionality factor would be of theform !2. Extrapolating the result for the scalar �eld, one would expect that thepower spectrum (per unit logarithmic frequency interval) of the electromagneticwave would have a 
2 factor in the uniformly accelerated frame. This is exactlythe result we have obtained in equation (5.20).5.2 Generalization to other �eld con�gurationsIn the last section, we have carried out our analysis for real Minkowski modes thatwere traveling to the right. It is straight forward to verify that the same powerspectrum can be obtained for left moving waves, i.e when k = �!.A more general case is as follows. Consider a function of �(t � x) thatsatis�es the Klein-Gordon equation and is either odd or even in (t � x). Such afunction �(t � x), which will represent a wave packet that is traveling along the179



x-axis, can be Fourier decomposed into the following form�(t� x) = Z 1�1 d� f(�) exp i�(t� x): (5.22)The function f(�) will prove to be odd or even depending on whether �(t� x) isodd or even. Substituting the transformation equations (5.6) in (5.22) and Fouriertransforming, as before, with respect to the proper time of the Rindler observer,we obtain that~�(
) = g�1 �(i
g�1) �e(
=4
0) F1(
) � e�(
=4
0) F2(
)� ; (5.23)where the plus sign is to be chosen if �(t� x) is an even function and the minussign if �(t � x) is an odd function and 
0 is given by (5.8). The distributionsF1(
) and F2(
) are described by the integralsF1(
) = Z 10 d� f(�) ei�(t0�x0) exp� �i
g�1 ln(g�1�)� (5.24)and F2(
) = Z 10 d� f(�) e�i�(t0�x0) exp� �i
g�1 ln(g�1�)� : (5.25)We then obtain thatP(
) � 
 j~�(
)j2=  �g sinh(
=2
0)! (e(
=2
0) jF1(
)j2 + e�(
=2
0) jF2(
)j2��F �1 (
)F2(
) + F1(
)F �2 (
)�): (5.26)This spectrum, of course, does not have a thermal nature since it depends explic-itly on the form of f(�).But a simpli�cation occurs if we treat f(�) as a stochastic variable so thatwhen averaged over an ensemble of realizations, it satis�es the relationhf(�) f�(�0)i = P (�) �(�� �0); (5.27)180



with some power spectrum P (�), such that R1�1 d� P (�) = 2C. In such a case,when jF1(
)j2 and jF2(
)j2 are averaged over the stochastic variable f(�), bothreduce to a constant independent of 
, i.e.hjF1(
)j2i = hjF2(
)j2i = Z 10 d� P (�) = C: (5.28)The power spectrum (5.26) when it is averaged over the stochastic variable f(�)is given by hP(
)i =  4�Cg !�12 +N �qN(N + 1) cos(2�0)� ; (5.29)where � 0 is a function of (t0 � x0) and is de�ned by the relationcos(2� 0) = � 12C� �F �1 (
)F2(
) + F1(
)F �2 (
)�= � 1C� Z 10 d� P (�) cos[2�(t0 � x0)]: (5.30)So a stochastic wave �eld in the Minkowski frame will also reproduce all the threeterms in the power spectrum obtained earlier.The wave �eld described above did not have explicit random phases. It ispossible to de�ne a di�erent random �eld in the following way. Consider a randomsuperposition of real modes for the scalar �eld:�(t; x) = Z 1�1 d! A(!) cos [!(t� x) + �(!)] ; (5.31)where A(!) is a stochastic variable satisfying the relationhA(!)A(!0)i = �P (!) �(! � !0) (5.32)and �P (!) is an arbitrary function of ! such that �C = R1�1 d! �P (!) is a �niteconstant. Further, we shall assume that �(!) is a random phase factor distributeduniformly in the range (0; 2�). We can now set t0 = x0 = 0 in (5.6) without any181



loss of generality. Substituting the coordinate transformations (5.6) in the scalar�eld con�guration given by (5.31) and Fourier transforming the same with respectto the proper time of the uniformly accelerated observer, we obtain~�(
) = Z 1�1 d� Z 1�1 d! A(!) cos�! [t(� )� x(� )] + �(!)� e�i
�= Z 1�1 d! A(!) Z 1�1 d� cos�!g�1e�g� � �(!)� e�i
�=  12g! �(i
g�1) Z 1�1 d! A(!) e�i�� �e�(
=4
0) e�i�(!) + e(
=4
0) ei�(!)� ; (5.33)where � and 
0 are given by (5.8). The power spectrum per logarithmic frequencyinterval, viz. the quantity �
 j~�(
)j2� when averaged over the stochastic variablesA(!) and �(!) then reduces tohP(
)i =  � �Cg ! �12 +N � : (5.34)In this case, the random phases have averaged out the uctuation term,viz. the factor qN(N + 1) that had appeared in the power spectrum (5.9). Asomewhat similar result was obtained earlier by Boyer [148]. He had modeledthe zero-point uctuations as due to random superposition of Minkowski planewave modes, and used it as a basis for investigating the `spectrum' observed bya uniformly accelerating observer. He showed that the correlation function of anaccelerating observer `in a random classical scalar zero-point radiation' exactlymatches the correlation function of an inertial observer in a thermal background.Our analysis here shows that the e�ect reported by Boyer arises when a randomsuperposition of Minkowski real modes are simply Fourier analyzed in the frameof a uniformly accelerating observer (cf. equation (5.34)). But notice that, suchan approach has killed a very interesting qN(N + 1) term which was originallypresent. 182



Finally, we shall discuss a case in which the wave and the observer arenot moving along the same direction. Let us now assume that the plane wavemode (5.2) is traveling in an arbitrary direction described by the wave vector k =(kx;k?). Substituting the mode (5.2) and the coordinate transformations (5.6) inthe Fourier transform (5.3), we obtain that~�(
) = Z 1�1 d� cos [(!t0 � kxx0 � k?:x?) + g�1(! sinh(g� )� kx cosh(g� ))]� exp�i(
� )= g�1 e�(i
�g�1) Ki
g�1 �jk?jg�1� �e(
=4
0) ei�� + e�(
=4
0) e�i��� ; (5.35)where �� = (!t0 � kxx0 � k?:x?), � = arctanh(kx=!), Ki
g�1(jk?jg�1) is theMacdonald function (a Bessel function of imaginary order and argument) and 
0is given by (5.8). The resultant power spectrum per logarithmic frequency intervalis then given byP(
) = 4
 g�2 sinh(
=2
0) ����Ki
g�1 �jk?jg�1� ����2� �12 +N(
) +qN(N + 1) cos(2 ��)� : (5.36)This power spectrum does not have a Planckian nature because of the terms thatmultiply the expression in the curly brackets. We can therefore conclude that aPlanckian ambience arises only for observers whose acceleration is along the sameaxis as the direction of propagation.It is however interesting to ask: What happens to the power spectrum (5.36)in the limit of ! ! 0? In the limit of ! ! 0 the wave �eld (5.2) is a constantand therefore any relative direction of motion between the wave and the observershould be equivalent. Hence we expect a Planckian spectrum in this limit evenfor the mode (5.2) and this indeed happens to be the case. In the limit of k? ! 0,183



we have ����Ki
g�1 �jk?jg�1� ����2�����k?!0=  �4
g�1sinh(�
g�1)! : (5.37)Setting kx = 0 and substituting the above approximation for jKi
g�1 j2 in (5.36),we recover the result we had obtained earlier in (5.12).5.3 Planckian ambience in Schwarzschild andde-Sitter spacetimesIn this section, we shall briey outline as to how the results we have obtainedabove can be extended to Schwarzschild and de-Sitter spacetimes. The solutionto the Klein-Gordon equation in these spacetimes cannot be expressed in termsof simple functions in (3 + 1) dimensions and hence we shall work in (1 + 1)dimensions.In (1+1) dimensions, the Schwarzschild spacetime is described by the line-element (see subsection 1.3.3)ds2 = �1� 2Mr � dt2 � �1� 2Mr ��1 dr2: (5.38)In terms of the Regge-Wheeler coordinates (t; r�), wherer� = r + 2M ln� r2M � 1� ; (5.39)the Schwarzschild line element turns out to be conformal to the at space metric,i.e. ds2 = �1 � 2Mr � (dt2 � dr�2): (5.40)And, in terms of the Kruskal-Szekeres coordinates (v; u), which are related to theRegge-Wheeler coordinates (t; r�) by the transformationsv = v0 + er�=4M sinh(t=4M) and u = u0 + er�=4M cosh(t=4M); (5.41)184



(where u0 and v0 are arbitrary constants) the Schwarzschild line-element reducesto ds2 =  32M3r ! e�(r=2M) (dv2 � du2): (5.42)(Note that the transformations (1.103) correspond to the special case when v0and u0 have been set to zero.) The proper time � of an observer stationed at aconstant r is then related to the Schwarzschild time coordinate t by the equation� = �(r) t where �(r) = �1� 2Mr �1=2: (5.43)Just as the trajectory of a uniformly accelerating observer is a hyperbola in theplane of the Minkowski coordinates, the world line of an observer stationed ata constant r is a hyperbola in the (v; u) plane. And, the asymptotes of thishyperbola are the past and the future horizons of the Schwarzschild spacetimethat intersect at the point (v0; u0).As we have noted in subsection 1.1.2, the action for a massless, minimallycoupled scalar �eld is invariant under conformal transformations in (1+1) dimen-sions. Hence the normal modes of such a scalar �eld in conformally at metricsare just plane waves. So, the normal mode solutions of the Schwarzschild space-time in the Kruskal-Szekeres coordinates (v; u) are just plane waves. Consider asingle real mode described by the equation�(v; u) = cos (!v � ku): (5.44)We would like to know how an observer located at constant Schwarzschild radialcoordinate r will describe this mode. Assuming that the plane wave is travelingto the right (i.e. k = !) and Fourier tranforming the monochromatic wave givenin equation (5.44) with respect to the proper time � of an observer stationed at a185



constant r, we obtain that~�(
) = Z 1�1 d� �[v(� ); u(� )] e�i
�= � Z 1�1 dt cos �!e(r��t)=4M � �� e�i
�t= 2M� e�i� �e�2�
M� e�i� + e2�
M� ei�� � (4i
M�) ; (5.45)where � = 4
M� ln �!er�=4M� (5.46)and � is now de�ned as � = !(v0 � u0): (5.47)The resulting power spectrum per logarithmic frequency interval is then given byP(
) � 
 j~�(
)j2 = (4�M�) �12 +N +qN(N + 1) cos(2�)� (5.48)where N(
) =  1exp (8�M
�) � 1! : (5.49)We once again obtain the three terms discussed before.The analysis for the de-Sitter spacetime is similar. The line element thatdescribes the de-Sitter spacetime is given by (see subsection 1.3.3)ds2 = (1 �H2r2) dt2 � (1 �H2r2)�1 dr2: (5.50)In terms of the `Regge-Wheeler' coordinates (t; r�) corresponding to the de-Sitterspacetime, where r� = H�1 arctanh(Hr): (5.51)the de-Sitter line-element turns out to beds2 = (1 �H2r2) (dt2 � dr�2): (5.52)186



The `Kruskal-Szekeres' coordinates (v; u) corresponding to the de-Sitter spacetimeare related to the coordinates `Regge-Wheeler' coordinates (t; r�) by the equationsv = v0 + eHr� sinh(Ht) and u = u0 + eHr� cosh(Ht): (5.53)(Again, note that the transformations (1.114) correspond to the particular case:v0 = u0 = 0.) The de-Sitter line-element in terms of the coordinates (v; u) thenreduces to ds2 = H�2 (1�Hr)2 (dv2 � du2): (5.54)Consider an observer who is stationed at a constant r in de-Sitter spacetime. Theworld line of such an observer, just as in the Schwarzschild case, is a hyperbolain the (v; u) plane whose asymptotes are the past and the future horizons of thede-Sitter spacetime that intersect at the point (v0; u0). The proper time � of thisobserver is related to the de-Sitter time coordinate t as follows� = � t; where now � = (1 �H2r2)1=2: (5.55)For the case of a real wave as given in (5.44), where the coordinates v and u arenow related to de-Sitter coordinates t and r by the equations (5.53) and (5.51),the power spectrum per logarithmic frequency interval as seen by the observerstationed at a constant r is given byP(
) � 
 j~�(
)j2 = (�H�1�) �12 +N +qN(N + 1) cos(2�)� ; (5.56)where N(
) =  1exp (2�
H�1�)� 1! : (5.57)In evaluating the power spectrum above, it has been assumed that k = !, so that� = !(v0 � u0). The similarity to the previous results are obvious.187



5.4 DiscussionIt will be interesting to investigate whether the power spectrum we have evaluatedin the last three sections can, in principle, be measured. We shall present herea model of a detector that is capable of measuring the Fourier spectrum of theclassical �eld with respect to its proper time.By a detector we have in mind a pointlike object which nevertheless hasinternal degrees of freedom. We shall also assume that the world line of thedetector is given to us a priori and does not form a part of the dynamics. Onesuch detector would be a simple harmonic oscillator that is coupled directly to thecomponents of the classical �eld through a linear coupling. If the internal degreeof freedom of the oscillator is q, then the interaction Lagrangian between the �eldand the detector would be of the form qF , where F is one of the components ofthe classical �eld. (Notice the similarity of this classical detector with the Unruh-DeWitt detector we had discussed in subsection 1.3.1.) Varying the total actionof the detector and the �eld with respect to the degree of freedom q, we �nd thatthe equation of motion satis�ed by the harmonic oscillator q is given byd2qd� 2 + �2q = �F (� ); (5.58)where � is the frequency of the oscillator and �F (� ) is the component of the classical�eld in the frame of the oscillator. The total energy gained by any forced harmonicoscillator is proportional to the modulus square of the Fourier transform of thedriving force. Therefore, the total energy " absorbed by the harmonic oscillatorthat is coupled to the �eld F is then given by"(�) = ����Z 1�1 d� �F (� ) e�i�� ����2 (5.59)188



Consider, for instance, a simple harmonic oscillator, say, a bound electriccharge, that is coupled to the y-component of the electric �eld. Let us assumethat the electric �eld is the plane electromagnetic wave we have considered insubsection 5.1.2. Let us also assume that the harmonic oscillator is acceleratinguniformly described by worldline (5.6). We saw in subsection 5.1.2 that in theframe of the uniformly accelerating observer the y-component of the electromag-netic wave is given by�Ey(� ) = !e�g� Ey(� ) = !e�g� cos [!(t(� )� x(� ))] : (5.60)(We have assumed here that the plane electromagnetic wave is moving to the right.Hence, k = !.) The energy gained by such an oscillator due to its interaction withthe plane electromagnetic wave is then given by"(�) = ����Z 1�1 d� �Ey(� )e�i�� ����2=  ��g ! �12 +N +qN(N + 1) cos(2�)� ; (5.61)where N is given by the equationN(�) =  1exp (�=
0)� 1! (5.62)and 
0 and � are as in equation (5.8). Therefore, the power spectra we haveevaluated in this chapter can, in principle, be measured physically.In conclusion, we would like to stress those aspects of our results which areunexpected and contrast them with those which could have been anticipated withsome hindsight.To begin with, the following fact is well-known: In quantum �eld theory,the amplitude for transition of an Unruh-DeWitt detector, up to the �rst or-der in perturbation theory, is described by an integral that is similar in form189



to (5.3) (cf. equation (1.88). When the scalar �eld is decomposed in terms ofthe Minkowski modes, the transition probability, per unit proper time, of a uni-formly accelerating Unruh-DeWitt detector turns out to be a thermal spectrum(cf. equation 1.99). It might, therefore, seem that when a traveling wave is Fouriertransformed with respect to the proper time of a uniformly accelerated observer,the resulting power spectrum will have a thermal nature.However, there are some subtlities involved. To begin with, the modes ofthe quantum �eld are complex while here we are dealing with real plane wavemodes. This makes the vital di�erence. As we have mentioned before, while acomplex mode like exp�i(!t� kx) will give a Planckian distribution it will notyield the two other terms we have obtained in our analysis. In this sense, the realwave is quite di�erent from the complex one. We stress the fact that, when areal Minkowski mode is Fourier transformed with respect to the proper time of auniformly accelerating observer, the resulting power spectrum not only contains aPlanckian distribution but also contains the root mean square uctuations aboutthe Planckian. As mentioned earlier, it is the appearance of these uctuationsthat motivates us to attribute a `thermal' nature to the power spectrum. Weknow of no simple way to guess at this answer.Secondly, note that the e�ect survives in the power spectrum even in thelimit of ! ! 0. This is the closest to what one can call a `classical vacuum'|andour result shows that such a mode, with in�nitesimal frequency, leads to a thermalambience in the accelerated frame which is totally independent of the propertiesof the original wave.A somewhat similar analysis, viz. Fourier analyzing the Minkowski modes190



in the frame of an uniformly accelerated observer was carried out earlier by Ger-lach [149]. He had constructed a linear superposition of Minkowski modes in(3+1) dimensions such that the modulus square of the amplitude of these modes(which represents the total classical energy of these modes) to be equivalent tothat of the ground state energy of a quantum oscillator. Fourier analyzing sucha �eld con�guration with respect to the proper time of a uniformly acceleratingobserver, Gerlach had obtained a power spectrum (in a particular limit) similarin form to equation (5.9). He had presented his result as a `heuristic derivation ofthe thermal spectrum' that arises in quantum �eld theory due to the inequivalentquantization in Minkowski and Rindler coordinates.Our results and emphasis are di�erent in several ways. To begin with, thee�ect we are reporting here is a feature of classical �eld theory and no quantumprocesses are involved. It is physically motivated in a clear and simple mannerand we do not have to resort to any superposition of modes. Secondly, our resultsare exact for a real, monochromatic plane wave while Gerlach needed to resortto some approximation because of the particular superposition of modes he hadchosen. Thirdly, we would like to draw attention to the zero-frequency limit ofthe wave, when it takes a life of its own in the accelerated frame. This result, asfar as we know, has not been noted in the literature before. Finally, Gerlach hado�ered no explanation for the appearance of the factor cos(2�) as the coe�cientof the uctuation term. Our analysis clearly shows that it arises due to the shiftin the origin of the Minkowski coordinates.These results we have presented in this chapter suggest that there is a deepconnection between plane waves, accelerated frames and thermal uctuations evenat the classical level. This connection could be worth exploring.191



Chapter 6Conclusions and outlookIn this �nal chapter of the thesis, we shall summarize the conclusions that can bedrawn from the results we have obtained in the last four chapters and also presentan outlook on possible future research.Consider a particular classical electromagnetic background, say, an electro-magnetic �eld con�guration produced by certain distribution of capacitors andsolenoids in the laboratory. Given such a background we would like to have ananswer for the following two questions: (i) Under what conditions can particleproduction take place in such a background? and (ii) How many particles willthis background produce? In a laboratory, it is not possible to implement a gaugewith the help of capacitor plates and solenoids. Hence gauge dependent conceptshave no meaning. Therefore, the concept of a particle as well as the criterion foran electromagnetic background to produce particles better be gauge invariant.These arguments apply equally well for gravitational backgrounds too. Con-sider a certain distribution of matter �elds. The presence of these matter �eldscan give rise to a non-trivial gravitational background. Only a covariant crite-192



rion can help us unambiguously conclude whether the spacetime induced by thesematter �elds can produce particles or not. It makes no sense physically to talk ofcoordinate dependent concepts. No coordinate system is more natural than anyother coordinate system. Hence, a covariant formulation is mandatory to describethe concept of a particle as well as the phenomenon of particle production.Apart from the dynamics, the initial conditions also play a role in decidingas to how many particles will a given background produce. A typical examplewould be that of a Friedmann universe. Given that particle production will takeplace in a particular Friedmann universe, more particles will be produced in ann-particle state of the quantum �eld than in the vacuum state. This is fairlyobvious. In a vacuum state, there will only be spontaneous creation of pairs,whereas an n-particle state would lead to spontaneous as well as induced creationof pairs.The fact that the number of particles produced by a given background willbe dependent on the initial state of the quantum �eld can also be illustratedwith the example of Schwarzschild spacetime. In a Schwarzschild spacetime, ifwe choose the initial state of the quantum �eld to be the Boulware vacuum thebackground does not produce particles. On the other hand, if the initial state ofthe quantum �eld is considered to be the Unruh vacuum state the Schwarzschildspacetime would give rise to Hawking radiation.Though the number of particles produced by a given background can bedependent on the initial conditions, the invariant criterion, that decides whethera background is capable of producing particles, can not be dependent on theinitial conditions. A typical example to illustrate this feature would be that of193



a time independent, but otherwise, arbitrary magnetic �eld background. A timeindependent magnetic �eld does not give rise to an electric �eld (in a particularLorentz frame) and a pure magnetic �eld cannot do any work. Due to this reason,one does not expect such a background to produce particles irrespective of theinitial conditions that have been chosen. The gauge invariant criterion for particleproduction should reect this feature.In a curved spacetime, it is the tidal forces of the gravitational �eld that isresponsible for the particle production. Particle production can be said to takeplace when the geodesics of a particle, anti-particle pair in a virtual quantumloop diverge due to the tidal action of the Riemann curvature tensor. Such aheuristic picture then suggests that if the tidal forces are strong enough then thevirtual pairs will be converted into real pairs of particles. There exists a generalbelief in literature that only a time dependent backgrounds can produce particles,whereas time independent backgrounds cannot (see, for instance, ref. [150]). But,one would expect that even a time independent gravitational background will pro-duce particles if the gravitational �eld is strong enough to deviate the geodesicsof the virtual pairs adequately so that they are converted into real particles. Also,the time coordinate is not a covariant concept and hence a metric that is timedependent in a particular coordinate system may well prove to be independent ofthe time coordinate in a di�erent coordinate system. These features suggest thatjust as we de�ne positive frequency components with respect to a time coordinate,we can also de�ne positive `frequency' components with respect to space coordi-nates and thus discuss particle production in terms of mixing of space dependentpositive and negative `frequency' components in time independent backgrounds.In e�ect, this is exactly what has been attempted when a tunneling interpretation194



was invoked to explain particle production in time independent electromagneticbackgrounds. There is no reason as to why such an attempt cannot be made forthe gravitational case.Earlier, in chapter 1, we had mentioned that in the absence of a timelikekilling vector �eld particles cannot be de�ned at all. Only if there exist domainswherein the gravitational �eld is constant can the energy eigenstates of the quan-tum �eld be classi�ed as particle numbers. Essentially, in a time dependent situ-ation it is impossible to set up a state with a de�nite energy and particle numberat a given time. In fact, this is precisely the reason why particle creation takesplace at all. We have seen from our discussion in chapter 3 that the e�ective La-grangian approach proves to be the most reliable approach available at present tostudy phenomena such as vacuum polarization and particle production in classicalbackgrounds. In the most general case, the e�ective Lagrangian will be dependenton space and time coordinates through invariant (gauge or coordinate invariant)quantities. Let us say that the imaginary part of the e�ective Lagrangian for acertain classical background is nonzero. Let us also assume that the imaginary ofthe e�ective Lagrangian is nonzero in certain regions of spacetimes and vanishesin certain other regions of spacetime. This clearly suggests that particle produc-tion takes place in certain regions of spacetime and does not take place in otherregions. If this result from the e�ective Lagrangian approach has to be reproducedfrom a canonical quantization of the quantum �eld, a localized de�nition of theparticle in space as well as time is clearly required. Therefore, the very fact thatis considered to be a problem in literature can be turned around to provide alocalized de�nition of the particle concept. Also, in section 3.3, we saw that theKlein approach turns out to be inadequate to describe the phenomenon of particle195



production in a generic situation because of the very fact that we de�ned particlesonly in the asymptotic domains. Whereas, if we de�ne a localized positive `fre-quency' modes with respect to space (as we would, to diagonalize the Hamiltonianof a quantum �eld at any instant of time in a Friedmann universe) we will be ableto circumvent this limitation of the Klein approach. These discussions clearlypoint towards the requirement of a localized de�nition of the particle concept.We had seen in chapter 1 that it is the coe�cient of the positive frequencycomponent of the normal modes of a quantum �eld that is identi�ed to be theannihilation operator (see our comment following equation (1.15)). And, thestate annihilated by this operator is de�ned to be the vacuum state. In a curvedspacetime, the normal modes of a quantum �eld in di�erent coordinate systemsare not coordinate transforms of each other. (This can be easily illustrated forthe at spacetime example we had discussed in section 1.1. It is easy to checkthat when the coordinate transformations (1.20) are substituted in the Minkowskimode (1.10) it does not lead to the Rindler mode (1.31).) Basically, it is thisvery feature that leads to the coordinate dependence of the particle concept.Similar features can arise when �elds are quantized in classical electromagneticbackgrounds. It can be easily shown that the normal modes of a quantum �eldin di�erent gauges, in general, are not gauge transforms of each other. (This canbe shown for the case of a constant electric �eld background we had discussed insection 1.4. One can convince oneself that this is indeed the case by comparingthe normal modes (1.123) and (1.137). It is easy to see that they are not relatedby the gauge factor exp �i(qExt). We had, in fact, pointed out this feature,earlier, in section 3.5.) Just as in the gravitational case, this feature can leadto a gauge dependence of the particle concept in electromagnetic backgrounds196



(see ref. [38], section 4.6). It has been conjectured in literature that coordinateor gauge dependence of the particle concept can arise due to the fact that onlya sub-class of classically allowed (coordinate or gauge) transformations can beimplemented unitarily [37]. It is possible that the particle concept would prove tobe invariant only under transformations that leaves the asymptotic domains of thebackground unchanged. This conjecture has been proved to be true at least in oneexample. The Rindler transformation destroys the nice asymptotic properties ofthe Minkowskimetric and Gerlach has explicitly shown that there exists no unitarytransformation relating the Hilbert space of quantum states constructed from theRindler vacuum and the Hilbert space determined by the Minkowski vacuum [151].It would be a worthwhile e�ort to extend Gerlach's analysis to the case of theconstant electric �eld background. That is, it will be interesting to examinewhether the Hilbert spaces of, say, a complex scalar �eld when it quantized in aconstant electric �eld background, in the time dependent and the space dependentgauges A�1 and A�2 (given by equations (1.120) and (1.121), respectively), arerelated by a unitary transformation.The idea of detectors were developed with the hope of improving our un-derstanding of the concept of a particle in curved spacetimes. But, as we havediscussed in section 2.4, the connection between the response of detectors and thecanonical formulation of quantum �eld theory still remains obscure. Objects suchas �eld intensity, energy, etc. that we deal with in the conventional formulationof quantum �eld theory are not directly measurable quantities. These quantitiesare reected through some physical measurements made by a detector. And, anydetector that is used measure these quantities can couple to such variables onlyvia the exchange of �eld quanta. But, we �nd that the �eld quanta are not gener-197



ally covariant objects. They are de�ned through the choice of positive frequencycomponents of the mode functions. Granted these facts there seems to be no es-cape from the conclusion that the operational and formal covariance have di�erentmeaning. This gap in our understanding of the relationship between the responseof detectors and the canonical formulation of quantum �eld theory needs to bebridged.We shall close this thesis with a few remarks on possible quantum gravita-tional e�ects in the domain of semiclassical gravity.We had mentioned in the abstract of this thesis that quantum gravitationale�ects will become important only at energy scales of the order of Planck energy(� 1019 GeV) and in the domain between 102 and 1019 GeV we can study theevolution of quantum �elds in classical gravitational backgrounds. But such ar-guments are, to say the least, na��ve. It is not entirely correct to say that, in �eldtheory, quantum mechanical e�ects are important in a particular range of scales.The divergences that arise in �eld theory are closely related to the small distancebehavior of the Green's functions. If gravitational e�ects alter this small distancebehavior, then the formalism of �eld theory will become very di�erent from whatwe are used to. Since quantum �eld theory `sums over' virtual states of arbitraryhigh energies , it is not entirely clear whether any de�nite energy or length scalecan be associated with �eld theory phenomena.Added to this consideration is the fact that gravity couples to matter anditself with equal strength. Thus a photon and a graviton (of the same energy)couple to an external gravitational �eld with equal strength. Creation of photonsby a changing gravitational �eld will have a counterpart of creation of gravitons.198



Clearly, the classical background gravitational �eld itself is experiencing �rst orderperturbations. This is an additional complication that is not present in a linear�eld theory, say that of the electromagnetic �eld.As we have seen in chapter 4, the semiclassical theory has a very limitedvalidity unless the uctuations in the backreaction term are systematically takeninto account. One can possibly look for an Einstein-Langevin equation to describethe backreaction problem more completely. But it is likely that when we takeinto account these uctuations the semiclassical approximation breaks down andquantum gravitational e�ects will become important. One needs to be very carefulwhen one is pushing the domain of semiclassical gravity close to the quantumgravitational regime.There has been a wide spectrum of opinion on the actual relationship be-tween quantum �eld theory in curved spacetime and quantum gravity proper.Quantum gravity certainly has nothing to lose from critical investigations of semi-classical gravity.One of the main problems of quantum �eld theory are the divergences.In a curved spacetime there exists no covariant formulation of handling thesedivergences. It may be, as many have speculated, that quantum gravity has itsown cut-o�|that is it is actually �nite. In fact, a recent work by Padmanabhanpoints exactly in this direction. In his work, Padmanabhan shows that uctuationsin the gravitational background leads to a zero-point length of spacetime andthereby to a high energy cut-o� [152]. This work clearly suggests that quantumgravity after all may sweep away the nagging problems of divergences in �eldtheory. Though the result sounds quite plausible, the work by Padmanabhan is199



at best a prescription to successfully handle the divergences and can possibly bea �rst step towards the ultimate theory. There is a very strong chance that theultimate uni�cation of gravity with the rest of modern physics will look very littlelike either contemporary general relativity or contemporary quantum �eld theory.There exist fundamental structural and conceptual mismatches between generalrelativity and quantum theory. It is possible that the quantum �eld theory weknow of today with its apparatus of Fock spaces, Lagrangians, �eld equations,commutation relations and S-matrices, will just turn out to be a misguided andnaive attempt at a forced marriage of classical �eld theory with quantum particlemechanics [153]. Radical new ideas may be needed to construct a quantum theoryof gravity. The analysis of the semiclassical gravity during the last couple ofdecades have provided a glimpse of certain features that a quantum theory ofgravity is likely to possess; the summit has been glimpsed, but it is yet to bereached. One fondly hopes that the summit will be reached soon.
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Appendix AContour integralsIn this appendix, we shall evaluate the response of inertial and uniformly accel-erated Unruh-DeWitt detectors (in the Minkowski vacuum state) when they areswitched on for a �nite time interval with a rectangular window function. The re-sponse of a Unruh-DeWitt detector that is switched on and o� with a rectangularwindow function is described by the following integral (cf. equation (2.97)):F(
; T ) = Z 2T�2T dx e�i
x G+(x) (2T � jxj): (A.1)A.1 Response of the inertial detectorFor the case of a detector on an inertial trajectory the integrals to be evaluatedare (see subsection 2.2.3)Fine1(
; T ) = � T2�2 Z 2T�2T dx e�i
x(x� i�)2 (A.2)and Fine2(
; T ) = 14�2 Z 2T�2T dx e�i
x jxj(x� i�)2 ; (A.3)so that Fine(
; T ) = Fine1(
; T ) + Fine2(
; T ): (A.4)201
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; T ) = � T2�2�(ie�2i
T Z 10 dv e�
v(v + �+ 2iT )2�ie2i
T Z 10 dv e�
v(v + �� 2iT )2): (A.6)202
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; T )not contribute to the integral since the integrand vanishes on this edge. Aftersome simple algebra we obtain thatFine2(
; T ) = 14�2(2iT e2i
T Z 10 dv e�
v(v + �� 2iT )2�2iT e�2i
T Z 10 dv e�
v(v + �+ 2iT )2�e2i
T Z 10 dv e�
vv(v + �� 2iT )2 + 2 Z 10 dv e�
v v(v + �)2�e�2i
T Z 10 dv e�
vv(v + �+ 2iT )2): (A.8)The �nite time inertial detector response is then given byFine(
; T ) = 14�2(2 Z 10 dv e�
vv(v + �)2 � e2i
T Z 10 dv e�
v v(v + �� 2iT )2�e�2i
T Z 10 dv e�
vv(v + �+ 2iT )2): (A.9)This is the result quoted in the text. 204
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; T ) = �� T2�2� Z 2T�2T dx e�i
x(x� ibn)2 (A.11)and Facc2n(
; T ) = 14�2 Z 2T�2T dx e�i
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the integral for Facc1n can be expressed in terms of the integrals over the edgesBa1Ca1 and Da1Aa1 and the residues corresponding to the enclosed poles. Aftersome manipulations we obtain thatFacc1n(
; T ) = � T2�2� (2�
�(n) e
bn + ie�2i
T Z 10 dv e�
v(v + bn + 2iT )2�ie2i
T Z 10 dv e�
v(v + bn � 2iT )2); (A.13)where �(n) = 1 for n > 0 and zero otherwise.Facc2n after it has been split into two integrals with the limits (�2T; 0) and(0; 2T ), is given byFacc2n(
; T ) = 14�2 (Z 2T0 dx ei
xx(x+ ibn)2 + Z 2T0 dx e�i
x x(x� ibn)2) : (A.14)The �rst of these integrals can be evaluated on a rectangular contour (see �g-ure A.5) on upper-half of the complex x-plane with the vertices at Aa2(0; 0),Ba2(2T; 0), Ca2(2T; i1) and Da2(0; i1). Since the pole in the integrand sits righton the edge Da2Aa2 when n > 0, to avoid it, we indent the contour in such a wayso that the pole is left outside the contour. Similarly, for evaluating the second in-tegral in (A.14) a contour (see �gure A.6) with vertices at Aa2�(0; 0), Ba2�(2T; 0),Ca2�(2T;�i1) and Da2�(0;�i1) can be chosen and the poles that lie on the edgeDa2�Aa2� for the values of n between one and in�nity can be avoided with anindentation of the contour so that they are left outside. The indentation on thecontours contribute a residue corresponding to the in�nitesimal semicircle aroundthe pole with the resultFacc2n(
; T ) = 14�2(2iT e2i
T Z 10 dv e�
v(v + bn � 2iT )2�2iT e�2i
T Z 10 dv e�
v(v + bn + 2iT )2206
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�e2i
T Z 10 dv e�
vv(v + bn � 2iT )2 + 2 Z 10 dv e�
vv(v + bn)2�e�2i
T Z 10 dv e�
vv(v + bn � 2iT )2): (A.15)When the pole happens to settle right on the axis of integration in any of theintegrals in the above expression the result of the integral over that axis is assumedto be given by the principal value of the integral. The complete accelerateddetector response is then given byFacc(
; T ) = 14�2 1Xn=�1(4�
T �(n) e
bn + 2 Z 10 dv e�
vv(v + bn)2�e2i
T Z 10 dv e�
vv(v + bn � 2iT )2�e�2i
T Z 10 dv e�
vv(v + bn + 2iT )2) (A.16)which is the result quoted in the text.
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